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ABILrry TESINC IN TEE 1980s AND BEYOND: SOME MAJOR TRENDS

Anne Anastasi

FordluutEhiversity

As I look at what is happening in testing today, I am impressed by

both the magnitude of the changes amd the rapidity of their development.

In contrast to earlier decades, the pace has increased spectacularly,

and the changes tend to be basic rather than superficial. For both reasons,

it is likely that the trends we see emerging today provide a preview of

what testing will be like in the decades ahtld.

In my efforts to touch on the highlights of these changes, I have chosen

a few developments that I consider particulary significant. These develop-

ments fall quite naturally under three major headings: the role of the

test user, technical methodology of test construction, and substantive

interpretation of test scores.

Role of the Test User

A conspicuous recent trend in mental testing is the increasing recogni-

tion of the part played by the test user. Common criticisms of testing and

popular antitest reactions are often directed, not to characteristics of the

tests, but to misuses of the tests in the hands of inadequately qualified

users in education, industry, clinical practice, and other applied ccl-t.exts.

Many of these misuses stem from a desire for shortcuts, quick answers, and

simple routine solutions for real-life problems. All too often, the decision-

making responsibility is shifted to the test. The tezt user loses sight

of the fact that tests are tools, serving as valuable aids to the skilled

practitioner, but useless or misleading when improperly used.



The increasing focus on the responsibility of the test user is evidenced

in the successive editions of the test standards published by the American

Psychological Association and prepared jointly with rwo other associations

concerned with testing (American Educational Research Association and National

Council ou Measurement in Education). In the successive editions published

in 1954, 1966, and 1974, increasing attention was devoted to test use. The

role of the test user becomes especially prominent in the latest edition

(published in 1985), where it is demonstrated in several ways. The title

has now been changed from Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests

to Standards for Educational and psychological Testing. The substitution

of 'testing" for "tests" in the later title reflects the broadened scope of the

Standards: it calls attention to the process of test use in addition to the

technical qualities of the tests themselves. The organization and content

of the latest Standards fully support this orientation. One section (including

5 chapters) covers technical standards for test construction and evaluation;

three sections (including 11 chapters) are devoted to standards for the use

of tests in different professional applications and their use with special

populations, as well as standards for test administration, scoring, and

reportit.gland for protecting the rights of test takers.

Test publishers, as well as test-related committees of national

professional associations, have also been giving increasing attention to the

key role of the tect user. Some of the major test publishers are making

special efforts to improve their communication with test users, to provide

the necessary information for proper test selection and score interpretation,

and to help guard against common misuses of tests. Test publishers are



beginning to assume some responsibility for cautioning users against popular

misconceptions about what tests are designed to do and what their scores

wean. Attention is also being given to spelling out more fully in test

manuals the necessary qualificationr of test users for different kinds of

commercially available tests. It appears likely that in the years ahead we

shall see increasing cooperative action in meeting these problems of test use,

action that will involve both test publishers and national professional associations.

A noteworthy event in this direction is a recently completed project of the

Joint Committee on Testing Practices,
I sponsored by five national associations

concerned with testing, including the American Psychological Association. A

special working group of this committee, comprising representatives of

major test publishers and associ4tion members, was the Test User Qualifica-

tions Working Group, known by the delightful acronym, TUQWoG. The chief

goal of TUQVictC was to develop an empirical, data-based set of essential qualifi-

cations flr users of different types of tests, which test publ..shers could

incorporate in their test purchaser qualification forms. Over several years

of intense activity, the TUQWoG project developed a most impressive data

base, and some publishers have already begun to use the resulting purchaser

qualification forms.

A second working group of the same joint committee has just been formed;

tts object is to use the available data base in developing training guide-

lines and training materLals for test users. It is generally recognfted that

the surest wsy ta improve test use and to prevent misuse is through more and

better training of test users. This training may be provided at different levels

and in various forms, from college and graduate courses to in-service training

1See Anastasi (in press); Eyde, Moreland, Robertson, Primoff, & Most (198g, in press).



programs, workshops, and continuing education activities conducted by

professional associations and by test publishers, as well as by widespread

dissemination of good testing practices in published sources.

The test user, as contrasted to the test constructor, is essentially

anyone who has the responsibility for choos:ng tests or for interpreting

scores and using them as one source of information in reaching practical decisions.

Many test users serve both these functions. Moreover, such professional functions

are in addition to the more routine activities of administering and'scoring,

which in many cases can be delegated to assistants who function under careful

supervision. Examples of test users include teachers, counselors, educational

administrators, testing coordinators, personnel workers in industry or govern-

ment, clinicians who use tests as aids in tiv_ir practice, and many others in an

increasing number of real-life contexts. Anyone who chooses tests or uses

test results needs some technical knowledge for se proper understanding of

tests. If a test user, in this sense, lacks adequate background for this

purpose, he or she should have ready access to a properly qualified supervisor

or consultant.

The interpretation of test scores calls for knowledge about both the

statistical properties of scores and the psychological characteristics Of the

behavior assessed by the tests. Apart from an understanding of different

types of scores, such as percentiles, standard scores, and deviation IQs,

the test user needs to be familiar with such basic concepts as the standard

error of measurement (SEM), which serves as a corrective against the tendency

to place undue reliance on a single measurement. So important is the SEM for

this purpose, that the College Board now includes data on the SEM and



a simple explanation of its use, not only in brochures distributed to high

school and college counselors, but also in the individual score reports

mailed to test takers. rven more important for test interpretation is the

evaluation of score differences, as in multiscore batteries. Such evaluation

requires data on the statistical significance of score differences as well

as the differential validity of score patterns.

Besides correct statistical interpretation, the proper use of test

scores involves an adequately informed substantive interpretation. The

latter requires knowledge about the behavior domain that the tests are

designed to assess, including the conditions that influence the development

of relevam. cognitive and affective traits. It is in this connection, too,

that we hear the oft-repeated caution that a test score cannot be interpreted

in isolation; it needs confirmatory data from other sources, as well as

information aLout the individual's experiential histOry and about the

particular contexts for which the individual is being assessed. Failure to

observe this caution accounts for many current misuses of tests and for much

popular mistrust of testing.

Technical Methodology of Test Construction

The increasing emphasis on qualified test users has in no way diminished

the concern for psychometrically sound instruments. On the contrary, there

are signs of a growing psychometric orientation in fields that began vith

a qualitative focus, uncontrolled procedures, and subjective interpretations.

Notable examples arc traditional clinical practice, behavior therapy and

behavior modification, and the '.,r,c-rtiing field of health psychology or



medical psychology (See Anastasi, 1988, chaps. 16, 19, fi pp. 557-662). in

all these areas, the 1970s and 1980s have witnessed an increasing recognition of the

need for standardized procedures, empirically established norms, and the

evaluation of such psychometric properties as reliability and validity.

Test Validatl.m. Not only have the areas of application of psychometric

procedures been expanding, but the development of testing technology itself

has shown unprecedented progress in the 1980s. Such advances are especially

evident in the e-.7ving approaches to test validation (Anastasi, 1986). Some

of these developments reflect trends disceraible in American psychology as a

whole. Notable among these trends is an increasing interest in theory and a

movement away froa the blind empiricism of earlier decades. This theoretic 1

orientation is exemplified by the growing emphasis on constructs in the

analysis of personality and ability, as well as in the increasing use of

construct validation. The term "construct validity" was introduced into

the psychometric vocabulary in the first edition of the test Standards,

published in 1954 by the American Psychological Association. The discussions

of construct validation that followed -- and that continue with undiminished vigor --

have served to make the implications of its procedures more explicit and to

provide a systematic rationale for their use. In psydhometric terminoloa,

a construct is a theoretical concept closely akin to a trait. Constru,ts may be

simple and narrowly defined, sued as speed of walking or spelling ability; or they

may be complex and broadly generalizable, such as mathematical reasoning, scholastic

aptitude, neuroticism, or anxiety.

The overemphasis on purely empirical procedures during the early decades

of this century arose in part as a revolt against the armchair theorizing that



all too often served as the basis for so-called psychological writings of

the period. But empiricism need not be blind; nor does theory need to be

subjective speculation. Theory can be derived from an analysis of accumulated

research findings and car in turn lead to the formulation of empirically

testable hypotheses. Tests published since the 1970s show increasing concern

with theoretical rationales throughout the test development process. A

specific example of the integration of empirical and theoretical approaches

s provided by the assignment of items to subtests on the basis of logical

as well as statistical homogeneity. In other words, an item is retained in

a scale if it bad been written to meet the specifications of the construct

definition of the particular si--ale and also was shown to belong in that

scale by the application of statistical procedures of item analysis.

It is being recognized more and more that the development of a valid

test requires multiple procedures, which are employed sequentially, at different

stages of test construction. Validity is thus built into the test from the

outset, rather than being apparently limited to the last stages of test develop-

ment, as in traditional discussions of criterion-related validation in test

manuals. The validation process begins with the formulation of trait or

construct definitions, derived from psychological theory, prior research,

or systematic observation and analyses of real-life behavior domains, such as

job analyses. Test itens are then prepared to fit the construct definitions.

Empirical item analyses follow, with the selection of the most valid items

from the initial item pools. Other appropriate internal analyses may then

be carried out, including factor analyses of item clusters or subtests. The

final stage includes validation and cross-validation of various scores and



of interpretive score combinations through statistical analyses against external,

real-life criteria.

Such a full-scale investigation in terms of multiple validation

procedures is certainly appropriate for the development of new tests, and

its findings should be made available in the test manual for the guidance

of potential users. Nevertheless, when the test is applied in local settings,

the question of demonstrating its validity for particular Jobs in that

setting is frequently raised. The most direct answer would seem to be a

local validation of the test against specific job-performance criteria.

It has become increasingly evident, however, that a properly designed

criterion-related validation is usually impracticable under these conditions.

(Anastasi, 1988, p. 452). Among the reasons for this conclusion are (1)

unavailability of sufficiently reliable and inclusive criterion data, (2)

inadequate number of employees performing the same or closely similar jobs,

and (3) restriction of range through preselection, since rarely can all

applicants be hired and followed up. The use of current employees in lieu

of applicants only introduces new problems.

In view of the practical difficulties in the way of local, criterion-

related validation, several alternative procedures have been developed, and

still more are being explored (for references, see Anastasi, 1986; 1988,

chaps. 4 & 15). These procedures fall somewhere between purely content-

related and purely construct-related validation, usually combining features

of both. Some utilize refined and elaborated techniques of job analysis,

as illustrated by the job element method employed by the U.S. Office of

Personnel Management (Anastasi, 1986; 1988, 455-457). Job elements refer to
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those specific job behaviors that differentiate most clearly between marginal

and superior workers. Relying ultimately on the observations and judgment of

experienced workers, the job element method in its various adaptations

provides descriptions of behavi ral requirements for the job. The behavioral

statements can in turn be grouped into broader categories or constructs, such

as computational accuracy, spatial vlsualization, manual dexterity, and ability

to work under pressure. There is a growing body of research aimed at

developing a general taxonomy of job performance in terms of relatively

broad behavioral constructs. The job element method contributes to this

goal and thereby facilitates the effective use of a test across many super-

ficially dissimilar jobs.

The job element method is also related to the concept of syathetic

validation. Insofar as job elements identify behavioral requirements common

to different jobs, it should be possible to estimate the validity of a test

fol a particular job in the absence of local criterion-related validation.

The 1980s witnessed a revival of interest in synthetic validation, which was

first proposed in the 1950c (Anastasi, 1988, p. 456; Balm, 1959, p. 395).

Essentially, synthetic validation involves three steps: (1) identifying

the job elements and their relative weights in the job; (2) empirical analysis

of each test to find the extent to which it measures each of these job elements;

and (3) computing the validity of each test for the given job from the

weights of these elements in the job and in the test, through a procedure

that is essentially an adaptation of the multiple regression equation.

To add a very recent example of innovative approaches to local test

validation, let me cite a procedure reported in the 1989 Journal of Applied



Plychology (rurban, Sanders, Francis, & Osborn, 1989). Designated as

cognitive equivalence, this procedure Ins developed specifically to meet

a problem of test security, which had become compromised at least in some

plants of a large industrial company. The question was whether other,

commercially available tests could be substituted for the current tests, by

showing empirically that they measure the same constructs. The procedure involved

administering both old and new tests to samples of applicants,and investigating

construct equivalence through correlational analysis, structural modeling,

and a comparison of the hiring decisions reached from the old and new tests.

I have mentioned these various examples mainly to show that techniques

for local validation are alive and growing. It is an area worth looking into.

Strictly speaking, all practical use of tests involves some degree of

validity generalization. Tests are rarely, if ever, used under conditions

identical with those under which validity data were gathered. Bence some

degree of generalizability is inevitably required. However when standar-

dized aptitude tests were first correlated with performance en presumably

similar jobs in industrial validation studies, the validity coefficients were

found to vary widely. Such findings led to widespread pesskaahm regarding the

generalizability of test validity across different situltiorts. Until the mid -

1970s, "situational specificity" of psychologica.1 requireaelts wa6 generally

regarded as a serious limitation in the usefulpece of stavdrdized tests in

personnel selection. More recently, research with c,ewly deve!)p,A1 statistical

techniques (Schmidt, Hunter & Urry, 1976) has demonstrat that much of the

variance &along the validity coefficients reported for industrial kuwlits

may be a statistical artifact resulting from small salple size, critericn



unreliability, and restriction of range in employee samples. The subsequent

accumulation of empirical evidence suggests that the validity of ability

tests can be generalized far more widely across occupations than had here-

tofore been recognized.

It has also been shown that with an adaptation of Bayesian statistics,

it is possible to combine previously available validation data on a given test

with newly accumulated local validation data on small samples, thereby arriving at a

combined estimate of validity that is relatively stable aad generalizable

(Schmidt & Bunter, 1977). The same approach can be used in combining data from

different divisions or plants of a large company (Bentz, 1980, September):

or by trade associtions with data across member companies, as in the unusually

promising consortium project of the Edison Electric Institute (lUeinke, 1987).

In general, recent, large-scale research with both iudustrial and govern-

ment jobs has showed wide generalizability for tests of general, academic

intelligence, which measure largely reasoning with verbal, numerical, and other

abstract material. This is especially true for higher level professional and

administrative jobs. Although other aptitudes are needed for classification

decisions and for more specialized skill jobs, situational specificity

contribues relatively little to the assessment of abilities.

Item Response Theory and Adaptive Testing. In discussing technical

developments in test construction methodology, I chose validation as my first

major example because of its pervasive implications for almost any practical

use of tests. Although now undergoing considerable expansion, the concept

of test validation itself has been familiar for a long time. My second example,

in contrast, is probably the most conspicuous feature of the 1980s them-

selves and one that is likely to have a far-reaching impact on testing

20



in the future. I refer to item response theory and adaptive testing.

Statistical techniques of item analysis have played an important part

in test construction sincc the early days of standardized testing. These

techniques have traditionally been concerned with the measurement of difficulty

level and discriminative value of items. The first is based on percentage of

persons giving the correct response, which is usually converted to a sigma

distance from the normal curve mean. The second is belied on the difference in total

test score (or score on some external criterion) between those passing and

those failing the item; this relation is often expressed as a biserial correlation.

It is apparent that both types of item measures are restricted to the

samples from which they were derived and are generalizable only to populations

thct these samples adequately represent. For many testing purposes that require

sample-free item measures, the procedure employed until recently was some

variant of Thurstone's absolute scaling. This procedure requires the inclusion

of a set of common anchor items across any two samples, in order to work out

a conversion formula for translating all item values from one sample to another.

A chain of lidked sample values can be employed whereby all item values

are expressed in terms of one fixed reference group.

With the increasing availability of high-speed computers, more precise

mathematical procedures are gradually being adopted to provide sample-free

measurement scales. These procedures were oritinally identified under the

general title of "latent trait models." There is no implication, however,

that such latent traits exist in any physical or Physiological sense, nor that

they cause behavior. They are statistical constructs derived from empirically

observed relations among test responses. A rough initial estimate of an

examinee's latent trait is the total score obtained on the test. In order



to avoid the false impression crested by the term "latent trail," some of the

leading exponents of these procedures have eubstituted the term "item response

theory" (IRT), which is now gaining usage within psychology.

By whatever name they may be called, these procedures utilize three

parameters: item discrimination, item difficulty, and a lower-asymptote or

"guessing" parameter corresponding to the probability of a correct response

occurring by chance. Some simplified procedures, such as the Reach model,

use only one parameter, the difficulty level, on the assumption that item

differences in the other two parameters are negligible or can be eliminated

by discarding items. This assumption, however, has to be empirically verified

for each test. IRT is gradually being incorporated in large-scale testing

programs, such as the College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test.

One of the most important applications of IRT is to be found in computer-

administered adaptive testing (CAT), also described as individualized,

tailored, and response-contingent testing. This procedure adjusts item

coverage to the responses actually given by each examinee. As the individual

responds to each item, the computer chooses -he next item on the basis of the

individual's response history up to that point. Essentially each person takes

test that is tailor-made to fit his or her performance. The test stops

when enough informatiou is available to reach a preestablished reliability;

this is equivalent to reducing the error of measurement to an acceptable level.

The person's test score is based, not on the number of items passed, but on

the predetermined score of each of the items passed, as determined by its difficulty

level, discriminative value, and susceptibility to guessing. The item "score"

represents the best estimate of the ability level at which the likelihood of

passing the item is 50-50. Adaptive testing is thus made possible by the use of



IRT in developing the item pool.

Exploratory research on computerized adaptive testing has bees in progress

in various contexts. Its operational use is under investigation in several

large-scale testing programs, of which the most impressive is the CAT-ASVAB,

or computerized adaptive version of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery.

Substantive Interpretation of Test Scores

So far I have touched on two of the three major areas I planned to discuss,

namely role of the test user and technical methodology of test construction.

Let me now turn to the third, the substantive interpretation of test scores.

In contrast to the statistical interpretation of test scores, their substantive

interpretation requires knowledge about the behavior domain assessed by the test.

Many current misuses of tests and misinterpretations of test scores result

from the application of erroneous or outdated knowledge about human behavior.

I shall take illustrations from the intellectual domain, where misconceptions

about the meaning of test scores are especially prevalent.

Nature of Intelligence. Let us consider, for example, the nature and composition

of intelligence as investigated by factor analysis. The controversy over

'Spearman's 1. versus the group factors or separate aptitudes proposed by

Thurstone and others flourished in the 1920s and 1930s. Recently this con-

troversy has been revived and has received considerable attention in the

popular media, which thrive on controversy.

In trying to work our way through this tangle of conflicting claims, we

should bear in mdnd at least two points. First, the general factor identified

in any one battery has often been loosely described as Spearman's 20 suggesting



a comprehensive general ability that underlies all intellectual activity.

Actually, it represents only the general factor common to the tests in that

battery. To conclude from such ee analysis that a givee test is 'heavily laded

with Spearman's is misleading. It would be more meaningful to say ehat

the general factor identified in that battery is heavily loaded britliwtot

that test motasures, and this can be specified by examining the cootent of that

test -- for example, verbal comprehension, mechanical aptitude, or whatever. This

is what we normally do in naming any factor identified in a factor analysis --

we look at the test or tests in which the factor is heavily loaded, and we

name the factor accordingly. Why not follow the same practice in 1181114ng a

factor common to the whole battery?

My second point pertains to yllx factor analysis is conducted. factor

analysis is no longer regarded as a means of searthing for the primary, fixed,

universal units of behavior, but rather as a method of organizing empirical

data into useful categories through en analysis of behavioral uniformities. Like

the test scores from which they are derived, factors are descriptive, not

explanatory; they do not represent underlying cauaal entities. Ooce we

recognize the descriptive nature of factors, we see that the description could

occur at different levels. !fore and liOne, we ire coming to think in terms of

a hierarchical model of factors or abilities: at the top is a general factor;

at the next level are broad group factors, similar to aome of Thurstone's

primary mental abilities; these major group factors suhdivide into narrower

group factors at one or more levels; the specific factors are at the bottom

level.

Different theories focus on one or another level of this coaprehensive

hierarchical model. No one level, however, need be regarded as of primary



importance; rather, each test constructor or test user should select the

level most appropriate for her or his purpose. This solution is what is

actually done in practice. For example, if we want to select applicants

for a difficult and highly specialized mechanical job, we would probably

test fairly narrow perceptual and spatial factors that closely match the

job requirements. In selecting college students, on the other hand, a few

broad factors such as verbal comprehension and numerical reasoning, would

be most relevant.

Another approach to the analysis of intelligence is that followed

by cognitive psychology. This is a recent and rapidly spreading development

in psychology as a whole. From the standpoint of testing, the principal

contribution of cognitive psychology is its concern with what the individual

does when performing an intellectual task. Their research concentrates on

the processes rather thin the ymyducts of thinking. Test performance typically

assesses the products, as reported in test scores. To be sure, interest in

processes is not new in the history of psychometrics. But the cognitive

psychologists have carried the techniques of process analysis to new

heights of refinement and sophistication.

Information about the processes an individual uses im solving problems

or performing intellectual tasks is especially useful in diagnostic testing,

to pinpoint the source of au individual's difficulties. It is also highly

relevant in designing training programs to fit individual needs. For

personnel selection and classification purposes, however, tests constructed

through the traditional correlational and factor-analytic methods are still

proving the more effective -- and there are sound theoretical reasons for this

finding. Although some psychologists have seen controversy and conflict



between traditional and cognitive approaches, again we find a novement

toward a more comprehensive view that incorporates both approaches, each

serving different practical needs.

Testint in Context. The examples I have cited demonstrate that current

knowledge about the nature of intelligence is certainly relevant to the proper

use and interpretation of test scores. I now want to introduce one more

topic that I consider even more important, which I shall call testing in
2

context. Test scores tell us how individuals perfor. at the time of testing:

not wja they perform as they do. To find out why, we have to consider the test

score within the person's intecedent context. We used to delve into the

individual's reactional biography. In what environmental setting did this

person develop? What conditions and events were encountered and how did the

person respond to them?

From another angle, we need to consider the test score within the

person's anticipated context. What is the setting -- educational, occupational,

societal -- in which this person is expected to function and for which he or

she is being evaluated? What can we find out about the intellectual, emotional:

and physical denanda of that context? Several concepts encountered in the

recent psychological literature, such as functional literacy and the assess-

ment of personal competence, arise from this approach to test interpretation

(Sundberg, Snowden, & Reynolds, 1978). The full understanding and proper

interpretation of a test score has both a backward and a forward reference to

real-life contexts.

It is now widely recognized by psychometricians that all cognitive tests

measure developed abilities, which reflect the individual's learning history.

2 For a provocative theoretical analysis of the role of ccntext in
thinkinse and intelligence, see the discussion of "situational cogni-tion" and " Personal and social enisteliclovies" by Greeno (1989).
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This is equally true of tests traditionally labeled aptitude tests and those

labeled achievement tests. The two types of tests differ principally in

the degree to which the requisite prior learning is specified and controlled.

If we tnink of tests as measuring developed abilities, we can reformulate

questions about test coaching in more meaningful terms. The basic question

is not how far test scores can be improved by special training, but how such

improvement relates to intellectual behavior in real-life contexts, such as

performance on a job or in a course of study. To answer this question, we

must differentiate between coaching that is-test specific and coaching that

affects the broader area of performance that the test is designed to assess,

that is, the criterion we are trying to predict (Anastasi, 1981; 1988, pp.

43-47). Any condition that alters teat performance -- for better or for worse --

without correspondingly affecting criterion performance will simply lower

the validity of the test and make it a poorer predictor for the individual

Hcwever,
concerned. when coaching improves both test performance and criterion

A
performance, it leaves validity unchanged, while enhancing the individual's

chances of attaining desired goals. This -.-. broadly oriented type of

so-called coaching could be more appropriately described as a form of short-

term, condensed education.

Reformulating the coaching question in terms of the relation between

test performance and criterion performance is also helpful in examining

the widely debated question of test bias. The goal is for test.; to be

free from cultural bias against any group with which the tests are used.

This does not mean that there can be no group differences in test scores.

Such differences could correctly reflect differences in antecedent development



of the skills and knowledge covered by the test, which may also be required for the

criterion performance that the test is designed to assess -- in a course of

study, a job or other reallife context. Essentiatly, a test is free from

bias and equally fair to two groups if it has the same validity for both

groups and does not underpredict the performance of either group. In terms

of the familiar regression model, this refers to the avoidance of slope

bias and intercept bias of the regression lines.

Try to visualize a scatter diagram or bivarlate graph in which the

horizontal axis shows test scores and the vertical axis criterion performance,

both expressed in the same units, such as standard scores. Under these

conditions, the slope of the regression line is exactly equal to the

correlation between test and criterion, that is, the validity coefficient. If

we plo.: the results of a minority and a majority group on the same graph,

tho. L-0 regression lines should have the same slope when the validities are

the sane for both groups.

Even with equal validities, however, there could still be intercept

bias, if the two lines-intersect the criterion axis at different points.

This could mean that a minority person gecting a lower test score than a

majority person might perform equally well on the criterion. In other words:

the minority test scores would underpredict criterion performance. Empirical

studies have actually found the reverse. It is generally the group that

scores higher an the test that tends to be underpredicted. There is sound

statistical reason for this finding: as more tests are added to the battery,

each of which has some predictive validity, the underprediction disappears

(Linn & Werts, 1971; Reilly, 1973). The underprediction in the higher



scoring group is likely to occur if the two groups
differ in one or sure

additonal variables that correlate positively with both test and criterion.

In any event, whatever the empirical findings in particular instances,

checking for slope and intercept bias is the appropriate procedure for

assessing the presence or absence of test bias.

From a broader viewpoint, all testing should be considered within

a framework of cultural diversity and evaluated within its appropriate

context. No test is -- or should be -- culture-free, because human

behavior is not culture-free.
We live in a pluralistic society, not only

within large, heterogeneous
nations such as the United States, but also

within the broader, world-wide society. Increasing international contacts

require Lome reconceptualization
of mental measurement. Each test should

be fitted into this broad framework. For practical tzsting purposes, the

most effective tests are likely to be those developed for clearly

defined purposes and for use within specified contexts. Although these

contexts will vary in breadth, none is likely to cover all testing

purposes nor the entire human species. The important point is to identify

the locus and range of cultural (or other experiential) context for which

any given test is appropriate, and then to keep both the use of the

test and the interpretation of its scores within those contextual

boundaries. In other words, when selecting or developing tests and

when interpreting scores, consider context. I shall stop right there,

because those are the words, more than any others, that I want to leave

with you: consider context.
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MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN THE NEXT DECADE: IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER

NEWTON MARGULIES, PH.D.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

AND

ANTHONY P. RAIA, PH.D.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

INTRODUCTION

Initially, this research project was focussed on generatinginformation about the current status of the Americancorporation. We were interested in investigating the waysin which organizations postured themselves toward globalchanges, including economic changes, social changes, andcultural changes. One element of our literature review, forexample, had indicated that the core values of the field oforganizational development seemed to have remainedrelatively constant over the past twenty yeare. And yetsome analysts and theoreticians speculated about theconservative and even anti-humanism that seems to be thetrend in organizations today. Our interest, therefore, wasto examine the compatibility of organizational developmentas a field, and the directions of American organizations.

Our data gathering began with this focus and continues inthis vein as our interest in the values of Americanorganizations grows. Additional insights, however, into thecritical issues facing organizations in the near future andwhat organizations are currently doing to address theseissues provides some important information for policy andactivity formulation.

RESEARCH DESIGN

The basic design of this research utilizes a combination ofquestionnaire and in depth interviews with managers in avariety of organizational settings. Phase I of this projectbegan with an interview phase in which we explored withmanagers the issues they perceive will confront theirorganizations and them as individuals in the coming decade.We also asked, as part of our exploration, whatspecifically their organizations were doing or planning todo in preparation for addressing and resolving the issuesthey identify. Finally, since our initial research beganwith an exploration of corporate values, we continued toexplore the arena of values and ethics through our interviewprocedure, and specifically, through the use of a relativelyshort semantic differential questionnaire.
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As we proceeded with our interviews we were able then to

design an open-ended questionnaire in which managers could

write responses to such questions as: Identify the issues

confronting your orjanization in the coming decade? What

specifically, is your organization doing to address these

issues? These open-ended questions, six in total, were then

content analyzed to create categories so that responses

could be easily catalogued.

We continued our follow-on interviews with managers,

exploring in depth the nature of the issues they identified

and the potential impact these issues might have on

organizations as well as individuals.

To date, our sample includes 456 .panagers in. industries

which include aerospace, biotechnology, retailing, health

care, electronics, software development, manufacturing, and

some public agencies.

Additionally, this particular paper compares the results of

our study to date and the results of.a study conducted by

the Conference Research Board in which human resource

managers identified the issues facing their function in the

coming years.

RESULTS

The analysis of our data indicates the following issues, as

identified by managers. For the most part a high percentage

ot the respondents indicated that fierce competition spurred

by new perspectives on the global economy was a major issue

facing their companies. In addition, issues such as the

quality of products and services, the speed of product

innovation, responding to market differentiation as well as

new market development, and continued concerns for

productivity and efficiency top the list.

On the organizational side, a high percentage of managers

indicate that issues surrounding the restructuring of their

organizations, and perhaps more importantly, the

implications for major culture change will be highlighted in

the coming decade.

Other issues reflecting changes in the relationship with

government agencies, changes spurred by continued interest

in mergers and acquisitions, and changing management-

employee relationships were articulated in many of our

interviews.

To summarize, the data clearly indicates that major issues

facing organizations in the coming decade evolve around a

growing intensity and need for change. This includes not

only a change in thinkimg about economies, products, and

- 24
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market place, but also serious concerns about the changing
onganization and its relationship with its environment,
including government, legal, and culture.

In response to the question: What is your organization
currently doing to respond to project issues for the next
decade?, managers indicated the following activities:

Toping the list are activities like: learning to do better
strategic planning, developing a new management philosophy
and style, continued training in both technical and
managerial arenas, more careful recruiting considering
future needs, learning to manage teams and interfaces more
effectively, and in many cases, using consultants in very
specific and specialized areas.

Additionally, managers also indicate that serious thinking
about reorganizing and streamlining their organizations, as
well as learning to manage teams and interfaces more
effectively are important considerations when thinking about
the next decade. Most importantly, there are concerns about
the quality of leadership and the nature of that leadership
required in the next decade. The identification of new
strategies for coping with bureaucracy is also a major
concern.

Clearly, our data indicates that managers recognize the need
for new skills in the leadership and management arena, and
continued employee development via training in both the
technical and supervisory areas. Most managers are quite
aware that being cognizant of new technology and rapid
technological development must be on the forefront of their
role in the future.

We also asked whether or not there were other things their
organizations are not doing but should be doing. Responses
indicate that there is a need for longer range planning,
better management of change, quicker turn around on product
development, and much better coordination between groups and
functional departments.

On the more personal level managers see their own jobs as
being more complex and more stressful in the coming decade.
They project an increase in work load and continued concern
about the obsolescence of their skills.

IMPLICATIONS

In examining this information, the implications for human
resources seems obvious. For example, managers are
concerned about the need for skill development, as well as
assistance in the management of change. Both the line
manager population, as well as HR managers concede thatfocus on organizational culture change may become a central
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issue of the next decade. Additionally, it would seem that

line managers are vitally concerned about ongoing skill

development, in both technical and managerial areas. While

human resource managers indicate that training is of

concern, the priority put on this issue by these groups is

quite different. The line managers rank training much
higher than do their HR manager counterparts.

Many line managers indicate that there is indeed a need to

review and manage the changing relationship between

management and employees. Many organizations reflect a

deepening cynicism which currently characterizes the

relationship. HR managers, however, view involvement and
participation considerably lower on the priority list than

do line managers. Both groups agree that the management of

teams and interfaces will become more important in the next

decade and that there is a need to become more skillful and

adept in this arena.

We believe the implications of our study in contrast to the

data provided by the Conference Research Board indicate the

need for HR to better understand the concerns of the line

manager. The data from HR managers indicates that the
function is not as close to the core business as it would
believe, and does not have impact on the success of the

organization that it should.
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THE GUIDELINES IN THE YEAR 2000

Lance W. Seberhagen, Ph.D.
Seberhagen & Associates*

In October 1985, I was invited to testify before the House Subcommitteeon Employment Opportunities regarding on what changes, if any, should be madein the Uniform Guidelines op Employee Selectipfl PrQcgokres (EEOC, 1978). Thispaper is based on that presentation, but a lot could happen between now andthe year 2000 to change my recommendations. Of immediate concern is the Su-preme Court's decision in Wards cove, but there will undoubtedly be other im-portant new developments in psychology and the law that must be woven into anygeneral standards or guidelines for employee selection.

Should the Guidelines Be Revised?

The net effect of the Guidelines has been a very positive one for thedevelopment and use of good employee selection procedures and the reduction of
employment discrimination. Therefore, any change in the quidelines s*.ould be
viewed with caution. If important aspects of the Guidelines are weakened oreliminated, I would be opposed. If important aspects are retained in theGuidelines. I would like to see further revision to promote equal employmentopportunity and improve workforce productivity through better employeeselection procedures.

What Important Aspects of the Guidelines Should Be Retained?
1. Definition of "selection procedure° as °any measure, combination ofmeasures, or rxocedure used as the basis for any employment decision."
2. Reliance on generally accepted professional standards (e.g., APAStandards, SIOP Principles) as the ultimate

technical basis for employeeselection.

3. Rejection of casual evidence of validity (e.g., qualifications of test
developer, frequency of usage, testimonials).

4. Documentation
requirements (e.g., technical report of validity, manual

for administration and use) for each selection procedure and the overallselection process.

an he 1

1. Provide one set of guidelines
to provide truly uniform federal policy

on the development
and use of employee selection procedures. This would re-

quire extending coverage of.the Guidelines to age, handicap, veteran's status,
and other bases of employment discrimination prohibited under federal law.

* 9021 Trailridge Court, Vienna, VA 22182. Tel. i703) 790-0796.
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2. Provide guidance for all forms of discrimination
(e.g., unequal

treatment), not just adverse impact.

3. If the adverse impact concept is retained, re-define *adverse impact*

to require a combination of the 80% Rule and statistical significance.

4. Require all selection
procedures to be valid, regardless of adverse

impact.

5. Provide more
guidance for proper job analysis. Any method of job

analysis should be acceptable if it is valid, reliable, fair, and useful for

the intended purpose.

6. Provide more guidance for validity generalization
based on *test

transportability.*

7. Provide more guidance for validity generalization
based on the meta-

analysis of validation studies.

8. Require analysis of the total selection process to ensure that all

necessary worker characteristics are
assessed in a proper way to ensure job

success.
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ARITHMETIC VERSUSCLOWAL PROCESSESFOR DERIVII%
ASSESSMENT CEPITER SCONES

Patrick T Maher Associatepersonnel and , . . Ccosultanta Inc.5642 Crocus La Rims, CA 90623 (714) 827-1780
A continuing controversy, fueled by contradictory findinp, centers on whether or notassessment center scores should be derived arithmeticallyor through clinical judgement.
Sackett and Wilson (1982) developed a decision rule that would predict fmal consensusscores with 94.5 percentaccuracy.

Joiner and Carlin (1983) reported to IPMAAC that a comparison ofere-integrationdimensions scores and post-integration scores produced a correlation of .98 andidentical rank order lists in a selection assessment center for law enforcement. Theyreplicated their work in 1985 and reported to IPMAAC that high correlations (.92 orbetter) were again achieved comparing pre-intepation and post-integration scores, butthese demonstrated changes in rank-wder positions that in some cases were significant.
Lowry (1988) reported that similar studies showed differences in post- and pre-integration rank order lists for career development assessment centers, but not forselection assessment centers.

In summary, although the research shows mixed results, it seems to indicate thatarithmetic scoring, at least in employment selectioli assessment centers, is a viablealternative to the lengtliy discussion involved in the clinical process. (E.g., a consensusdiscussion time ofone to three hours per candidate are somewhat typical.)
Keep in mind that the prior work, however, had been largely restricted to comparingpre- and post-integration and rank-orders based assessment center results alone. Theresearch presented here analyzes data obtained when the assessment center orassessment center simulation is a weighted part of a multi-phased assessmentprocedure.

It should be noted that there are a variety of assessment center rating systems in use.Thus, a brief description of the various processes used in these particular assessmentcenters is important presenting results, data, and findings.

All dimensions were rated by three assessors assigning a score of one (low) to five (high)in each. Where there was only one exercise, overall dimension scores were used.
However, where there were several exercises, overall dimension scores were derivedslightly differently. After assigning individual scores by exercise within dimensions,overall scores were then assigned for each dimension. However, these overall scoreswere not a mere averaging of exercise scores, but required the assessors to consider avariety of factors such as the effectiveness of one exercise compared to another inmeasuring a dimension (E.g., a written simulation requiring lengthy narrative is usuallyconsidred more valuable for measuring written communication than the in-basket.However, in some cases, a particular in-basket might emphasize writing skills or aparticular candidate may provide a better example of written communication in the in-basket; therefcre that exercise will be given greater weight in this dimension.)

In assi it I the scores, each of the assessors initially made independent ratings of the
l

scores. t en they met for assessor discussion, each assessor stated his or her scoreorally, and any difference in scores was discussed, even if it was only a one-pointdifference. It should be noted that this varies from a common practice of holding a
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discussion only if there is a difference of 2 or mare points in assessor scores. (This two-

t difference was used by Lowery, which may account for the difference between his

and the findinp here).IA II '4:

The dimension scores were then arithmetically . ,,,bt ; tett to determine an overall score

on a scale of 50 to 100. This mathmatic - I . . tuta on merely converts the clinically-

derived saves into a scale of 100, as ...I I ..+ 4 by most civil service or merit systems.

This computation should not be confused with other systems designed to arithmetically

deriw mires without assessor discussion.

The results of two different examination procedures used for two different positions are

presented in this research.

The fiist examination was for the position of purchasing agent. In most jurisdictions, a

purchasing agent's limited to preparing requests for proposals, analyadng projected

costs, and, in some cases, making recommendationsfor selecting vendors.

In this particular jurisdiction, however, the purchasing agent acted more as a manager-

executive. As such, he was required to perform a number of administrative and

executive functions, and could serve as an interim department head.

Therefore, quite a few of the candidates a plying for the position did not have the

requisite suRervisory and management experience, regardless of their length of service

as a purchasing agent in other*10a am. As a result, we noted that there were a large

number of low scores derisvd from assessment procedures. This was not inconsistent

with the experience level of the candidate pool in this particular assessmentprocedure.

The assessment procedure consisted of two components, each weighted at 50%. One

component conshted of the General Management In-Basket (GMIB), developed and

marketed by Management Personnel Systems. This in-basket is a standardized
assessment procedure,assessing leadership style and practices, priorities/sensitive issue

handling, conflict/interpersonal insight management, and organizational
practices/management control. These four factors result in a total score used to
determine the candidate's ranking.

The other half of the assessment procedure consisted of a written simulation in which

twenty pages of statistical and narrative data were presented to the candidates.
Candidates were then required to analre the data and develop recommendations. They

prepared a narrative staff report incorporating their summary and data analysis, and

their recommended courses of action. This portion of the assessment procedure
evaluated written communication, problem analysis, and decision-making.

A second part of the simulation exercise directing the candidates to make an oral
presentation of their report. This allowed the auessment of oral communication skills

in what was essentially a written simulationexercise.

Strictly speaking, this process did not constitute a true assessment center because of the

limited number (2) of simulation exercises. However, all other aspects of the
assessment center process were followed, including the use of raters. (These were
trained for three days and required to demonstrate assessor competency on the fourth

day-)

The second examinationpertaining to th research was , for the position of battalion

chief in a large metropolitan fire department. The examination process consisted of

four parts.
39
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A paper-and-pencil test, weighted at 15%, posed 100 multiple choice questions ontechnical fire-fighting knowledge and departmental procedures. A fire-scenesimulation, weighted at 25%, involved an oral presentation and interaction incombfting a simulated fire. An assessment center, weighted at 35%, assessed eightgeneric management abilities. It was comprised of an in-Wwt, group discussion, andwritten simulation exercise. A departmental evaluation, weighted at 25%, was basedupon on the job performance. It was rated by battalion chiefs and deputy chiefs in thedepartment.

After compiling all four examination components and computing the respective scores,seniority points were addea to the overall score based upon the number of years ofservice time as a fire-fighter. This resulted in an overall score, which in one caseexceeded 10Oon a scale of 100.

The results of the two examinations are presented IA the attached tables. Table I, showsthe rank-order data for the purchasing agent exammation. The pre- and post-simulationscores show the scores for simulaidon exercise. The pre-score represents the pre-consensus discussion and the post-score the post-consensus discussion. The overallscores consist of the simulation score combined with the OMIB score. The pre- andpost-overall scores represent the GMIB combined with the pre-consensus and post-consensus scores.

Table 2 shows the rank-order data for the battalion chief examination based on the pre-post-consensus scores for die assessment center. The overall scores (all components) arealso included, but additional data are presented. The NACOve score is the total scorefor all components except the assessment center. Itdemonstrates the rank order withoutany of the assessment center scores.

The assessment center score is the actual assessment center score based on the overalldimension score. The pre- and post-consensus scores are based on the individualexercise scores.

M can be readily seen by comparing the PstCon score with the assessment score rankorder, the two are not identical, althou& a correlation of .98 is obtained.
The difference in the rank order, based on the identical scores but obtained throughdifferent scoring procedures, tends to support Lowry% contention (1988) that the scoringmethod used affects the assessment center results.
As can be seen, there is no difference in the scores of the top three rank-orderedcandidates in either examination, or those of the top four rank-ordered candidates forthe purchasing agent examination. These results may be reflective of Lowry's findingwith his small candidate populations (n=4 on selection and n = 6 on careerdevelopment).

However, when the larger numbers are examined , we see a change in the rank order ofcandidates, in some cases, a significant one. More importantly, rank order changeswhen it involves the overall score.

Sackett and Wilson's work is also impacted in light of the rank-order results. While theycan predict with 94 percent accuracy the post-consensus discussion results, rank order isaffected. And, in the public arena, where strict rank order often determines not onlywhen a candidate is promoted, but if he/she is promoted, such accuracy has atremendous personal impact.
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As indicated above, all of the research, including the current studies, reports high

correlations (.92 - .98) between scores obtained through independent assessor ratings

and consensus ratings. However, such correlations are not relevant to the issue of

whether or not scores should be obtained through arithmetic or consensus discussion.

The issue, especially where promotion is dependent entirely or primarily on rank order

of the list, is the extent to which rank order is affmted when mathematical comuptation

or consensus discussion is used. While rank order may not always be affected, as

demonstrated by Lowery and by Joiner and Carlin, nonetheless, rank order can be

affected. This c.nge is not only demonstrated by the research presented here, but by

Carlin and Joiner in their replication study and Lowery in his-career development

assessment center:

One disturbing contention by Lowery and Sackett and Peters is that consensus

discassion is more valuable in career-development assessment centers than in selection

assessment centers, at least as far as its impact on rank order. In reality., rank order in

career deriluogment assessment centers is not as important as in selection assessment

centen. order in career development assessment centers is beneficial only in

demonstrating standing relative to others. Where rank order is based on close scores

(e.g., 93.5 and 93.0), it has no value.

In promotional assessment centers, however, rank order can mean the difference

between whether or not a candidate is Irromoted, even if the difference is only a

hundreth of a point. Besides determining if a candidate will be promoted, it determines

when the date will be promoted. In many cases, an early promotion not only means

additional benefits amounting to thousands of dollars, but could affect future

promotions at even higher levels.

In summary, it seems that the research on change or lack of change in rank order has not

really addressed the critical issue. That is, w ether consensus discussion results in a

more valid and reliable score than does the arithmetic process. Future research,

especially criterion research, must explore this aspect of the issue..

TABLE I
RANK ORDER OF CANDIDATES

BY PRE-CONSENSUS/POST-CONSENSUS
RESULTS

AND BY OMB

Post-Over

1

Pre-Over

1

Post-Sim

1

Pre-Sim

1

GN18

2

2 2 4 4 1

3 3 3 3 4

4 4 2 2 12

5 6 a 10 3

6 5 5 5 5

7 7 7 6 6

8 a 6 7 a
9 11 9 9 10

10 10 11 11 7

11 9 10 8 11

12 12 13 12 9

13 13 12 13 13

Correlations: Pre-sim Pre-ovr
Post-aim .951
Post-ovr .980

4 1
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TABLE II
RANK ORDER OF CANDIDATES

BATTALION CHIEF EXAMINATION
BY PRE-CONSENSUS/POST-CONSENSUS RESULTS

*
Over

«
Asatcn Pre Con Pet Con Pre Ovr PstOvr *NACOvr

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 2 2 2 2
3 3 2 3 3 3 4

4 7 5 6 4 4 3
5 8 11 11 5 5 5
6 6 7 10 6 8 6
7 4 4 4 7 6 9
8 5 6 5 8 7 8
9 9 9 9 9 9 7

10 11 8 7 10 10 12
11 13 13 13 12 12 10
12 12 12 12 11 11 11
13 10 10 8 13 13 13

Correlations

Post Con Post Ovr
Pre Con .977
Pre Ovr .993

* Actual test scores. "Overall" is the actual ranking of the candidates involved in the
examination process.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS TO SAVE TIME,
MONEY AND HEADACHES IN JOB SIMULATIONS

by Jeff Prewitt, Chief Examiner, Louisville Civil Service

This paper provides tips to save money on assessor travel,
lodging and the assessing site. Time saving procedures are
discussed for everything from job analysis to assessor
training. Headaches such as scheduling dilemmas, rumors, and
complaining assessors are also addressed. Lastly,
suggestions are'made for inexpensive perks for assessors.

Saving Money

"We don't have enough money! Job simulations are too
expensive." Job simulations can be expensive; however, some
of the costs can be reduced with planning, investigating and
negotiating on the three most expensive areas: assessor
travel, assessor lodging, and the assessing site.

Most airlines give discounts if you book flights far enough
in advance and flights are considerably less expensive if the
traveler is staying over on a Saturday night. You can also
save money on air fare by shopping around and finding which
cities have cheaper air fares to your city. Another way to
cut costs on assessor travel is to find agencies within
driving range of your city and reimburse the assessors for
their mileage. Sometimes you can look even closer than
cities within driving range-try local agencies and local
universities. These sources will not only save you money on
assessor travel; they may save you money on assessor lodging
as well since local people will not need hotel lodging.

Using local sources for assessors is a good way to reduce
your costs for assessor lodging, but don't stop there. Ask
hotels about government discounts and tax exemptions. Check
on off-season rates. Shop around for the most economical
lodging and ask for group discounts. if you are going to use
a hotel for the assessing site, check to see if the hotel
will give you discounts on the assessing rooms since you are
using a large group of rooms and they will not need linens
and towels. Also, ask if extra conference rooms,
administrative rooms, or other perks are free when a large
number of guest rooms are rented. You can even negotiate on
catering lunch to save money, give you one less detail to
attend to and to insure that none of your assessors get lost
during lunch. Once you have squeezed everything you can out
of the hotel to save money on assessor lodging and the
assessing site, you can still save money on !odging by having
your own staff conduct feedback sessions and using local
assessors for the more time-consuming exer-r.ises. That way
you can get your out-of-town assessors out of town sooner!



If you still have not saved enough money, try to avoid using
a hotel as an assessing site. Look for training academies,
universities, schools, agency buildings, and conference rooms
or offices not being used. If you plan far in advance, you
may be able to reserve several rooms. Another way to get
more office space for assessing the candidates is to conduct
some of your testing on the weekend when more office space is
available. If equipment is a problem, contact other
departments and see if they will loan video equipment to you
and check with local universities to see if they have
equipment and recording studios that you could use for a
small price.

Saving Time

Planning in advance is the best way to save time. Develop a
comprehensive checklist that covers all details, no matter
how minor. Use this checklist for delegating, monitoring,
and identifying things to take care of when you find yourself
at a standstill. The first section of your checklist should
cover the job analysis. When conducting your job analysis,
contact other jurisdictions and request task and KSA lists
from them. These lists can be used to: supplement your
lists; help insure thoroughness; and check for acquiescence
by Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). Additionally, critical
incidents forms can give you a great starting point for job
simulation scenarios and they may help you identify important
tasks or knowledges, skills, and abilities (KSAs) which were
missed with the other procedures. Lastly, if you find that
your SMEs are having trouble dimensionalizing statements and
responses, have your staff members. dimensionalize and then
work with your SMEs to insure accuracy.

Once your job analysis is complete and you have a test plan,
divide tasks up on the checklist so that people are taking
care of administrative details as well as exercise
development details. Plan your schedules out in detail so
that you are using all of your resources to maximum
potential.

In addition to saving time in developing and administering
the job simulation exercises there are steps you can take to
save on the time used by assessors. Mail information packets
to the assessors in advance which explain some of the
procedures and the dimensions being measured. Include
information on dining, entertainment, schedules, and the type
of dress required of the assessors. Make your first
impression one of professionalism, preparedness, and
hospitality. After your assessors have arrived and gone
through general training as a group, divide your assessors
into groups so that the assessors only need to be trained on
how to evaluate one type of exercise. Eliminating the
consensus approach is anoiher way to reduce assessing time.



We have also found that the scales are easier for the
assessors to use when staff members serve as additional
assessors. The staff members are also able to give excellent
feedback at a Later date so the outside assessors only focus
on recording and evaluating behavior instead of the
additional duty of giving feedback.

Reducing Headaches

After using the above mentioned pointers to reduce time and
money spent on job simulations, you can direct your attention
to some methods of reducing headaches caused by scheduling
problems, rumors and complaining assessors. The key here
to anticipate problems and address them before they occur.

Most scheduling problems can be eliminated by a w,cAl thought
out schedule that incorporates catch-up times at different
intervals in the day. To lessen the impact of late
candidates, schedule them to appear earlier than they will
actually begin their exercises. If you administer the job
simulation and videotape the candidates prior to th 2. arrival
of your assessors, you will not have to face the grueling
task of coordinating candidates anC assessors and rushing
assessors so they are ready for the next candidate who is
waiting outside their door.

Videotaping candidates in advance not only reduces headaches
caused by scheduling dilemmas, it also allows the assessors
to work at their own pace which is one way of reducing
complaints from assessors. You must be sure to give your
assessors enough time to evaluate candidates fairly and you
should ensure that you do not overwork the assessors. Having
an alternate assessor to give breaks to your assessors and to
be available in case you have a problem with an assessor is
also a good idea. Some other ways to avoid complaining is to
ask the assessers on the first day if they had any problems
with their rooms so you can address the problems early and
take steps to ensure the assessors' comfort. You should also
provide tourist and dining suggestions to the assessors and
attempt to provide some entertainment or any types of perks
you can arrange.

Perks for assessors can come in many forms, unfortunately yc.0
will probably have to look for inexpensive perks. The first
place to lo.4c is the agency you are serving. Ask for badgPs,
patches, hats, t-shirts, or lapel pins. You can also set up
a hospitality room with support from the FOP or other local
employee organizations. Sometimes, you may find local
businessts who will sponsor activities or provide free
tickets or discounts. Finally, certificates of recognition
and "thank you" letters to the assessors and their superiors
are nice touches to show ;!our appreciation. They also help
out the next time you ask for assistance from that agency.
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The last group of headaches to address are what I call the
GRIM Reapers (Grapevine, Rumors, ignorance, and Myths)
because they can kill all your other efforts. If you can
dispel the rumors & myths and educate the candidates on the
job simulation process, you can prevent a lot of problems.
The three keys here are to inundate the candidates with
accurate information, make your testing staff highly visible,
and ask everyone for suggestions for improvement.

Some ways to increase the visibility of the testing staff
are: conduct observation interviews during all shifts and in
all the different divisions of the department; attend special
training programs; and carry a beeper so you are notified of
major fires. Your credibility increases and you learn more
when you show up at major incidents to observe and ask
questions. Lastly, attend question and answer sessions to
make yourself more visible and to give out accurate
information.

in addition to question and answer sessions, you should
consider using videotaped descriptions of the job simulation
process with "practical pointers" for disseminating
information. The candidates will watch the tape for the
practical pointers and you can sneak in some good education
on the job simulation process from conducting the job
analysis to the.determination of final ratings. You can also
use feedback sessions to educate candidates on the process
and to solicit their suggestions on ways to make the process
more job related and fair. This helps give you more
credibility 'and you will actually get some good suggestions.

Benefits of Video Recording

Many of the suggestions provided in this paper require the
use of video equipment. If you do not have video equipment
available, ask for it. The benefits listed below should help
you to justify video equipment at budget time.

-Removes intimidation by assessors.
-Insures consistent behavior by assessors.
-Allows exercises to be conducted prior to the arrival of the
assessors cutting down on testing space and staff needed.
-Allows assessors to work at their own pace.
-Allows assessors to look at candidates' performance again if
necessary.
-Provides an exact record of candidates' performance.
-Provides more detailed feedback for candidates.
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Several procedures have been described which can be
implemented to decrease the amount of time, money and
headaches involved with the job simulations. Other
jurisdictions should find the...4e approaches easy to implement
and justify.
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MAKING APPRAISALS EFFECTIVE BY LIMITING
AVERSIVE ELEMENTS

Daniel F. TwomeY
Fairleigh Dickinson University

The need for consistency and formalization in government agencies
is evidenced in the their appraisal systems. A variety of
appraisal systems are used and more often than not an agency's
appraisal system is a complex combination of two or more of the
basic systems. For example the VA uses a trait system combined
with a substantial MBO system. Also there are different systems
and variations within agencies. There are of course good reasons
for each system and its variations. Common to most of the systems
is a complex set of ratings and rankings that inevitably lead to
making appraisal aversive to many of the appraisers and employees.

In an effort to make the assessments better, the negative
consequences of those more articulated systems have frequently been
overlooked or simply accepted as a necessary evil--something that
was unavoidable. This paper addresses the aversive side of
appraisal. The sources and dynamics that make appraisal unpleasant
foil' the appraiser, demotivating to many employees, and ineffective
in promoting organizational goals will be explored. A case will be
made that by eliminating much of the sting from appraisal, better
evaluations and increased motivation and acceptance of the system
are achieved.

The struggle to improve performance appraisal systems has been
ongoing and mostly unsuccessful in business and in government. Big
businesses have followed a similar pattern as government with
increasing complex systems and organization-wide commitment to
formal assessment of employees at all levels. With evidence that
the established systems were not accePted or viewed as effective by
either supervisors or employees, some have made radical changes
that for them have met with success. The common elements of these
new approaches will be analyzed and applied to generic types of
organizations.

PRINCIPLE ARTICULATE OBJECTIVES OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND
MATCH THE PROCESS WITH THE OBJECTIVE.

The performance appraisal process must be appropriate for the
objective of the performanance appraisal. For example, the process
for evaluation is inconsistent with the objective of development.
Development requires substantial open information exchange to
develop the understanding and commitment to change. The evaluation
process of the supervisors assigning numerical ratings to various
traits, behaviors, or outputs puts the employee in the role of
defending past performance rather than building an understanding
and commitment to future improvement. If the evaluation process is
used for development it is using force to create insight. The
pressure will prompt defensiveness and limit openness. The result
is unnecessary and dysfunctional coerciveness.
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Conversely if an open problem solving *development' process is used
for establishing ratings <evaluation) there is confusion about the
criteria, information, and who actually decides on the ratings.
Also the participation may create the impression that the employee
has a major role in deciding the evaluation. The result is the
employee expects a mutual decision and feels used if he or she
doesn't have a say in the outcome. If the employee is a hich
performer it may not be a problem, but for others, whose self
impressions are more positive than the appraiser's ratings, it is
alienating.

PRINCIPLE - LIMIT RATING AND RANKING TO THOSE THAT ARE CLEARLY
NEEDED.

All appraisals are to some degree subjective and therefore are
potentially coercive. In most systems there is either an implicit
or explicit requirement for some average or below-average rating or
ranking. If they are perceived as unfair or unnecessary they are
coercive. The purpose of each.and every rating and ranking should
be carefully reviewed and only if it is absolutely necessary should
the rating be continued. If merit pay rankings are needed, only
the necessary ranking should be made, e.g. if there are three merit
levels, persons should be placed in each level, but no further
rankings should be made. If there is no merit system, routine
rankings should be avoided. Overall or summary ratings can
generally tle omitted, since they don't contribute substantially to
the informational feedback. Furthermore, the psychological impact
of telling someone that overall he or she is unsatifactory can be
devastating, and there is no precise behavior that can be
identified, that should be changed, as the means of correcting the
summary deficienc:-..

PRINCIPLE - DON'T USE INDIVIDUALIZED CRITERIA FOR RANKING, IF MERIT
IS AWARDED COMPETITIVELY.

When a MBO system is used as part of the appraisal system it should
not drive the appraisal unless it is fully funded in the sense that
all meritorious performance gets rewarded based solely on the
achievement of goals. In those situations where budgets drive the
merit system, especially if it limits the number of possible
recipients, the potential for dissatisfaction is high, and the
ba.sic tenets of MBO are being violated. In those situations some
shared criteria would be better than individual goals in awarding
merit. Individual goals may still be set and achievements
measured, but since the system doesn't have the capacity for a
d irect linkage with goal achievement, pretendino they do or forcing
d istortion into the system creates resentmen,c.

PRINCIPLE DON'T USE SELF RATING OR RANKING UNLESS THERE IS AN
OBJECTIVE BASIS FOR THE APPRAISAL.

In some programs the employee is required or allowed to rate
h im/herself prior to the performance interview. The supervisor
also rates the person. These ratings are then shared in the



performance appraisal interview. In most cases substantial
differences are likely to occur. The evaluation provides neither
the climate nor the information to resolve the conflict in an
integrative manner. The greater the complexity of the job and the
uncertainty of the measurements the more difficult is any
satisfactory resolution. The conflict is resolved either by
forcing or by smoothing over. In either case the employee is
likely to have been put down. With jobs that are routine and with
job performance measurements that are factual, the dual rating may
help identify incongruities between the supervisor's and the
employee's perceptions which, due to the objective basis, may be
effectively resolved. In a developmental performance appraisal
program self appraisal is one of the most powerful means of
creating a data base and a problem solving climates but even in
this setting actual ratings, e.g. against a numerical scale, are
not recommended. A descriptive "rating" is better.

PRINCIPLE DON'T LET THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SYSTEM DEFINE A
LARGE PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES AS LOSERS.

Administrative decisions frequently require the selection of one or
a -few out of many. This and other administrative processes may
influence the appraisal systems in ways that hinder the prime
purpose of appraisal - to increase productivity. Motivation and
productivity flow from positive reinforcements, positive self
image, high expectations, and a supportive climate. Simply,
empl_yees who feel fike "winners" are better than those that feel
like "losers". Many appraisal systems are designed to limit the
winners to less than 50X, if winner is defined as being above
average. The term average is one of the most ambiguous words and
despite its formal definitions carries a negative connotation.
Deficient performance needs to be identified, and outstanding
performance rewarded, but the system skould allow for all good
employees to be so rated. Gellerman and Hodgson (1988) report on
Cyanamid's reduction of forced low ratings is a good example of
making appraisals more effective by reducing low ratings.

PRINCIPLE USE REWARDS TO INCREASE MOTIVATION NOT TO CREATE
UNDERSTANDING.

Evaluations and the rewards that flow from positive performance and
evaluations increase the motivation of the employees, but do
little to increase the employees understanding of the job.
Employees whose performance is blocked by lack of understanding of
complex aspects of their jobs need additional self insight that
comes from development. Increasing pressure to perform without
creating a better understanding of how to improve performance
increases frustration and does little +Or productivits,-.

PRINCIPLE - THE EMPLOYEE SHOULE. UNDERSTAND HIS/HER RIGHT TO
QUESTION AND THE SUPERVISOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO JUDGE.

In many appraisal situations neither the appraiser nor the
appraisee understAnds their role. When an employee believes. he or



being evaulated unfairly there is uncertaintf c wheter t

Appropriate to argue one's case. The issue of w'iettirr the
suDervisor has a right to judge and the issue of whc&h,r the
emloyee has the right to challenge the role and ratinc4s of the
appraiser is unclear. If the employee doesn't argue, 11,,* or she may
feel disappointed in oneself, and if one does argue it may hurt the
relationship with the supervisor. It should be established and
understood that the supervisor has the responsibility to make
reasoned judgements, and the employee has the right to know the
process, criteria, sources of information, and how the ratings were
derived. By understanding each other's role, useless win/lose
arguements can be avoided.

PRINCIPLE - THE LACK OF MAJOR GRADATIONS IS COERCIVE TO HIGH
PERFORMERS, AND FOR THE SUPERVISOR.

A common occurrence is that pressures within the system, such as
having to justify poor ratings, or inadequate information or
training for the supervisor, causes ratings to be high and not
reflect the gradations in performance. This, of course, hurts the
high performers by denying their relative contribution and the
rewards that steould follow. The supervisor who is caught up in
such a system is likely to be punished if he Or she substantially
violates the norm of inflated rating.

Performance appraisals have several stakeholders each of whom must
be satisfied if the sys:em is to work. The employer needs a system
that is integrated with other systems, that contributes to
productivity, and is legal. Management needs a system that is not
overly burdensome and one that supports managers and other
management systems. The employees need a system that they believe
is fair, leads to equitable rewards, and helps development and
career advancement. It is the employee who is often overlooked.
Many systems simply do not have the support of employees.
Establishing an effective appraisal system is a most difficult task
with no pat answers. There are many issues to be dealt with other
than reducing the level of coerciveness. But if the unnecessary
and avoidable coercive elements can be eliminated, the other issues
will be easier to resolve.
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USING EV A LUATION AS A TOOL FOR ENHANCING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION: CONDUCTING THE FEEDBACK

INTERVIEW

Ann F. Lucas, PH.D. Professor and Dtputy Chair
DeparunentofManagementandMakkeling

Fairleigh Dickinson University\
Teaneck, N.J. 07666

ocedures for conducting a feedback interview include:
(a) creating a supportive climate characterized by trust, (b) emphasizing

positive performance, (c) providingcorroborative evidence of areas that
require improvement, (d) developing faculty ownership in both problem
definition and possible solutions, (e) agreeing on strategies for
improvement, and (f) providing for follow-up progress reports.

Although student evaluations are being used with increasing frequency to provide input for
decisions made about retention and tenure (Seldin, 1984), such evaluations are undennilized as
a tool for improving waching effectiveness. A prelitniriaty analysis of self-report data from
over 1200 department chairs in about 40 colleges and universities on the ways in which student
evaluations are used to improve instructional effectiveness indicates that the most common
method of providingfeed-back is to place computer print-outs or teaching evaluation data in
faculty mailboxes sometime during the semester following data collection (Lucas, 1989).
These print-outs usually provide an analysis in whici an instructor's ratings are compared with
those of other faculty members teaching similar courses, with the mean scores of the entire
department, or with those of the whole college. Comments by students are also included.
Moreover, it is apparently assumed that since the analyses are fairly straightforward,
instructors will need no support or assistance in deciding how to use such information to
improve their teaching.

Little research exists to support a positive correlation between teacher evaluation and
instructional improvement over time (Miller, 1988). That may be due, as Miller suggests. to
the paucity of research in this area. However, it is logical to conclude that unless feedback
about problems in teaching also provides personal support and ongoing assistance in correcting
such difficulties, instructors may not, on their own, develop a specific plan that will bring
about positive change.

If opporumities are being missed for improving instructional effectiveness, why does this
happen? One likely explanation is that department chairs have been given little training in
conducting successful faculty interviews, particularly the kind of interview that involves
confronting inadequate or unsuccessful teaching behavior. This paper presents an overall plan
and some strategies for handling a feedback interview that are designed to motivate a faculty
member to work on improving his or her teachine.

To be effective in teaching requires proficiency in three areas: knowledge of one's
discipline, skill in teaching methodology, and an understanding of human learning arid
motivation. As Edgerton (1988) has said. with respect to our fields of study most of us enter
the profession of higher education standing on the shoulders of giants. hut in terms of theories
of learning and pedagogical knowledge. we stand on the ground.
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When you have hot h uilked about the pcsitive efeinews ;n the indivatiars teaching. and in
particular those strengths the individual may hay c taken i'or granted, introduce the tunic of
behaviors to he improved. For example a summary statement, such as. 'There are many things
that students value in your teaching. However. students in each of your courses seem to feel
that your exams do not reflect the topics you have emphasized in class. What do you think is
the reason a number of them seem to feol that way?" After the faculty member discusses his
reasoning about the problem, you might paraphrase and reinforce what sounds logical to you
adding other possible explanations. The idea here is not to pin the indivi_itial to the wall or
accuse him but rather to help him to accept ownership (not blame smdents), and to view the
situation as a problem to be solved.

The next step is to take a problem solving approach so that the faculty member has an
opportunity to think of some alternatives he might try in class. For example, an instructor
might be teaching a course in which the textbook authors provide a large pool of multiple-
choice questions. In order to make the course more interesting, the professor might spend
class periods giving lots of interesting case studies which involve students in active discussion.
However, the class may be large. and the professor may feel that it is easier to give multiple-
choice exams which can then be scanned and graded by machine. Students may then
experience a discontinuity between what is discussed in class and the information they are
required to produce on an exam, which may tap a large amount of memorized material but little
of the reasoning they learned in class.

A department chair might best act as a catalyst here, accepting the conflict in which the
inszuctor imds himself, yet determined that there must be an acceptable solution which can be
discovered by the instnictor, perhaps with some help from the deparunee chair.

Finally, a department chair will want to work towardSan agreement that a particular
strategy (hopefully one developed, or contributed to by the instructor) will be attempted during
the next semester. Not only should a plan be agreed upon, but implementation steps need to be
worked out. Otherwise, nothing is likely to come of this interview. In addition, the chair will
want to set a date for a follow-up meeting so that the faculty member can report on progress.
At that time. if the plan is not working, some changes will have to be made. If things are going
well, the role of the chair is easy. All that is necessary is to be very supportive and reinforcing.
A conunent such as, It looks as if you have that problem solved. That should really make a
big difference when your next evaluations arc done."

In summary, while student evaluations of teaching are being used increasingly as a basis for
personnel decisions on ret...ntion and tenure, their use as a tool for instructional development
has often been neglected. Simply providing data from such evaluations to faculty is not a
sufficient basis for expecting improvement in teaching. Feedback to faculty must be handled in
a supportive climate in which trust has been established. A eaairperson can make this
interview an opportunity to reinforce positive teaching behaviors in which a faculty member is
already engaged. For those skills thatrequire improvement, a problem solving approach can
be used, implementation steps developed, and a plan for reporting on progress arranged. Since
such an approach follows sound psychological principles for successful behavior change,
using such methodology should have a significant effect on whether suideni evaluations will
improve a faculty member's teaching.
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One important responsibility of a department chair, therefore, is to work with new faculty
members before they become disenchanted with teaching, helping them by reinforcing what
they are doing wit in the classroom and enabling them to work out a plan for improving those
areas which they are not handling successfully.

A few basic findings from the research &era -Ire about the use of student evaluations should
be mentioned first. Student ratings should be used as only one aspect of a valid.
comprehensive evaluation of teaching. Judgments about some aspects of Leaching are better
made by colleagues or a department chair; e.g., knowledge of the discipline. and appropriate
emphasis in the course on significant topics.

Moreover, there is agreement in the research literature that student evaluations are valid as
one aspect of teacher effectiveness. Based on an extensive review of the literature. McKeachie
(1979. p. 390) concludes that student ratings are 'highly valid as indices of achievement of
attitudinal and motivational goals of education and are reasonably valid as indices of
achievement of cognitive goals.'

However, other factors are importantto the appropriate use of student evaluations. One is
that feedback is more accurate if it is based on data taken from several classes during a
semester. To rely upon evaluations from only one class is always hazardous. 'A minimum of
75 per cent of the registered students in a class must complete the form to assure credibility of
the results' (Seldin, 1984, p. 137).

There is also evidence that evaluations from very small classes (under 10) and large classes
(over 100) tend to be somewhat more positive than those from other classes. This apparent
contradiction is explained by the fact that universities often assign their best professors and
additional resources to large classes (Centra, 1979). Moreover, evidence indicates that courses
in the major and electives tend to be rated more highly than required non-major courses
(Centra. 1979). Such overall information is useful before taking on the task of interpreting
results to a professor.

Chair preparation for a faculty interview for improving teaching, includes studying the data
from several classes to pick up general trends-the aspects of teaching that the faculty member
scents to be handling very well and those behaviors that need improvement. The chair must set
aside enough time ( 30 to 45 minutes), a private place, and not allow telephone calls or other
interruptions.

Professors whose teaching is not going well are often disheartened. Such individuals needs
encouragement, not further criticism. A supportive climate is most likely to result in
cooperation and agreement about what steps need to be taken to ensure improvement. An inter-
view might begin with a minute or two of small talk, followed by setting the stage for the topic
to be discussed. For example, 'As I indicated when we made this appointment, I would like to
talk with you about teaching. in particular, your student evaluations. How has your teaching
been going this past semester? After giving the faculty member a chance to speak about this.
-IA like to talk with you about those parts of your teaching that have gone particularly well.
What do you feel your strengths have been?" Or, 'What have you tried this semester that you
feel good about?' It is important to use active listening here (that is, paraphrasing what you
have heard) and to add any reinforcing comments that are appropriate. Faculty often denigrate
their teaching and dun't sufficiently savor their successes. It is important, however, that you
do not say positive things about what are essentially areas that require improvement. Don't
turn weaknesses into strengths to soften the impact.
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THE LEGAL REQUIREMENT FOR EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT:
THE PUBLIC SECTOR LEADS THE WAY

Rosemarie Twomey, J.D.
Fairleigh Dickinson University

College of Business Administration
Madison Campus

Madison, New Jersey 07940

A good performance appraisal system will help both
employers and employees to accomplish their respective
objectives. At the same time, it will help the employer keep
clear of legal entanglements in the form of employee claims of
wrongful discharge and discrimination.

Employees are increasingly litigious and they have an
arsenal of legal arguments at the ready to protect their rights
to fair and equal treatment and job security. Some of the laws
which directly impact on appraisals are Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Executive Orders 11246 & 11375 of 1965 &
1967, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1973 & 1974,
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1973, and the Equal Pay Act
of 1963. These statutory laws are applicable in varying degrees
to both the private and the public sector. In addition, the
Public sector must comply with constitutional law and the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1976.

The above laws are directly applicable to the
evaluation function of performance appraisal and their effect on
appraisal is well documented in the literature. There are other
laws which apply to the development function of personnel
appraisal, and this article focuses on the legal parameters of
this aspect, especially as experienced in the public sector.

It is well-known that employers must comply with
numerous antidiscrimination laws and must not discriminate
against persons with regard to their race, color, sex, relioion,
age, national origin, or health, and far that reason performance
appraisal systems have undergone transformations to ensure that
selection criteria are objective, that raters are well trained,
and measurements are job-related. Not as well known to
performance appraisal practitioners is the impact of a growing
movement involving wrongful discharge cases which are not based
on discrimination claims. In spite of the absence of
legislation prohibiting dismissal except for good cause,
employees are alleging wrongful dismissal based on several
different legal threories including but not limited to contract
breach, common law arguments in tort, and violation of public
Policy. For instance, employees have been successful in arguing
that their dismissals were improper and illegal because there
were implied contract c.romises of continued employment as
evidenced in a policy manual or handbook, or that the employer
acted in "bad faith" by not informing a recently hired employee
that there was a possibility the position would soon be
terminated. It is theorized here that there is a link between
this surge of wrongful dismissal cases which basically protect
employees' right to job security, and tne right of employeeF, to
improve performance before summary discharge. The instability
and unpredictability of current law in this area has led to
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to efforts in several states to pass laws which essentially
would prohibit discharge except for "just cause". To date,
Montana is the only state which has actually passed such
leaislation. It, is posited here that passage of such a law is
the first step toward establishing the right to development--the
right to be given an opportunity to change before adverse action
is taken against an employee. The reasoning is twofold: (1)

The legislation itself establishes public policy favoring
continued employment as long as an employee performs
satisfactorily. Implicit in that policy is an employee's right
to fairness in employment decisions. Whether or not an employee
is treated fairly may depend on the resources available to that
employee in his honest effort to do a good job. (2) The
requirement of evidence justifying the dismissal spotlights the
organization's policies and practices regarding treatment of
employees. To the extent the employee can persuasively argue,
"I was ready, willing, and able to learn, but I was not given
direction, information, support, or training to carry out my
assigned tasks", the organization may not be able to adequately
defend the charges and sustain its "just cause" position.

As stated above/ public employees enjoy constitutional
protections unlike their counterparts in the private sector.
The employee might argue +or instance that the right to
continued employment, absent misconduct, is a "property" right
which cannot be taken away without "due process". Due process
has been interpreted to include fair treatment, such as notice
and just compensation. With regard to employment, due process
could be expanded to mean/ among other things, that employees
who are diligent, but perform unsatisfactorily, are to be given
whatever help is necessary to enable them to reach their
employment potential.

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 was the first
major piece of legislation to address the importance of the
development function. This statute states that the performance
appraisal system should put primary emphasis on the quality of
an employee's work and that performance evaluations of
supervisors should consider the performance of his or her
subordinates. Supervisors are to use the results of the
subordinates evaluations to take one of the folltJwing courses
of action: recognize and reward the employee; assist employees
whose performance is unacceptable to improve; or reassign,
demote, or separate the employees whose performance continues to
be unacceptable. Furthermore, it specifies that adverse action
should not be taken against an employee with an unacceptable
Performance rating until after the employee has had an adequate
opportunity to improve performance. Once an employee's
performance is deemed to be unacceptable, the employee is
entitled to at least 30 days written advance warning of any
action proposed, the expected standard, and the areas of
unacceptability. (Taking adverse action within the notice
period, however, is not ruled out.)

One of the primary aims of the Civil Service Reform
Act was to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the
workforce by enabling the government to spot unsatisfactory
performance and remove such performers expeditiously while still
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remaining within the dictates of the law. CERA contains the
framework for an appraisal system that would provide the
government with e.olld legal grounds for any just cause dismissal
if the development aspect of the system is fully utilized.

Much could be done to improve and build on the CSRA
performance appraisal systems to enhance employee development.
For example, in Utah the state government developed a policy to
help underachievers upgrade their performance levels. Their
experience showed that very few people need to be fired for
substandard performance. The plan provides that when an
employee is not performing up to standard, step-by-step
correctivfe action is implemented. Possible corrective actions
include: closer supervision with help as needed, training,
referral for personal counseling, reassignment or transfer,
appropriate leave, career counseling and outplacemer't, and
constant review of performance. It is recognized that after
taking corrective action and following through, it the worker
still is below standard, management can fire the employee. The
importance of carrying out the plan completely was borne out in
the case of a procurement officer for a city in Utah who was
dismissed during the "closer supervision" period. The
arbitrator ordered reinstatement and back pay because evidence
lf assistance during that period was lacking. (White, 1985)

In addition to providing legal defenses and aiding the
underachievers, it is believed that this type of approach,
designed to enhance employee development, would tend to have
other beneficial effects as well. When employees view the
performance-appraisal process as providing means for
improvement, training, and development, their acceptance of the
system is increased, and as they become more competent, the
organization's effectiveness improves and the employee
experiences confidence and job satisfaction. A 1983 survey of
Iowa public employees found that roughly two-thirds n* the 340
respondents found the MBO-based performance appraisal system to
be of very little help with regard to either planning for or
receiving needed training and development. These responses had
a high correlation with the respondents' perception of
diminished organizational effectiveness, responsiveness to the
public, and job satisfactionthree major components measuring
an organization's success. (Daley, 1987)

Providing development for employees is beneficial not
only to the individual workers, but in several respects to the
organization as well. It is less expensive and time consuming
to help improve an employee's performance than it is to defend a
just cause dismissal and have to hire and train a replacement.
Performance appraisal systems which have built-in enabling
mechanisms to aid employees whose performance is less than
satisfactory and which attempt to get the most out of each
employee's potential engender acceptance of the system in all
its facets. To the extent that such a system is supported and
adhered to by the enr_ire organi7ltion4 management will have the
evidence it needs to successful!, defend agairlst wrongful
dismissals in regard to those cases in which continued
incompetence makes dlsmissal for cause a necessary action.
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MANAGERIAL BEHAVIORS AND OBJECTIVE RESULTS

Charles F. Youngberg, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION

Of the many decisions made in an organization
during the course of a year the one which employees feel
is of the greatest importance to them is the annual
salary decision. It is rather unfortunate, therefore,
that so many organizations use approaches which are
completely inadequate to the task. These include the
oldest and still most popular approach -- the graphic
rating scale -- which is used by 70 % of companies
recently surveyed e'en though it can be shown to be
immoral, illegal, demotivational and in the words of
many of its victims, "just plain stupid".

Another 8% of the surveyed companies use either
straight ranking, forced distribution, or a combination
approach sometimes referred to as forced ranking. All
three of these have been rejected by the courts when
challenged because they base salary-increase decisions
on employee comparisons. Of the remaining 22% of the
respondents, most are using some variation of the
narrative report often involving a weak MBO approach.
A handful of companies have been experimenting with
a variety of BARS approaches all of which appear to be
unnecessary modifications of the only legally, technically
and socially-acceptable performance evaluation system
available today -- the Weighted Behavioral Checklist.

While the particular Weighted Behavioral
Checklist reported on here was developed for the job
of bank manager, any carefully-constructed WBC will
have a high degree of content validity due to the fact
that the scaled items are statements of the actual
everyday job behaviors of the persons to be observed
regardless of the particular purpose of the observations.

METHODOLOGY

There were 120 items in the original WBC
consisting of 20 behavioral statements in each of
6 major job categories. The five response categories
used initially were for the familiar frequency dimen-
sion -- "Never", "Rarely", "Sometimes", "Usually", anu
"Always". We used the usual weights, 1 to 5, for each
of the response categories respectively.

On-going research at client companies over a
period of several years led to three major modifications
in the format of the instrument and the method of
scoring it. We found that we could get total-scale and
sub-scale results of an equally high degree of reliability
(upper .80's to lower .90's) using only 90 items as we
had with the original 120-item version. Secondly, as a
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result of semantic differential research we changed the
response-category weights to 10 for "Always", to 8 for
"Usually", to 4 for "Sometimes", to 1 for "Rarely" and
to 0 for "Never". Lastly, we devised a method for
weighting each of the behaviors on the basis of how
important the managers said it was to the overall
successful performance of the job. The score obtained
on any individual item is the product of its importance
weight (obtained in advance of the period of observation)
and the frequency weight (applied at the time the obser-
vations are recorded). The total score could therefore
range from zero to one thousand.

Since the scaled items are weighted both
vertically and horizontally we named this new approach
the Dual-Weighted Behavioral Checklist. This is the
first official, public mention of this new version of
the WBC, its abbreviated label being the OWBC.

RESULTS

While a Weighted Behavioral Checklist has a
high degree of content validity, little is known about
the predictive validity of such instruments, i.e., the
degree of relationship between WBC scores and independent
measures of results (production, sales, profits and the
like). I am here today to report on the results of one
such investigation.

The population used in this study was the
management staff of a medium-size bank located in north-
ern New Jersey. Complete data on three major variables
-- scores on a Dual-Weighted Behavioral Checklist, scores
based on the extent to which one's objectives were
attained under a formal MBO system, and scores based on
salary-increase data -- were available for thirty-eight
of the seventy-seven managers of the bank. The MBO
results and salary-increase data were available for one
and two-year intervals after the administration of
the DWBC.

The results of exploratory chi-square analyses
were promising enough to warrent further study. Corre-
lational analyses revealed high positive relationships
among the three variables. The strongest was between
MBO achievement and salary increase (r . .94). This
was to be expected in view of the fact that at this bank
at this particular point in time salary-increase
decisions were based directly on MBO results.

The relationship between the DWBC scores and
salary increase (r .88) was approximately equal to
that between the DWBC scores and the MBO achievement
measure (r = .89) which led us to recommend to the
Human Resources Administrator at the bank that equal
consideration be given to the DWBC and the MBO scores
in future salary-increase decisons.
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DISCUSSION

The relationship between the decree to which
these managers were perceived to be following approved
managerial practices on the one hand, and :he extent to
which they were attaining their objectives on the other,
was quite high (r = .88) and statistically significant
at the .01 level. This is perhaps the mos: important
finding of the entire study since it supports quite
firmly a major assumption of this investication --
that managers who engage in those day-to-day practices
which were emphasized in the bank's Managelent Develop-
ment Program and incorporated into the DWBO do indeed
achieve better results than those who do n3t.

The unusually high correlation of .94 between
MBO results and salary increase was a reflection of a
firmly-held belief on the part of top management that
the merit portion of the annual salary increase should
be based on the results obtained in the MBO program.
Circumstances beyond the control of the individual
manager are taken into consideration but one this
fine tuning has been made, the results are adhered to
in arriving at the size of the increase.

Of perhaps equal interest to personnel
professionals everywhere, this finding prc/ides long-
needed support for the belief that effectiie managerial
skills can be learned and that providing feedback
via a weighted behavioral checklist type o instrument
can lead to improved skills over a reasonaply short
period of time.

The results of this study also slow that it
is possible to design and implement an approach to
measuring on-the-job performance which mee:s the
requirements of EEO legislation and relate court
decisions (with respect to validity, relieDility,
precision and the like) for purposes of more objective
and equitable personnel decisions. Althou;h the 1978
Civil Service Reform Act applied initially to govern-
ment employees, companies which do business with the
government are beginning to be audited ant eventually
all enployers will become liable under the Act.

The main features of the Act rec,ire the
development of performance evaluation syst-ams which
(a) involve job analyses wherein the criti:al elements
of each job are clearly recorded in writir;; (b) encour-
age employee participation in developing s-landards of
performance; (c) inform employees of the critical require-
ments and standards of performance in advalce of the
time period for which the evaluation will apply; and
(d) exclude any attempt to evaluate employ7:,es on the
basis of comparison to other employees.



Closely related benefits of the establishment
of a DWBC for any job category is that it can be used
to uncover training needs, as a before - and - after
measure for.evaluating training programs, and as a
criterion in the development of valid selection instru-
ments, that is, as an acceptable way of resolving the
so-called criterion problem.

While the particular DWBC described here was
developed for managers, the need to develop similar
instruments for other types of jobs should not be
overlooked. The effective management of human resources
is critical to the success of individual managers in
reaching organizational objectives and a sound approach
to developing and motivating the people reporting to
them is of paramount importance. The OWBC can provide
a giant step in that direction in view of the fact that
the annual performance evaluation is the main tool
used by organizations in making decisions regarding
pay, promotions and related incentives.
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FoRNAL, INFoRNAL, AND PERsoNAL APPRAISALS:
A CONCEPT FOR. TEE 190$
[An Executive Summary]

Keith T. Miller, Ph.D.
Fairleigh Dickinson University

rNTRODUCTION

Appraising employees within organizations can be
separated into formal, informal, and personal performance
appraisals. Within the confines of many organizations;
formal, informal, and personal appraisals already exist. The
differences in these types of appraisals are mainly due to
the communicative environment within the organization. The
various aspects of these appraisal systems is subsequently
described.

FORMAL APPRAISALS

Formal performance appraisals are necessary when
translating organizational goals into individual objectives.
In many organizations, formal relationships, and therefore
formal appraisals consist of two or more levels within the
structure. Consensus formation for the purposes of
appraising employee performance then becomes complex and must
start at the top. In many organizations, apprgval by the
representatives of the rank and file within the membership of
departments is deemed necessary.

Formal performance appraisals function as follows:
----To translate organizational goals into individual
objectives...
----To decide on salary increases and promotions...
----To produce documentation...
----To have a controlled forum for feedback...

Although formal performance appraisals are more widely
recognized, informal appraisals may be equally as important
and more widely used.

INFORNAL APPRAISALS

Every employee has a niche in the organizational
community and is often informally invealved in appraising
supervisors, subordinates, or peers.

Relating to one another oftentimes includes informal
appraisals. Informal appraisals can be planned or unplanned,
and are created by supervisors or subordinates. They occur
through upward, downward, diagonal, or horizontal lines of
communication. Diagonal and horizontal lines of



communication are particularly useful to subordinates,
because they can circumvent situations that would give direct
supervisors unwanted ideas or perceptions. In many instances
the self-respect of subordinates can be preserved by using
informal appraisals.

Informal performance appraisals function as follows:
----Rapid...
----Spontaneous...
----Oral...
----Off the Record...
----Candid...

Informal appraisals are extremely valuable as
organizations move toward meeting goals, but the appearance
of personal appraisals is a sure sign of organizational
synergy.

PERSONAL APPRAISALS

In analyzing personal appraisals, this writer chooses to
use a theory entitled, "A Theory of Democratic Learning
Environments" developed by Barnes and Tidwell (1974). From
this theory, four phases were chosen for the purpose of
briefly describing personal relationships, therefore, also
describing personal appraisals. These phases are: (1)
contact, (2) consult, (3) share, and (4) choose.

Contact marks the commencement of the personal appraisal
situation (Milner 1980, p.16) The contact phase of a
personal appraisal occurs when one meets and relates to
another person during initial interaction.

Consultation entails extending the "person-to-person" of
contact into areas of more detailed inquiry or discovery.
The consultation process is a particularly important phase in
the personal performance appraisal process because it is at
this point where the employee feels the necessity to locate
and achieve certain direction with others.

Share marks the beginning of cooperative activity and
growth (Barnes and Tidwell 1974, p.6). Activity where each
person contributes, receives, and learns becomes the norm.

Choosing defines an additional descriptive area in
personal relationships. In order to "choose", a person
selects an option from two or more. To be able to choose
tends to create productive appraisals (Milner 1980, p.24;
Gibb 1978, pp.94-95).

Choice is the final phase of establishing the character
of personal appraisals. Within, choice, individuals are free
to succeed or fail.



SYNOPSIS

The fundamental problem in using the various forms of
appraisal may be to find the optimum balance. It is this
writer's thinking that there are untapped reservoirs of
psychological and sociocratic energy in employees that could
be released by more intelligent use of complete performance
appraisal systems featuring formal, informal, and personal
appraisals.
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Job analysis is a cornerstone of effective personnel/human

resource management (P/HRM). Information obtained from job analyses is

used in carrying out the primary functional activities of organizational

.-1:3ffing, employee training and development, employee compensation,

-tabor relations, and job design/redesign. Unfortunately, the practice

-of job arv-1 .sis has been characterized by the use of relatively time-

sand labor-intensive methods for collecting job analysis e-ta. These

methods generally require job incumbents and supervisors to spend hours

participating in interviews or completing long open-ended or highly

structured questionnaires. The latter, in the form of task or

knowledge/skill/ability (KSA) inventories, are very time-consuming and

expensive to develop. The former are time-consuming and expensive to

analyze. Many large organizations question the utility (costs v.

benefits) of their job analysis programs, while many small organizatiom

lack resources to mount effective job analysis programs in spite of

apparent legal requirements that many P/HRM functional activities be

based on job analysis data.



Job-component job analysis is a part of what several authors call

job-component validity. Task-based job-component job analysis is more

broad in some ways but more narrow in scope than job-component validity,

and stops short of establishing empirical validity of predictors for

person requirements connected to Joh components. Task-based job-

component job analysis involves (1) determining the task-oriented work

dimensions for an occupational area, and (2) determining the knowledge,

skills, and abilities (or person requirements) for each respective task

dimension. This data base then serves as a foundation for development

and implementation of a variety of human resources management activities

and programs which can be easily and specifically tailored to particular

jobs within the occupational area.

The International Personnel Management Association Assessment

Council-(IPMAAC) has recently conducted a task-based job-component job

analysis for the occupational area of personnel assessment (Ash, 1988).

In this job analysis, 15 task-based job dimensions were derived

empirically for this occupational area. KSAs required for journeyman

level performance of each of the 15 job dimensions were systematically

identified and reliably linked to each job dimension independently. The

product is a job analysis system for the personnel assessment occupation

that now can be used to derive detailed ta k and KSA data for personnel

assessment jobs with a minimum investment of time and effort on the part

of users. Specifically, a job incumbent and/or supervisor is asked to

read brief descriptions (several sentences) of the 15 task-based job

dimensions, and to inicate the 1) the proportion of time spent and 2)

the proportion of importance of each dimension for the target job by

allocating 100 points across the 15 dimensions plus an "other



activities" category. This takes less than 30 minutes per

incumbent/supervisor. The proportion of importance ratings are "plugged

into" the job analysis system to derive detailed task and KSA

information for the target job.

Job analysis systems such as this one, once developed, appear to

hold potential for reducing the time and labor required of supervisors

and job incumbents relative to the more traditional practices of job

analysis. However, this potential will be realized only if the job

analysis data obtained from such systems are accurate and valid.

A nationwide sample of individuals working in various personnel

assessment jobs completed the brief job analysis procedure described

above, and also completed a I04-item KSA inventory for their respective

jobs. Each respondent's ratings of relative proportion of importance

for the 15 task-based job dimensions was used to determine which KSAs

"should be" important in the performance of his or her job.

Specifically, any dimension which received a proportion of importance

rating of 10% or higher was considered important to that individual's

job, and all the KSAs associated with that job dimension were

categorized as "required" for that job by the job-component job analysis

procedure. The remainder of the KSAs were categorized as "not required"

according to the job analysis procedure. This dichotomous designation

for the set of 104 KSAs was compared to that obtained directly from the

respondents themselves. If the respondent rated a KSA as "moderate" (2)

or "high" (3) in importance for job performance, the KSA was categorized

as "required" according to the job incumbent. If the KSA was rated as

"not required or needed" (0) or "low" (I) in importance for job

performance, it was categorized as 'not required."



Several indices of the degree of association for comparison of the

KSA designations from the task-based job-component job analysis

procedure with the direct designations furnished by 109 respondents were

computed. On average, the Job analysis procedure designated KSAs as

"required" or "not required" in the same way as did the individual Job

incumbents 77% of the time. However, a certain amount of agreement is

to be expected by chance. The proportion of agreement After chance is

removed is 23 to 24%, on average. This level of non-chance agreement is

statistically significant at p < .01.

To simulate how the task-based Job-component procedure might work

on multiple position jobs, the proportion of time spent Job dimension

ratings for the 113 Jobs in the data set were subjected to the SPSS-X

QUICK CLUSTER procedure in order to form homogeneous job groups to serve

as proxies for multiple position Jobs. Six Job groups were formed.

Average proportion of importance data for each group was used to

determine which job dimensions were considered significant, and hence,

which KSAs were "required" according to the task-based Job analysis

procedure. Average KSA ratings were used to determine which KSAs were

"required" according to job group incumbents. The same cutoff values

used in the study of individuals were applied in the study of Job

groups. The average proportion of agreement across the six Job groups

is 64%. The average proportion of agreement after chance is removed is

24%, again statistically significant at p < .01.

This study has presented empirical evidence for tne validity of

KSA information supplied by a task-based job-component job analysis

system requiring less than 30 minutes of rating time per supervisor or

incumbent for the personnel assessment Job under analysis.



GROUPING JOBS FOR TEST DEVELOPMENT
AND VALIDATION

Julie Rheinstein, Donald E. McCauley, and Brian S. O'Leary
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCTION

Developing examinations for individual occupations is always expensive and,
depending on the number of hires into each occupation, may not be cost-effective.
Grouping jobs on the basis of work behaviors provides one way of reducing the cost of
examination development while not sacrificing test validity. This is a common approach.
Barnes and O'Neill (1978) grouped jobs for examination development in the Canadian Public
Service. Rosse, Borman, Campbell and Osborn (1983) clustered U.S. Army enlisted jobs into
homogeneous groups according to rated job content in order to choose a representative
sample of MOS's for test validation purposes.

The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to examine three exploratory methods of
grouping occupations and (2) to compare two sources of job analysis data. The present
study examined factor analysis, cluster analysis, and multidimensional scaling to see if
the findings of Rheinstein, McCauley, and O'Leary (1988) would be replicated. The present
study also examined two sources for obtaining job analysis data--staff from a personnel
research and development group and agency personnel staffing specialists.

METHOD

Data Collection. One hundred thirteen professional and administrative occupations in the
civilian, federal work force were studied. Personnel research professionals and staffing
specialists grouped the occupations into categories according to similarity of work
behaviors. These raters were given descriptions of the 113 jobs which were taken from the
federal government's Handbook of Occupational Groups and Series of C3asses (1969). The
job descriptions consisted of the job title and a brief narrative which summarized the
major duties of the job. These job descriptions were printed on 5 x 9 cards and given to
the raters for sorting. The General Schedule (GS) series numbers were not included.
Raters were asked to sort the jobs according to similarities in work behaviors. No
limitations were put on the number of categories each rater could generate.

Two groups completed the sort: (1) nine members from the Office of Personnel
Research and Development (OPRD) at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management consisting of
eight personnel research psychologists and a personnel staffing specialist (the
psychologists") and (2) seven personnel staffing specialists from seven different federal

agencies (the "staffing specialists").
The categories resulting from each of the sorts were transformed into a 113 by 113

matrix for each rater wherein a one in a cell indicated that those two jobs were placed in
the same -,ategory by the rater and a zero in a cell indicated that the two jobs were not
placed together. The matrices thus derived were added together producing two summary
matrices one for the psychologists and one for the staffing specialists. The values in
the matrices ranged from zero (no rater put the two jobs together) to nine (all
psychologists put the two jobs together) or seven (all staffing specialists put the two
jobs together). The matrices were analyzed using Cluster Analysis (CA), Factor Analysis
(FA), and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS).

Opinions expressed in this paper are the authors' and do not necessarily represent the
official policy of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management.
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RESULTS

The results section will be diided into two parts. The first part will compare the

three mehodologies across groups of raters. The second part will compare the two groups

of raters across methodologies.

MethodologiesPsychologists

In the Rheinstein et al. (1988) study, the number of jobs per cluster was relati.wely

stable across the three solutions with the exception of the third cluster. The interrater

reliability for the psychologists was found to be .53. It should be noted that inclusion

of jobs MOS clusters is more subjective than in the other two methods and that some

jobs oou'd reasnnably be included in more than one MDS cluster.
The percentage of jobs in which the three solutions agreed was 83%. Percentages of

agreement among the three pairs of analysis methods ranged from 80.5% to 91.2%.

The MOS solution produced 5 tightly grouped clusters and two more disparate

clusters. The two disparate clusters were Cluster One and Three and of those two the more

disparate was Cluster Three. MOS Cluster Three could be viewed as a combination of one or

two smaller clusters and outliers.
From the MOS plot of the 113 jobs in three-dimensional space, it would appear that

the large number of jobs in the CA Cluster Three was due to the forcing of all outliers

into that cluster. When the differences in the FA and CA solutions were interpreted in
the light of the MDS three-dimensional plots, the FA solution's disposition of the
outliers was almost always supported more strongly by the MOS evidence than was that of

the CA analysis. The FA tended to combine the outliers with clusters to which they were
in more close proximity in three-dimensional space while the CA tended to lumo them all

together in one large cluster.

Staffing Specialists

In the present study, the number of jobs per cluster was less stable across the
three solutions for the staffing specialists than for the psychologists. There were more

noticeable differences in the number of jobs assigned to Clusters One and Five across the
three methods and a greater difference in the number of jobs assigned to Cluster Three
than occurred with the psyohologists data. The interrater reliability for tne staffing
specialists was found to be .59, almost the same as for the psychologists.

The percentage of jobs in which the three solutions agreed was 66%. Percentages of

agreement among the three pairs of analysis methods ranged from 65.5% to 81.4%.
While the agreement among raters across analysis methods was lower for the staffing

specialists than for the psychologists, similarities among the two sets of raters did

occur. The MOS solution produced 6 tightly grouped clusters and one more disparate
closter. The disparate cluster was again Cluster Three.

Again, comparing the FA and CA solutions using the MOS plots in three-dimensional
spaoe, it was evident that the CA solution forced outliers into the one large cluster,

whereas the FA solution combined the outliers with clusters to which they were in closer
proximity in three-dimensional space.

Comparison of Raters

The overall agreement between the two groups of raters was good. There was a
correlation of .63 between the matrices for the staffing specialists and for the
psychologists.

Contrasts of the FA and CA solutions for the psychologists and the staf7'-ing
specialists revealed that there was perfect agreement as to the placement of jobs into
clusters among 70% of the jobs in the CA solutions and among 60% of the jobs in the FA
solutions. The MOS solutions were not compared due to the more subjective nature of the
inclusion of jobs in clusters.
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me figure of 60% agreement between the two FA solutions is perhaps an underestimate
and needs further clarification. There was one group of five jobs which were grouped
together by both sets of raters in the FA solutions but which were assigned to different
clusters. These five jobs had relatively large secondary loadings on the factor which was
the primary factor for the other group of raters, and the difference between the two
loadings was not great, indicating that the jobs could go in either cluster.

Additionally, there ...ids a common group Jf 22 jobs for which there was disagreement
between the two g!oups of rates in both the FA and CA methods. In ten of these 22 jobs,
there was a relatively strong secondary loading in one group of raters on the factor which
would match the primary factor for the second group of raters. For these ten jobs, the
factor loadings were relatively weak on all factors. In other words, there was no clear
indication of the job belonging to one cluster or another, and the difference between the
primary and secondary loadings was small. These jobs could easily be put in the cluster
which would agree with the other group of raters.

Thus, taking these twc facts into consideration, there was approximately 79%
agreement between the two groups of raters in the CA solution and 73% agreement between
the two groups of raters in the FA solution.

DISCUSSION

These analyses were exploratory in nature and the clusters that emerged in this
study should not be interpreted as definitive for operational purposes. The aim of this
study was the comparison of the three methodolc;4 s and the comparison of the groupings
formed by the two sets of raters. Future studies will compare these holistic groupings to
the results of a traditional task-inventory job analysis.

The three methodologies provided similar job groupings with some variations; the
agreement across the three methodologies was 83% for the psychologists and 66% for the
staffing specialists. Despite the difference in overall agreement across methods for the
two groups of raters, the findings of Rheinstein et al. (1988) as to the utility of the
different grouping methods were replicated. The variations in agreement across analysis
methods appear to be due to the treatment of outliers. While each methodology gives
different kinds of information, multidimensional scaling provided the best information
about the outliers.

Cluster analysis produces clean clusters but gives no additional information. A job
is either in or out of a particular cluster.

Factor analysis provides more information than the cluster analysis procedure. In
addition to the primary factor loadings, loadings on other factors (clusters) are given.
It was found that often the sizes of the primary and secondary loadings were very similar,
meaning that an occupation could go in one group as well as another, or that the
occupation was an outlier. Gandy (1979) also concluded that factor-analytic results were
more interpretable than those from hierarchical cluster analysis when he grouped jobs for
validity generalization purposes.

Multidimensional scaling gives a graphic picture of the interrelationship among the
different groupings. The three-dimensional representation of the interrelationship among
the occupations facilitates the placement of outliers.

The approximately 75% agreement between the two groups of raters is quite strong,
especially given the fact that the raters were free to sort the jobs into as many
categories as they wished and that none of the raters was familiar with all 113 jobs. The
c4usters found among the 113 jobs across analysis methods were very similar for both
groups of raters.

The disagreements between the two groups of raters are equally interesting. Some of
the disagreeme *- would be explained if there were some jobs included among the 113 which
do not really . well with the other jobs. The fact that the FA and CA solutions showed
disagreement between the two groups of raters in the classification of the same 22 jobs
gives support to this view. It appears that both groups of raters had trouble deciding
where these jobs should go.

A second explanation for the disagreements between the two groups of raters would be
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that the raters were classifying jobs according to different criteria. When the

dimensions from the MDS solutions were examined, it was found that the first dimension was

the same for both groups of raters (Program Administration vs Program Enforcement or

Compliance). The viewpoints of the two groups of raters differed more on the second and

third dimensions. On the second dimension. the psychologists differentiated between rule

generating and rule applying occupations whereas the staffing specialists contrasted

information gathering and dissemination occupations with those involved with compliance

with rules. On the third dimension, the psychologists contrasted information
dissemination occupations with personnel-related occupations while the staffing

specialists differentiated between occupations which dealt with supPlies or the

environment and occupations which dealt with manpower. It would seem that the two groups

of raters were looking at the jobs from similar, but not identical, viewpoints.
Another explanation of the differences could possibly be the "unit of analysis"

effect found by Cornelius, Carron, and Collins (1979). While all raters were given the

same narrative job descriptions, their degree of familiarity with the jobs cannot be

assumed to be equal. It could be that raters' lack of familiarity with certain jobs
caused them difficulty in classifying those jobs. This argument is supported by the fact
that not all federal agencies have employees in all of the 113 occupations under study and

that some occupations are single-agency jobs.
In summary, this study indicastes that factor analysis provides more interpretable

results than does cluster analysis and that MDS used in combination with factor analysis
provides greater insight into the structure of the data. The study also indicates that

the amount of agreement between research-oriented and operations-oriented raters can be
quite high. Comparing these small-sampled, holistic groupings to those obtained in qa

full job analysis will determine their accuracy.
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Task-Ability Linkage Studies for Multiple Occupations for a Conon Test
Frances S. Brogan and Cynthia C. Diane
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Office of Personnel Research and Development
Washington, D.C. 20415

The Federal Government is currently conducting a simplification effort for

selection testing for Federal occupations by combining similar occupations
under a single testing procedure where feasible. The purpose of this simplifi-
cation process ie to increase efficiency and to reduce redundancy in the Federal

testing program. As a part of this effort a project has been undertaken with
Federal law enforcement occupations to determine whether such simplification
is possible with these occupations. Ilya goal of the prcject is bo develop a
single paper-and-pencil cognitive abilities test which can serve several law
enforcement occupations. Hirsh, Northrop, and Schmidt's (1985) validity gener-
ralization study provides strong support for this effort.

This project has three major phases: (1) a comprehensive jdb analysis bo
determine the tasks important to the occupations, (2) a task-ability linkage
to link the critical tasks to the abilities required to perform the tasks, and

(3) the actual development of the test or tests to measure the abilities found

to be important based on the task-ability linkage. This paper will focus on
the task-ability linkage studies for the occupations, but the other phases
will be touched upon to give a compact', pdcture of the process.

Only those law enforcement occupations which were not covered by the
Prof-,asional and Administrative Career Examination (PACE) were considered
in the simplification process. This ws a result of the continuing Luevano
consent decree which affects examining for those occupations. Other occupations
with less than fifty hires annually below the GS-7 level were also omitted, as
well as two single-agency occupations that opted to retain their current selec-

tion procedures. The occupations finally included in the process were guards,

police officers, and Deputy U.S. Marshals.
Federal agencies with more than 50 incumbents in one of the three occupa-

tions were asked to participate in the job analysis phase. Guards frin three
agencies, police officers from seven agencies, and Deputy U.S. Marshals fram
the Department of Justice took part in the job analysis. -

A oomprehensive task iaventory was developed with the assistance of a
committee of subject matter experts fram five of the participating agencies.
One hundred inventories were provided for administration for each of the three
occupations represented within an agency. An effort was made to have adeguate
mprasentation by sex, minority status, grade level (at the entry levels of (S-2
through GS-7), and central office versus field office location. Respondents
were to have been on the job frau six months to five years and in nonsupervisory
positions.

Seven hundred and fifty-six usable inventories were returned. Cf these
inventories, 567 were frau police officers, 148 fmt guards, and 41 frau Deputy
U.S. Marshals. The sample was fairly rekiresentative by race and national
origin. Most of the respondents were at the grade 5 level and had been in
their present occupation for about two years.

Methodology

The critical task lists for the task-ability linkage were derived from
the responses to the *time-spent' rating in the task inventory. The respondents
rated each task which they performed on the amount of time spent on that task



using a scale of I ("very much below average") to 7 ("wrylmadh above average").
A CZOAP analysis was used to calculate the mean ratings over all raters for
each task within each occupation. With this method, rxrpmforuance was. given
a rating of zero. This is appropriate when the importance of the bask to the
occupation as a whole, rather than just to those performing it, is of concern.

Although the same Job analysis inmeatorywas used with all the occvations,
separate critical task lists were developed for eadh. This procedure assured
that the hmpartant tasks for each occupation uere considered in determining
the abilities to be measured and is imperative to detennining whettvar the same
selection test will suffice for all the relevant occupations. In an effort to
include a sufficient nuMber of tasks to cover the abilities needed in the occu-
pations, while keeping the performum of the linkage within a manageable frame-
work, a decision was made to use the tqp 25% of the ibams on the "time-spent"
scale for each occupation as the critical task core lists. This resulted En
diree core lists of 60 taWua eadh. In addition, to assure that any anomalies
in time spent on tasks due to sex race, or national origin be taken into
consideration, tasks in the bop 25% lased on time spent for any sex race, or
national origin group within an occupation which were not in the oAginal top

25% were added bo the occupation's core.list. The critical task lists for the
occupations then varied in length with 62 tasks for Deputy U.S. Marshals, 72
for guards, and 93 for police.

In order to complete a task-ability linkage, an appropriate list of
abilities must be assembled. A list of Anowledges, skills, and abilities
(which will be referred to henceforward as "abilities") used.in a previous
study at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management provided a basis for the
present list. A number cf the abilities, such as "persuasiveness," were elimr
nated because they are not easily measured. This left a list of 17 abilities.
The abilities are listed in Table 1.

A linkage barn was then developed for each of the three ocapations.
The numbered tasks were listed down ttya page and the abilities were listed
across the page. A rating scale from 0 ("no incortar.e") to 7 ("critical")
was listed on each page of the linkage form for easy reference. Instruc-

. tions were given bo rate each ability on the scale of 0.to -7 for its.impor-
tance to the successful performance ot each task.

Incumbents who had been cn the jab long enough ba be familiar with the
tasks involved and the requirements for learning and performing the tasks
satisfactorily were selected to fill out the task-ability linkage form for
their respective ocoupations. A representative sample by agency, sex, race,
and national origin was sought from each occupation. Seven guards, seven
police officers, and six Deputy U.S. Marshals filled out the linkage forms.

When all the linkage forms were completed, neans were calcplated across
tasks and raters within.each occupation for each ability. -These mean ratings
were then examined to determine whether a =mon test could be used and which
abilities should be measured.

Results

Twenty raters (including four females) filled out linkage forms. The
sample included twelve white raters, seven black raters, and one rater from
the category "Asian or Pacific Islander." Miro Hispanics were included in the
group. Most of the raters had worked in their present position for an average
of about seven years.

The mean ability ratings tor each of the occupations are given in Table 1.
In order for a common test to be used for multiple occupations, the same abil-
ities should be important to successful performance in the various occupations.



As is evident Iron an examination of Table 1, the three occupations are quite
similar in their ordering of the importance of the various abilities. The mean
ratings bar "arithmetic computation," "letter writing," "spelling," and "grammar"
are all below 2.5 for all three occupations, while the means for °attention to
detail," "judgment," "deal with people," "general reasoning," °oral communica-
tion,' "listening," and °object perception" are all above 3.5 for all three
occupations. "Memory" is rated abovu 3.5 for too of the occupaticms (Deputy
U.S. Marshals and police) and "fund of infccmation" is rated above 3.5 for
police and guards. "Physical stamina" bar guards and "quantitative reasoning"
for police are also rated above 3.5. "Reading (=prehension" and °written
oommulication" fall between 2.5 and 3.5 for all the occ4pations.

Discussion

In deciding which abilities should be measured by the selection test,
several factors have been taken into consideration. First, the goal of the
project is ba develop a cognitive abilities test. Several abilities were
included in the ability list, however, Attach are not easily measured by a
paper-and-pencil test but can be tapped in an interview situation. °Judgment,"
°deal with people," woral.communication," and °listening" are all more easily
examined in an interview setting than with a written test. The support
obtained from this study for the importance of measuring these abilities has
been provided to Dr. Tressie Muldrow at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management.
Dr. Muldraw has incorporated the results of this project into guidelines
bar selection interviews for law enforcement oompatiams (Muldromr, in press).

Other abilities which are difficult ta measure validly and reliably in
a selection setting are "memory" and "fund of information.° These abilities
were included in the study since the literature supports their Importance
for the occupations. Their importance was supported in this study as well.
Measures of specific types of short term memory exist, but these do not
measure the type of memory needed on the job, as indicated by the "memory"
and "fund of information" constructs.

Also, the ability of physical stamina was included in the list, although
physical stamina cannot be measured by a pencil-and-paper selection test.
This ability was primarily retained to provide information for the participating
agencies who have individually devel(wipilysical performance standards.

Of the bap ten abilities (which include all but one rating above 3.5),
three abilities are left: "attention to detail," "general reasoning,*
and "object perception." These three were chosen as the abilities ba be
measured in the carmon selection test. *Quantitative reasoning," which adhieved
a rating above 3.5 only for the police occupation, has been subsumed under
"general reasoning," because quantitative reasoning has been traditionally assoc-

. Lated in factor-analytic research with general reasoning (see Northrop, 1989).
In summary, the secomd phase of the project has produced the task-ability

linkage critical to the development of a single cognitive abilitxes test.
Thus, the selection test will be composed of three item types: a name and
number comparison exercise to measure "attention bo detail," a perceptual
speed test of comparing simple drawings to determine similarity as a test of
"object perception," and a logic-based reading comprehensi:n test as a measure
of "general reasoning."
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Table 1

Law Enforcement: Task-Ability Linkage Results

Abilities

U.S. Ceputy Marshals Palice Guards

(4 = 372)

Mean S.D.

(ti m 651*)

Mean S.D.

(4 =

Mean

453)

S.D.

Attention to
Detail 4.34 1.51 4.73 1.62 4.44 2.16

Judgment 4.14 1.45 4.75 1.51 4.31 1.95

Deal with
People 4.00 1.92 4.22 2.17 4.06 2.13

General
Reasoning 3.81 1.58 4.20 1.48 3.69 1.84

Memory 3.80 1.39 4.21 1.43 3.14 2.16

Ctal
Communication 3.80 1.81 4.03 2.01 3.84 1.98

Listening 3.77 1.84 3.78 1.88 3.66 2.17

Cbject
Perception 3.72 1.77 4.04 2.13 3.53 2.19

Physical
Stamina 3.22 1.74 2.85 2.32 3.55 2.04

Fund of
Information 3.11 1.74 3.96 1.50 3.51 2.13

Quantitative
Reasoning

written

3.04 1.57 3.63 2.08 2.90 2.12.

Communication 2.77 1.89 2.90 2.18 3.01 2.05

Reading
Comprehension 2.70 1.73 2.65 2.11 2.87 2.21

Grammar 2.47 1.90 2.24 2.r 2.13 2.04

Letter
Writing 2.26 1.89 1.44 1.77 2.27 2.05

Spelling 2.11 1.81 1.71 1.87 2.24 2.05

Arithmetic
Couputation 1.63 1.72 1.55 1.52 1.54 1.78

*For Cuantitative Reasoning, N = 650; and forWritten Communication, N = 649.



oF A JOB ELEMENT QUESTIONNAINE AND INTERVIEW TO SELECT
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST$

SUMMARY

,Jett Sherwood
King Courity_Per.sonntzt

Seattle, WA

INTRODUCTION

The King County Department of Public Safety Communications
Center provis emrgency call receiving tor over 500,000
citizens living in unincorporated King County, and radio
dispatching for a King County police force of approximately
560 commissioned personnel. The Communications Center is
staffed by 73 Communications Specialists and 8 non-
commissioned supervisors, and managed by a commissioned
Police Captain and Police Lieutenant. Communications
Specialists perform functions other than call receiving and
dispatching, such as data control, ot management of
information on criminal and civil warrants, stolen vehicles,
and misSing Persons; training; interagency liaison; and
technical support: although selection has always been based
on what new employees are initially trained in and assigned
toprimary call receiving.

The Department hired 101 Communications Specialists flow,
mid-979 to m3fi-1988. Ouly 46 of those :04 are still
employed. 28 ot the 58 who have resigned or been terminated
did not last a year; 49 of the 58 did not last two years.
The average tenure of those from the sample that remain
em:.1oyed is 1.1st under six years. The instrument used to
select those 104 employees was based on a few skills and
aptitudes derived from workplace observation, but did not
effectively communicate realistic job (...mectations, such as
the nature of the calls received, the level of stress
involved, and the necessity of working well with a variety
of people in a closed environment.

APPROACH

A lob element analysis was Performed using 7 lob incumbents,
five of them fully qualified call receivers/dispatchers, and
two supervisors(Communications Specialists Supervisor are
selected from among the Communications Specialists, so both
supervisors had significant experience on the floor of the
Communications Center, as well as experience as trainers and
first-line supervisors The job incumbents brainstorme.1
188 elements, statements of behaviors that would distinguish
between superior and poor job applicants. These were rated,
and later edited down to 35 content items, organized uncle:
six major eleme!it headings. OYIly one of the

mT
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concerned itette; tflat 'tad formed the eonte.lt e: efevteee
selection instrument. The other five malw- e-eleelt

itlored in selectin(4 4.'ommtee: -At lie::

Specialists.

%le,vpral fifferf=ut atJproaches wet,- '!evf-!up:nc!

new instruments based on the job element ani wc.

det-ided that a -job element Questionnaire t.rne.e lie .0 to

initially evaluate applicants, and that aen!;ee.:1L; ieeivine
a pas:ine rating on Lee guestionnaiee woeid be intervtewee
using a job element format. Both instruments would 'ely on
applicants matching their significant east ace:evemente and
accomplishments with the content items identitlea in the lob
analysis. The employment list would be estaehed
applicants on the basis of their questionnaire ant:: interview
ratings.

Two Communications Specialists rated the cuestionnaiies, and
four Communications Specialists served as ratete in the

interview process. Training and specifie ineteetions on
the use of the instruments was provided to all the raters.
The interview raters role played through three interview
Prior to actually rating applicants. All the :etere were
provided with an anchored rating scale, but how apnl.eants
specific achievements and experiences wete ratee: wan left ue
to the expert knowledge of the raters. For both the
questionnaire and the interview, majo r. elemente were rated.
from specific information gatIlered from the a2plicant's
addressing of the 35 content items. T'A consen:.:us was
required of the rater-- and absolute consensus was required
on passing or failing applicants.

CONC14151011S

Quel;tionnaire and interview ratings wre corr!:,t,-,d with

.applicant self-iatings. Both correatrons were significant
at the .01 level (questionnaire r .32, n 133: interview

.51, n 53). The Department hireci 14 people off the
resulting employment list since aurle et 138,

anecdotally has been very P:eased with the resuite, ant!
their ability to Participate meaningfully
proces13. Ther hz!..7, been some turnoveL of tho.- 'u in th,.

Past 12 montl!s. but none o! them has of vt :/o02'

Perfotmance Or mistaken notions about the work. A mot,:

thorough study will tahe plave ween there ie . r cee -eeee .

and long-tem performanee data i3 collected.

Ose of the most imnortant side-effects of t!..e elect:tei
process has been to isolate the factoee co:te;ide of the
contr-ol of the examination: low ,.!)frv.:,-,,r,! 3aiary, e!ow
:;alary growth, intermitteet. advaneed
training.
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FoL aA ongoi:ig recruitment and selection proces:;. ttw iob
oi,-ment .loaiysis has been furthet edited, nrimarily through
j-voificleni flL YL.11. no the i:Iterview matoti,
Levised baset.; on feedback from ratet-..:. r tho future.
tzuestlonnaife may be used tor ::.creenina ourvose:: orly, it

he ,oe3 to indicate that the job element
i;lt,viw LI more pr,-oi,:tive of job :;vcce.
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COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST 745:

ELEMENT 1: ABILITY TO HAND" EMERGENCY SITUATIONS (126)

1. Immediately recognize serious situations. (71)
2. Remain calm. (19)
3. Reassure and calm other people. (80,128)

4. Control a conversation to identify and obtain necessary information.

(15,25)
5. Quickly make appropriate decisions to resolve situations.

ELEMENT II: ABILITY TO DEAL WITH UNPLEASANT OR UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATIONS (107)

6. Effectively deal with emotionally distressed or anxious callers. (114)

7. Effectively deal with graphic sexual or violent situations. (112)

S. Effectively deal with child abuse or molestation. (111)

9. Effectively deal with domestic violence. (109)
10. Effectively deal with suicidal behavior. (108)
II. Effectively deal with potentially fatal medical problems. (125)

ELEMENT III: ABILITY TO WORK ON YOUR OWN WITHOUT DIRECT SUPERVISION (49)

12. Make independent decisions exercising best judgment and accept respon-
sibility for them. (106,174)

13. Know when to refer situations to a higher authority. (172)
14. Prioritize work assignments. (177)

15. Monitor own work performance. (178)
16. Deal with problems which are not set in definite terms. (184)

17. Recognize and try alternative methods for solving problems. (3,140)

ELEMENT IV: ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY AND WORK IN A TEAM SETTING
(13,55)

18. Speak clearly and maintain voice control. (12
:
97 98 117 118,119,120),a.

19. Accurately transfer information to other parties. kzo,i)u)

20. Give clear and accurate instructions. (32,33)

21. Listen to people. (105)
12. Work and communicate effectively with fellow employees, supervisors and

staff of other organizations. (40,45)

ELEMENT V: ABILITY TO HANDLE STRESS RELATED TO THE JOB (133)

23. Handle complaints on a daily basis. (132)

24. Effectively handle complaints from angry, dissatisfied callers. (82)

25. Maintain concentration at all times in spite of varying workload. (74)

26. Adapt to changing work situations. (142)

27. Tolerate trivial irritations and interruptions. (36)

28. ::eep track of and handle several events or tasks that occur simultaneously.
6,66)

ELEMENT VI: ABILIUY TO LEARN AND APPLY NEW SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE (83)

29. Follow oral and written directions. (10,124)

30. Learn and adapt to new equipment and procedures. (95:96)
31. Read source materials on rules, regulations or policies to obtain or main-

tain knowledge applicable to job responsibilities. (86,9ra,166)

32. Effectively use available resources. (93)
33. Use zap books to locate addresses. 039)

34. Work rapidly and accurately with rames, numbers and codes and/or symbols.

(73,121,122,158)
35. Operate a varia:a cf controls, including a typewriter keyboard.

(4,7,145,160\

3/88 ai!.IMU1:IcA71 :INS SF EC1AL1S T 7451A
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ASSESSING CREATIVITY
IN A CONTENT-VALID EXAMINATION

Teresa F. Doyle, Ph.D. and Thung-Rung Lin, Ph.D.
Los Angeles Unified school District

SUNrmARY

Dominated by the 1978 Uniform Guidelines on Employee
Selection Procedures, the trend in personnel selection,
especially in the public sector, has been a move decidedly away
from the assessment of personality factors or traits and toward
the assessment of job-related behaviors. Such a focus in
selection is intended to produce more objective evaluations of
prospective employees with respect to actual work expectations
and, conversely, to .discourage selections made on the basis of
factorS unrelated to an applicant's ability to perform on the
job. As.a consequence, the demonstration of a selection
instrument's content validity, its job-relatedness and its
ability to accurately differentiate among candidates' past
relative success in performing work-related behaviors, has been
the key to defending against charges of bias in personnel
selection.

The development of content-valid examinations begins with a
thorough job analysis in which the analyst attempts to determine
what work behaviors.are intrinsic to successful performance on
the job. Input is obtained from bcch supervisors and incumbent
employees to make the determinations o:,:f what characterizes

'exceptional, acceptable and unacceptable work .behavior.
Nevertheless, When supervisors and incumbents alike are asked to
describe the ideal employee for job analysis purposes, responses
frequently refer to personal attributes rather than proficiency
with respect to work-related behavior. The success of the
superior incumbent is often ascribed to such things as
"dependability," "good attitude," "good judgment" or
"conscientiousness" as opposed to technical skill. When traits
are determined to be of sufficient importance to performance on
the job that they must be incorporated into the selection
process, they are frequently assessed in an interview format.
Under these circumstances, the traits being "measured" may be
loosely defined and it is left to the interviewer to categorize
candidates as exceptional, acceptable-or poor according to the
interviewer's own conceptualization of the trait construct. Even
in those cases in which the job analyst carefully ties behavioral
anchors to categorical descriptions, those descriptions may be
more the product of the analyst's personal construct
conceptualization than that derived from a review of the
psychological literature. The challenge for the personnel
selection specialist is to develop an appropriate instrument for
assessing traits in a content-valid examination that is
consistent with empirical findings in the topic area.
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The current presentation was prompted by trait-anchored

descriptions of superior incumbents. Specifically, a job

analysis was conducted for the purposes of designing an

instrument for the selection of "Placement Coordinators,"

individuals who develop permanent employment opportunities for

disabled high school students. Individual interviews were

conducted with supervisors and incumbents in which they were

asked to describe the methods used by Placement Coordinators to

find jobs for disabled youth. Unfortunate from the job analyst's

perspective, supervisors and incumbents agreed that specific

knowledges, skills and abilities were far less important than was

a particular personal characteristic in determining success on

the job as a Placement Coordinator. In fact, the interviews

revealed that successful Placement Coordinators shared little in

common with respect to the actual behaviors employed to find jobs

for students; the universal common denominator was creativity.

In order to be successful, a Placement Coordinator had to be

creative. Thus, our task was to construct a

behaviorally-anchored selection instrument to provide an

assessment of creativity in candidates applying for Placement

Coordinator positions.

A literature review on the topic of creativity and its

assessment was conducted as a starting point, and a fundamental

problem was soon revealed. Though "creativity" has been a

subject of investigation since nearly the inception of

psychological research, little consensus exists with respect to

its operational definition. Creativity has been variously

described as a form of problem-solving Ability (Cattell, 1971),

the ability to generate multiple solutions to problems, also

called "divergent thinking" (Guilford, 1950), the ability to

recognize possibilities (Tyler, 1978), an ability to synthesize

"new" problems from apparently disparate pieces of information or

fragmentary problems so as to formulate comprehensive solutions

(called "problem-finding" ability) (Mackworth, 1965; Getzels and

Csikszentmihalyi, 1976; Kasperson, 1978; Glover, 1979), and the

ability to produce novel solutions to problems (see Barron and

Harrington, 1981, for a review). There was considerable

agreement, however, that creativity was not so much a pervasive

personality characteristic as it was contextual; that is,

individuals were described as creative within their respective

fields (eg., Barron and Harrington, 1981; Gruber, 1988). Our

applicants, therefore, were evaluated according to dimensions

consistently described as aspects of creativity, or factors

strongly rolated to creativity, by assessing their abilities to

provide solutions to job-related problems.

final selection instrument was a paper and pencil

exercise that presented candidates with various problems

encountered by Placement Coordinators in their work and, after a

study period, required the applicants to provide solutions.

Candidat2s were asked, for 2xample, to list techniques used to

generate job openings for disabled students. Applicants were

also presented with a biographical data sheet describing a
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fictitious disabled student and asked to determine what further
information they needed to solicit from the student and the
student's parents and teachers in order to begin a job search.
Their solutions, then, were evaluated for novelty (as indicated
by the number of times the same solution was proposed by
different testees), diversity (as indicated by the number of
different solutions provided for a single problem),
problem-finding ability (the candidate's ability to recognize,
collect and utilize pertinent information) and problem-solving
ability (the candidate's ability to propose workable solutions to
problems encountered on the job). Supervisors of incumbent
Placement Coordinators, who had no prior knowledge of any of the
individual candidate's capabilities, served as raters.
Twenty-three candidates were evalx3gted in the selection process.

The selection instrument produced strong differentiation
among the individual candidates: four candidates were rated
"excellent," twelve as "good," four as "acceptable," and three
candidates were rated "unacceptable." In addition, there was a
degree of correspondence among raters with respect to the
assessment of individual candidates, with nearly unanimous
agreement as to descriptive score and no greater variation than
adjacent descriptive scores. There were no pass/fail
differences. Finally, the Special Education Vlaartment, who had
requested the examination, was well-satisfied with the resultant
rankings of candidates.

As a continuation of this project, the collection of
criterion validity data from incumbent Placement Coordinators is
currently underway to determine whether, in fact, this instrument
has predictive validity for performance on the job.
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Content Validity with the Consent of Justice:
A Collaborative Methodology

Doris M. Maye, State of Georgia
Irwin L. Goldstein, University of Maryland

This paper looks at content validity step by step as used in the State of

Georgia for the job class Radio Operator. It highlights aspects of a recent

effort conducted under a U.S. Department of Justice consent decree wherein a

Justice expert, a State expert and State staff work hand-in-hand to devise and

implement job analysis that is state-of-the-art and fully comporting with current

professional and legal principles governing content validity.

The job analysis procedure consisted of seven major steps:

- Background Job Data Research
- Site Visits and Job Observation
- Task Identification and Development

KSA Identification and Development
- Job Analysis Questionnaire Development and Admidstration
- Questionnaire Data Analysis

Task/KSA Linkage

Key concepts guiding the project were the systematic gathering .f comprehensive

work behaviors -- an accurate "shapshot" of the job as it currently exisk:s -- and

the identification of discrete worker characteristics needed for adequate job

performance at entry. The process involved:

a methodical determination and sampling of how the job

varies;
- the use of SMEs for the generation of a complete set of

discrete tasks associated with job duty categories;
- the identification by SMEs of knowledges, skills, and

abilities (KSAs) used per task;
- scaled data ratings by SMEs on task importance and KSA

importance;
scaled data ratings by SMEs on tasks and KSAs needed at

entry;
- scaled data ratings by SMEs on the relationship between

tasks and KSAs; and
a priori setting of scale value criteria for task and KSA
inclusion.

Of particular note is the manner in which each of the components of the

process was implemented. To be sure, most content validity projects would include
an outline similar to the one above. The paper uses an earlier Georgia Radio

Operator (RO) project contrasted with the current consent decree project to

illustrate some of the subtleties of the how versus the what in adequate content

validity methodology. Among the more pertinent points raised are the following:

1. The project must be sure to describe the job as it currently

exists. This begins with job use demographics such as number of

positions, organization(s) found in, class series structure, etc.

but also includes comprehensive focus on factors on which the job

varies. Typical factors such as rural vs. urban work settings are
often identified. The key "how" here is the depth of probing to

ensure that comprehensive factors are recognized and used as the

S
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sampling grid. The consent decree RO project documented eight

variation factors:

- Rural vs. Urban

- Atlanta vs. Non-Atlanta
- Interstate vs. Non-Interstate

Shift 1 vs. Shift 2 vs. Shift 3
- High # of Accidents vs. Low # of Accidents

- High # of Telephone Calls vs. Low # of Calls

- High # of Radio Calls vs. Low # of Calls

- High Clerical Workload vs. Low Clerical

2. Site visits, using the "varying factors" grid, are essential. It

is necessary for the researcher(s) to see and understand the job

environment and work activities in order to proceed in the remain-

ing project steps with enough contextual frame of reference to ask

the right questions, question the logic of information and data,

etc. In the consent decree RO project there were eight site

visits, chosen to sample the eight factors of variation. The

numbee of visits is not the significant issue. The crux of the

matter is to ensure comprehensive observation. This might be

accomplished in some job classes with one or two visits, while

others might be incomplete with twelve. Site visits also offer the

opportunity to talk to incumbents and supervisors and to identify

and collect examples of materials used on the job.

3. The most comprehensive and defensible way to obtain task and KSA

data is from appropriately chosen SMEs under appropriate guidance

in an appropriately systematic manner. The process used in the

consent decree RO project used groups of SMEs who were representa-

tive on the varying factors grid, with representation by race, sex,

and age, minimum tenure of six months, and the "request" that they

be above average performers. Four formal task generation panel

sessions were conducted using 16% of the population of ROs repre-

senting 63% of the Georgia State Patrol posts. The groups were

asked to focus on how the job varies and to brainstorm the "big"

categories -- i.e., the major duty categories -- first, then each

of these was taken separately as the catalyst for tasks. The

design called for the group leader to interact witn the SMEs

throughout and to record the information on a flip chart. By the

fourth session, no "new" tasks were emerging; hence the decision

was reached that comprehensive initial job behavior task informa-

tion had been obtained.
The initial tasks were edited and rationally clustered in order

to organize the task list and to provide a process to insure task

statement clarity and completeness. Cluster definitions and task

statement wordings were edited and tasks wePe taxonomized indepen-

dently until they were consistently identified with their clusters

by the researchers. The process resulted in nine task cluster

categories and 64 tasks.
These tasks and task clusters were then used as the catalyst

for KSA Generation Panel Sessions that followed a brainstorming/

recording format similar to the task sessions. Seven formal KSA

generation/review panels, using over 60% of the direct supervisors

of R0s, followed by KSA editing, clustering, and taxonomizing by

the researchers, resulted in 21 knowledge statements grouped into

three clusters and 37 skill and ability statements grouped into

nine clusters.



4. The focus and level of specificity of the task and KSA statements
are critical. Tasks must describe a discrete activity, denoting
what is being done, to whom, why and how. KSAs must deal with
fundamental mental, physical or affective capabilities. Care must
be taken to avoid a KSA statement that is nothing more than a

restated task. While the absolute number of task and KSA state-
ments is not in itself informative, it can be useful as a "red
flag" indicating problems with the level of specificity of the

statements. For other than the most basic and uni-dicinsional
jobs, less than 20 statements would likely indicate that the
individual statements are not discrete enough, while over 100

statements for a single job class might raise the question of too
much specificity. The number of statements will be variable and
highly dependent upon the nature of the job class but should be
driven, first, by completeness in capturing a "shapshot" of the job
and defining needed worker characteristics and, second, by the
meaningfulness of the statements to the SMEs for valid and reliable
scaled data input. Following are several task and KSA statements
from the consent decree RO project:

Responds verbally to citizens' requests concerning items
such as accident reports, drivers' license information,
directions, DUI and driver improvement schools, as a
public service.

- Provides emergency information, such as weather and road
hazards, to the public and othar non-law enforcement
agencies in order to provide for public safety.

- Searches maps for geographical information in order to
respond to requests from general public, troopers, and
other law enforcement personnel.

- Logs trooper activities in direct response to radio and
telephone communications for purpose of record-keeping
and ensuring Trooper safety.

- Knowledge of radio codes and call signs of law enforce-
ment agencies in the area.
Ability to organize incoming information for verbal
transmission on radio or telephone.

- Ability to evaluate and interpret written sources of
information, such as computer output.
Skill in writing numbers and letters legibly.
Ability to give directions in terms of compa:'s points in
the post area.

- Ability to give geographical directions over radio and
telephone accurately.

- Ability to perform many different tasks at once.

Other aspects of the project are also discussed in the paper, such as the
development and scaling of the job analysis questionnaire, the task/KSA linkage
process and the criteria for task and KSA inclusion. For further information,
persons should contact the principal author.



DEVELOPMENT OF A SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR TOLL COLLECTOR

Lance W. Seberhagen, Ph.D.
Seberhagen & Associates*

Objective

The objective of the project was to develop a new selection process for
entry-level Toll Collector in a state transportation agency in the Mid-Atlan
tic region of the United States. The agency has seven toll facilities spread
across the state that include bridges, tunnels, and highways.

Job Analysi

I used a multf-method job analysis approach to obtain an accurate and
complete picture of job duties and worker requirements. The job analysis in-
cluded: (1) literature review, (2) review of internal documents, (3) inter-
views with supervisors, (4) interviews with job incumbents, (5) direct obser-
vation, (6) questionnaire survey of supervisors, (7) questionnaire survey of
job incumbents, and (8) management review. Exhibit 1 shows the basic results
of the job analysis.

Selection Procedures

The total selection process for Toll Collector includes the following
components:

1. Minimum qualifications (MQs) Pass/Fail
2. Training and experi.mce Rating (T&E) Ranking
3. Written tests (IC Ability Test, Service Questionnaire)._ Ranking
4. Oral exam Ranking
5. Personnel Selection Inventory (PSI-3) Pass/Fail
6. Medical exam Pass/Fail
7. Background investigation (by police) Pass/Fail
8. Classroom training Pass/Fail
9. Probation period (6 mo., with option to 12 mo ) Pass/Fail

Applicant Flow

All applicants must complete a special Toll Collector application blank
(see Exhibit 2). This application blank is designed to assess minimum quali-
fications (MQs) and to rate training and experience (TW. Only applicants
who pass the MCIs are rated on T&E. Applicants who pass the MQs and score well
on the T&E are then invited to the written tests (i.i., TC Ability Test, Ser-
vice Questionnaire). Applicants who pass the written tests are then ranked on
a preliminary eligible list, according to their combined score from the T&E
and written tests. Separate eligible lists are made for each region of the
state, based on applicant geographical availability, as indicated on the ap-
plication blank.

9021 Trailridge Court, Vienna. VA 22182. Tel. (703) 790-0795.
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Each toll facility conducts its own oral exams. When a position becomes
available at a toll facility, the toll facility conducts oral exams for the
top five candidates on the regional eligibility list. If there is more than
one vacancy, the toll facility invites two additional candidates from the eli-
gible list for each additional vacancy. Each toll facility makes its prelimi-
nary hiring decision on the basis of the oral exam score alone. For purposes
of selection, all candidates invited to the oral exam are considered equal,
and the oral exam is used, in effect, as a "tie-breaker.'

After the toll facility has made its preliminary hiring decision, the se-
lected candidate must pass the rest of the selection process on a non-competi-
tive basis before achieving regular status as a Toll Collector. The six re-
maining steps include the integrity test, medical exam, background investi-
gation, classroom training, on-the-job training, and probation period.

Validation

Content validation provided the basis for the development of the MQs, T&E
rating, IC Ability Test, and oral exam. Criterion-related validation through
test transportability provided the basis for the use of two commercial tests:
the Service Questionnaire and Personnel Selection Inventory. The state agency
developed the remaining parts of the selection process through appropriate
methods.

Adverse Impact

After about one year of use and assessment of several thousand appli-
cants, the state has found no adverse impact, as defined by the 80% Rule and
statistical significance, in any selection procedure or in the overall selec-
tion process.

Discussion

The basic minimum qualifications for this Toll Collector are simply '8th
Grade and no experience." but the job is much more difficult than one might
guess from the MOIs. The job has many undesirable working conditions that are
not obvious to applicants and which require a special type of person. In the
past, many new Toll Collectors quit the job after a short time. At least one
new Toll Collector walked off the job in the middle of her first day on the
job! Thus, a customized application blank (see Exhibit 2) was designed jilst
for Toll Collector to inform applicants about these undesirable conditions and
to screen out anyone who was not willing to work under those conditions. This
application blank measures personality in a content valid selection procedure
by asking very specific job-related questions in a directly observable format
(e.g., "Are you willing to wear a uniform to work?" "Are you willing to work
in a job that exposes you to frequent verbal abuse...?")

Otner notable selection procedures are the TC Ability Test and the Ser-
vice Questionnaire. The former is a custom test that measures the ability to
(1) classify vehicles under a simplified version of toll schedules used on the
job, (2) make change, and (3) perform general arithmetic. The latter is a
commercial test that measures service-orientation, with subscales for (I)
energy, (2) acceptance of authority, (3) sociability, (4) friendliness, and
(5) emotional stability.
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Exhibit I. RESULTS OF JOB ANALYSIS
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PEER AND SUPERVISOR EVALUATIONS:
AN UNDERUSED PROMOTION METHOD FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

Douglas Cederblom
Washington State Patrol

In law enforcement, the most commonly used methods for determining promotions

to supervisory and mid-management positions are not based on observation of

officers' performance on the job. A 1986 survey of 149 law enforcement agencies

indicated that to determine promotions to sergeant through captain, 90 percent

of the agencies use written examinations, 44 percent use oral examinations, and

32 percent use assessment centers. Only 21 percent use ratings of job perfor-

mance or promotability (Weiss, 1987). While there are good reasons for using

examinations and assessment centers, these methods are nevertheless somewhat

contrived, offering a limited view of officers' likely performance at the next

level. Peer and supervisor ratings of officers' promotability, based on obser-

vation of officers performing in the actual work situation, provide a naturally

available and relatively comprehensive method of evaluating promotability.

I would like to discuss several ways in which we have used peer and supervisor

ratings to determine promotions at the Washington State Patrol (WSP). We have

used various forms of peer and supervisor ratings to evaluate all officers in

this agency from cadets through majors. These ratings are then combined with

the results of other methods to determine promotions.

Peer ratings and comments were initiated recently to evaluate cadets at the

training academy. It was felt that cadets are in an excellent position to

observe each other, and that their evaluations of each other would both assist

the staff in quickly identifying cadets with problems and help provide feedback

to each cadet. Ratings and comments are obtained on three occasions during the

twelve-week training. Results indicate enough spread in the ratings to be

administratively useful, and the peers' comments are mature and specific enough

to be meaningful to fellow cadets. Ratings and comments are included in deter-

mining which cadets then become troopers.

For the past ten years, supervisor ratings in the form of forced choice evalu-

ations have been used and weighted significantly (50 percent for troopers, 40

percent for sergeants) to promote these officers to sergeant and lieutenant. A

natural concern in using supervisor ratings is possible bias of the rater. With

forced choice evaluations, the weights of the rating scales are hidden, so it is

difficult for a supervisor to intentionally bias the ratings. To provide a



criterion check on the validity of these evaluations, we regularly obtain con-

fidential peer and supervisor ratings of the promotability of the officers, and

correlate these ratings with the evaluations and with the other components of

the promotion system. Not only do the evaluations correlate highly with con-

fidential ratings by both peers (.50) and supervisors (.57), they also correlate

significantly higher with these ratings than our multiple choice written exami-

nations correlate with these same ratings by peers (.27) and by supervisors (.32).

Direct higher-officer ratings of the promotability of sergeants are also used

(weighted 5 percent) in determining promotions to lieutenant. Here, the possi-

bility of rater bias is offset by having multiple raters--on the average, five

higher officers rate each sergeant. This rating process has been used for the

past seven years and has been well-received.

Two years ago, WSP was faced with the likelihood that several higher-ranked

individuals would soon retire. Our task was to develop a systematic evaluation

of the promotability of lieutenants and above in order to assist the Chief in

making needed promotion decisions. Assessment centers had been used twice in

the previous ten years to assess mid-level and higher officers. However, this

method was costly; participants had complaints about the process; and they did

not feel that the results were reflected in subsequent promotion decisions.

It was decided to evaluate lieutenants and above by a combination of peer and

higher-officer ratings of promotability. This method would have several advan-

tages: although peer ratings have seldom been used in law enforcement agencies,

reviews of their validity in other settings have been very positive (Kane and

Lawler, 1978; Lewin and Zwany, 1976); using both sources of raters would provide

a large number of raters; and combining different perspectives would provide

more complete measures and allow one source to offset possible bias from another

source.

The promotability of 60 lieutenants, captains, and majors was appraised in two

evaluation processes. In the first process, participants were advised to rate

each other's promotability on a 1-5 scale on each of four managerial dimensions

(judgment, administrative skills, personal impact, and work involvement). Offi-

cers were instructed to rate only those individuals with whom they had frequent

job contacts. Each officer received an averaged rating in each dimension, separ-

ately from peers and from higher officers, and the,officer's relative position

among all participants (top, middle, or bottom third), based on the ratings.

In the second process, participants were asked to assume that the positions of

the six majors and four deputy chiefs had just become vacant and to nominate the
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officers (including incumbents) they thought would do the best jobs in these

generic positions. Participants were advised that the results of both processes

would be seriously considered by the Chief in making future promotions and

assignments.

Results showed sufficient variance for making administrative decisions. Indi-

viduals' overall ratings ranged from a high of 4.1 to a low of 2.4, M = 3.3,

SO = 0.4. The evaluation processes were reliable and valid. Inter-rater relia-

bility on each of the four dimensions ranged from .90 to .93, with the average

lieutenant/captain rated by 29 individuals. Ratings by peers and by higher

officers generally agreed (r = .78, and insignificant mean differences between

the two groups of raters). High validity was indicated by a significant corre-

lation between the two processes (r = .63), and by a lack of seniority bias.

Very few criticisms were heard from officers when they received their individual

results. Almost two years later, ten lieutenants and captains have been pro-

moted from the top third, four promoted from the middle third, and zero from the

bottom third.

Thus, a reliable, valid process was developed quickly at low cost and used with

high acceptance. Yet this kind of process is not often used. Briefly, what are

likely sources of resistance to promotability_ratings, and facts/ideas for dealing

with resistance?

1. Concern that peer ratings are merely a popularity contest. [However,

several studies have shown that factoring "friendship" out of peer ratings

does not significantly reduce the solid validity of peer ratings (Hollander,

1956; Love, 1981). Apparently some of the same qualities involved in

friendship - e.g., people skills, personal credibility - are also impor-

tant for being an effective employee.]

2. Concern about a low number of raters per ratee. [Combining peers and higher

officers (and possibly subordinates) provides a very credible, reliable

number of raters.]

3. Concern that the organizational culture is too distrusting to support this

method. [To counter this, try promotability ratings with a relatively low

weight and combine the ratings with other promotional methods. If the

ratings prove effective, increase their weight for subsequent promotion

cycles.]
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ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION CF JOB SIMULATIONS

BACKGROUND

The City of New Orleans has used work sample tests for major examinations

since 1984. In the past five years, many techniques have been employed to make

examinations more job related and to lessen adverse impact. We are sharing with

UMW participants some of our success stories and the problems encountered in

hopes of improving the examination process.

OVer the past five years, we have had the opportunity to develop and

administer three major examinations involving job simulation exams. The ex-

aminations were for the following positions: Police Sergeant, Police

Lieutenant, and Fire Captain. Ue also developed and administered a job related

Police Recruit examination.

In the process of testing, we had several naturally occurring events which

allow us to make some observations. For example: (1) Many of the same candi-

dates took both the Police Sergeant and Police Lieutenant examinations, (2) The

training sessions differed in degree of complexity. Materials used in training

are discussed. (3) Different testing modalities were used to test the same

dimensions. These modalities include in-baskets, case studies, role plays, and

video observation. (4) TWo different rating formats were used. One format was

a behavioral checklist. The second was a Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales

(BARS) format. We investigate and make some conclusions about the usefulness of

these formats.

THE EFFECT OF HAVING PARTICIPATED IN A WORK SAMPLE ON PERFORMANCE IN A SECOND

JOB SIMULATION

In 1984, an examination for the position of Police Sergeant was adminis-

tered by the New Orleans Civil Service Department. Subsequently in 1988, an



examination for the position of Police Lieutenant us administered. According-

ly, many candidates who participated in the Sergeant's examination were eligible

to take the Police Lieutenant's examination. Many of the Police Lieutenant

candidates were concerned that those utio had takea the 1984 Sergeant's ex-

amination wuuld have an advantage over dhe candidates who had not had the

opportunity to go through a job simulation. Our staff tried to equalize the

effects of job simulation experience by familiarizing all candidates with this

type of test. Fiarthermore, our staff wanted to test the hypothesis of whether

prior participation in a job simulation affects future assessment process

performance. We used data on all candidates who participated in the

Lieutenant's examination to determine if candidates who had participated in the

1984 Sergeant's job simulation exam performed significantly better than dhose

who had not.

IRE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINDE SESSIONS FOR JOB SIMULATION EXERCISES

Because the use of assessment centers is increasing for job selection,

plarement, and promotion, 'whether the testing agency should offer a training

session for applicants has become a current issue. Many applicants have been

exposed to assessment centers in previous testing situations, but other appli-

cants who have not been tested in several years may never have experienced a job

simulation. When these applicants are competing for the same job, mandatory

training assures that all candidates are exposed to dhe same inforion regard-

ing the test.

Depending on the candidate's training needs, the orientation session can

range from a simple information session to an elaborate training session.

Other factors which may affect the type of training session administered include

cost, personnel available, time, and special conditions such as candidates' test

experience.



Training sessions accomplish several objectives. First, the applicant's

anxiety may be relieved by supplying test takieg strategies and helpful hints on

preparipg for the test. Second, the candidate will be educated on the di-

nensions measured by the test. Third, the candidate can become acquainted with

the type of job simulations that are involved in the testing process. Sample

tests may be given to applicants to familiarize them with the test material.

Also, open discussion is usually encouraged which enables the candidates to

address any issue they have regarding the entire testipg prccess.

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TESTING MODALITIES ON JOB SIMULATION RATINGS OF MINCRTTY

AND NON-MINORITY CANDIDATES

One touted advantage of job simulation exercises for personnel selection is

that they provide decreased adverse impact when compared with written examina-

tions. Accordingly, many jurisdictions have turned to work sample examinations

for personnel selection to decrease adverse impact. However, there may also be

differences between work sample testing modalities in their usefulness for

decreasing the disparity in scores between minority and nen-minority candidates.

The Uniform GUidelines nendate the use of the selection procedure that

demonstrates the least adverse impact against protected classes when compared

with other equally valid procedures. Thus, the determination of which tyres of

job simulation exercises show the least difference in scores between minority

and non-minority candidates is important to the area of personnel selection.

The purpose of the present research was to explore the effects of different

job simulation modalities on the scores of minority versus non-minority candi-

dates for a Police Lieutenant work sample test. Effects of four work sample

test modalities were compared within seven job dimensions usieg seven

nultivariate analysis of variance procedures. These analyses tested for

differences between black and white applicants within each of the seven job

dimensions.
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Results indicated that there were no significant differences between the

scores of black and white applicants for the seven analyses. While more

researdh in this area is wirranted, this exp7aratory study indicated dhat test

modality in job simulations may be less important dhan it is oftan presumed to

be for reducing score differences between minority and non-minority candidates.

COMPARING BEHAVIOR-BASED RATING FORMATS USED FOR ASSESSWNT CENTERS AND MEM

JOB SIMULATIONS

Despite admonishments that rating format has little effect on the quality

of rating (e.g., Landy and Farr, 1980), untold hours are spent in developing

elaborate rating forms for job simulations. Rating formats most often dhosen

are behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS) and behavioral dhedklists.

Among the reasons these formats are chosen are that first, they allow those

who develop the simulation to anticipate the range of candidate responses and

the acceptability of those responses. Thus, the development of behavioral

rating forms can serve as a final "reviewP of a job simulation exercise for test

developers. Second, .behavioral scales aid in familiarizing assessors with

acceptable responses for the position being assessed.

This presentation includes a discussion of the relative advantages and

disadvantages of BARS and behavioral checklists for job simulations. Alterna-

tive rating formats are also discussed. As it is not likely that format differ-

ences would affect the psychometric properties of the ratings, conclusions are

based on such factors as ease cf use and flexibility.

Anne Russo
City of New Orleans



OBSERVATIONS ON BEING AN EXPERT WITNESS

Nancy E. Abrams

Each of us, except for Mike, have been experts in cases involving Title
VII or related employment litigation related to testing. From what I have
read, experts in many other areas have similar observations. The first thing

you may ask is what do expert witnesses do. They do many other things beside

testify.

Preparation

When approached by an attorney involved in a case, I usually do not commit
myself. I agree to review all records and orally explain my views. Lawyers
rarely want experts to write much down - it could be discoverable by the other
side.

To back up, where does business come from. Strictly expert witness work
comes from attorneys. They usualfy get my name from other attorneys I have
worked with. Often attorneys, especially defense attorneys, have limited
knowledge of this field of expertise.

Attorneys want yau to support their position 100% - usually this is impos-
sible. You must discuss your feelings of strengths and weaknesses of the case.
It is essential that they understand what WU are willing to say or not say
before you are formally retained in the case. .You often can suggest additional
studies or analysis which may help the case. Once retained, you work on these.

You should work with the attorney on strategy, other sides experts, etc.
It helps to understand some of the legal jargon. You also must be able to ex-
plain our technical terms in non-technical ways. You must always be able to
emomitnicate with the attorney. If this breaks down or the attorney starts
playing expert you may be in for trouble.

Depositions

In some cases, an expert may be deposed. This means that the attorneys

from the other aide ask you questions under oath. They use this to better
understand the opposing side's case. You may also assist ymur attorney with
experts from the opposing side, developing questions and explaining answers.

Settlement Negoti'tions

Often experts get involved in settlement oegotiations. You may be asked

to evaluate the technical .zispects of proposed settlements. You must explain

the impact of such proposals to attorneys sod their clients. Sometimes you

may be asked to attend negotiating sessions.
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Irial lestimony

If you and your attorney are well prepared, your direct examination should

go smoothly. You should know just what to expect. Cross examination is often

unexpected. Your job is to try to plan for what to expect. An important idea

to remember is that attorneys try not to ask questions unless they know the

answer. Sometimes cross examination is very short, other times long and labored.

Also it may be friendly or it may be very hostile.

It is important to remember that judges often ask questions. These are

usually friendly but are often critical. They tell you where the judge is

coming from and what he understands or doesn't.

You also may assist in the cross examination of experts from the other

side by again preparinu questions for the attorney and explaining answers.

Observations

Being an expert witness can present ethical concerns. Attorneys sometimes

try to make you say things they want you to say. You must educate the attorneys

on why you must say what you say.

Being an expert witness can be rewarding but also frustrating. The better

prepared you are, the better you will fare.



LET'S GIVE LAWYERS THE RESPECT THEY DESERVE

Lance W. Seberhagen. Ph.D.
Seberhagen & Associates*

Lawyers have been held in low regard for centuries. Here is a sampling
of what people say:

1. "A lawyer is someone who is skilled in the circumvention of the law°
(Roth & Roth, 1988).

2. "A lawyer is someone who helps you get what's coming to him/her"
(Roth & Roth, 1980.

°A lawyer is a person who profits by your experience° (Roth & Roth,
1988).

4. 'A lawyer is a person who writes a 10,000 word document and calls it
a brief" (Roth & Roth, 1988).

5. °Lawyers sometimes tell the truth--they will do anything to win a
case° (Roth & Roth, 1988).

6. °Law is the exact opposite of sex. Even whea it's good, 1! s lousy"
(Roth & Roth, 1988).

"No lawyer will ever go to heaven as long as there is room for more
ih Hell" (Roth & Rcth, 1988).

8. °What is the definition of a tragedy? A bus full of lawyers going
over a cliff with two empty seats° (Landy, 1989).

9. A lawyer was giving a talk to a group of law students about what
it's like to pract-ice law. One student asked the lawyer if he ever
faced any serious ethical problems in his practice.

LAWYER: Let me give you a specific example. Once a client was
billed for $5000 worth of legal work but sent me a check
for $8,000.

STUDENT: What's the ethical problem?

LAWYER: Whether to tell my partner! (Schwartz, 1989)

10. Why are they now using lawyers instead of rats for laboratory
research?
a. There are more lawyers than rats.
b. There are some things that rats just won't do.
c. Some people develop an emotional attachment to rats. (Anonymous)

I have worked with many /awyers in the course of my work. Lawyers are
not all bai. but I do have a few complaints (see Table 1) that may give some
insights about what it is like to be an expert witness.

* 9021 Trailridge Court, Vienna, VA 22182. Tel. (703) 790-0796.
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Table 1

THE TOP TEN COMPLAINTS BY EXPERT WITNESSES ABOUT LAWYERS

SOME LAWYERS...

I. Don't pay expert's fees for many months or years. if at all.
(NOTE: Applies primarily to plaintiff's lawyers.)

2. Ask surprise questions to expert on the w.`ness stand.

3. Don't object to dirty tricks to expert by opposing counsel during cross-
examination.

4. a. Re-phrase questions written by expert, missing point of original
questions.

b. Don't ask all questions written by expert, omitting critical set-up
questions or ultimate target questions.

c. Don't introduce ail exhibits prepared by expert.

5. Won't ask question to witness unless they already know answer, even if
helpful answer is likely and worst possible answer wouldn't hurt case.

6. a. Don't tell expert about plans for presenting case.

b. Don't tell expert truth about case.

c. Never give expert straight answer to any question.

7. Won't let expert write report for presentation to court, forcing expert
to present detailed facts and complicated analyses in oral testimony.

B. Depend on expert to interpret law.

9. a. Call expert at last minute, giving expert little time to prepare for
trill.

b. Call expert to work on case after depositions have been taken from
witnesses or deadline has passed for requesting case documents.

lO. Name expert for case before contacting expert, or reaching agreement with
expert, getting unauthorized use of expert's name and reputation.

NOTE: Listed in rank order, where #1 is biggest complaint.



"Y our Honor, I feel threatened by this gentleman's intensity."
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Agency-Rated Banded Scores: An Alternative to Traditional Education and
Experience Ratings for Highly Specialized Job Classes

Presented at the Thirteenth Annual Conference of the International Personnel
Management Association Assessment Council at Orlando, Florida, June 1989

8:30 a.m., June 20, 1989

Ann R. Williamson, Senior Exam Development Analyst
Ronald A. Ulm, Project Leader

State of Georgia Merit System
200 Piedmont Avenue, Suite 418

Atlanta, Georgia 30034

INTRODUCTION

One of the traditional advantages of a selection Irocedure which involves a rating of education and
experience Is the expedience with whkh It may be developed and administered. However, in order to
make assessments, the applicant evaluator must be able to understand the rating criteria, as well as the
infix:nation the apcgicari provides. if the fob class it hand is highly specialized and requkes specific
technical knowledge, the assessment becomes more difficult to make. In such cases, applications will
often abound with technical jargon typically unfamiliar to one outside of the field. Furthermore, these
highly specialized classes often generate the least applicant wtivity, thereby reducing the cost-
eitectiveness of extensive rater training.

The State of Georgia Merit System determined that, for some highly specialized classes, the staff of the
*hi, agency itself might prove to be the best evaluator of applicants. The Merit System set out to
develop a contert valid instrument whk:h would allow Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from the hiring
agency to assess the applicants; grcup them into broad ranking categories; and conduct the pmject in
less time than normally required for development and implementation of a traditional rating of education
and experience. The procedure, known as the Agency-Rated Banded Scores instrument (ARBSI), has
been in place since March, 1988, and has been utilized by five job classes, thus far.

The ARBSI appears to be most appropriate for fob classes which satisfy the following criteria:

1. Due to agency time Involved, the class must receive few qualified applicants. In
addition, the ARBSI is vacancy-specific; therefore classes with low hiring activity are the
most suitable.

2. In order to justify the departure from traditional applicant evaluators, the class should be
highly specialized, with a well-developed professional jargon.

3. The project must be a high priority for the hiring agency. The ARBSI may be developed
and administered in a relatively short time, but only with full agency cooperation.

As an example, the Merit System recently utilized the ARBSI to assess applicants for four vacancies in
the class Systems Analyst, which were announced to the public last year. For these particular
vacancies, extensive additional recruitment had taken place to the extent that seventeen applicants
appeared to qualify. Systems Analyst made a particularly good candidate for the ARBSI because it
easily met all of the established criteria No selection procedure existed with which the applicants could
be evaluated.



METHODOLOGY

First, the agency personnel staff was xintacted. The Merit System explained the ARSSI and the
necessary level of agency commitment Then, the agency personnel staff was instructed to provide the
three supervisors of the vacant positions with class speciications and the four position descriptions.
The supervisors, who served as departmental SMEs, woe instructed to review these materials and
identify knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) necessary for performing the duties of the Systems
Analyst vacancies they supervised.

Next, a meeting was held with Merit System Exam Development Analysts, the Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs), and ttwi agency persorml staff. Rekivant background information on the project was provided
to the SMEs and they were briefed on their mks ki evaluating the applicants. Then, the SMEs were
asked to discuss the knowledge, skit's, and abilities (WBAs) they had established as necessary to
perform the duties of the Systems Analyst vacancies they supervised, based on the jab materials they
reviewed.

The information gathered from the SMEs was used to construct a three-part form by which the
seventeen applicants would be evaluated. Section I of the form was a detailed adaptation of the
minimum qualffications forthe class. If the applicant did not meet the requirements of this section, then
the evaluation would end. Applicants who appeared to qualify would go on to be evaluated in the
remaining two sections.

Section II, the KSA Rating Section, asked the rater to assess the extent to which the applicant possessed
each of the previously-defined KSAs. Th3 four-poktt rating scale was: 0= mine, I =minimal, 2=average,
3=above averaga Since many of the KSAs generated were quite specific to Systems Analyst duties, no
avenue existed for Drediting more general electronic data processing backgrounds. Therefore, the final
section asked.the siker to make an overall assessment of the job-relevance of the applicant's total
education and experience background. The SMEs would be required to document any additional
information, other than extent of KSAs possessed, used in making this determination (such as previous
experience with hardware/software used by the state, fa:imarity with specific systems, etc.). The overall-
qualifications scale was benchmarked as: Unqualifier!, Minimal Qualifications, Average Qualifications,
and Excellent Qualifications.

After the rating form was finalized, a second meeting ea* arranged with the SMEs. During this second
meeting, the raters were given the applications of the uiveween potentially qualified candidates, along
with the newly-developed rating forms attached to eat. I ne Sk4F..s were trained in proper utilization of
the evaluation instrument and in the method by which their fa:Inv would coripond to the applicants'
final score bands. Then, the SMEs were Wormed that the top wl score bands both the Sxcellenr
and Averages groups would compose the fist of eligible caidicktes r..ir selection.

RESULTS

The completed rafing packages were returned by the Subjea Matter Expem within two days, A Quattro
spreadsheet was used to analyze rater data. For each rater, applicant's :tense, rating for each KSA,
the mean for all KSA ratings, and the overall rating were entered. Then, for each apfAicant, the overall
rating and the mean KSA ratings were averaged across all three :Jters. These two means were
averaged to produce the applicant's final score band.

To determine the relationship between the KSA-based scale anri the overall nif7,ficatior, scale, the
Pearson Product Moment correla on coefficients were calculated f v each rater. Intra-rate, re lability for
the two measures was found to be highly positive (r=.88, r=.8Z. r=.86). These strong relatsrnships
indicate that the KSA-based scale and the overall qualifications scale are measuring highly similar
dimensions ot the relative worth of the applicants' backgrounds.



The final scores had a range from 2.0 to 2.9. It was somewhat unusual that seventeen applicants
received final scores of 2.0 or better on a scaie of 0 to 3. Since the SMEs were infeamed in advance that
applicnnts with scores of 2.0 or greater would be eligible for consideratico, they may hpe been
operating on a true scale of 2.0 to 3.0, thereby affording consideration to all applicants . Those
applicants who scored 26 or higher were paced in the *Excellent Qualifications" group; those with
scores from 2.0 to 2.5 were placed in the *Average Qualifications' score group.

DISCUSSION

In concksion, the ARBS1 has beem a valuable addition to the instruments available to the Merit System
for applicant eviOuation. There are, however, saw restrictions. Considering the amount of agency time
involved in perfomiing the rating, It wo.gd probably be wise to limit the ARE*, to dasses with twenty
applicaticos or less. Furthemiore, based on the five classes which have used the ARBS1, it appears to
work best wfth technical classes (eharade data processing, engineering, etc.), rather than classes in
the social voice areas. The kterences made by SMEs in evaluating applicants for the latter classes
appeared to be more subjective; the SMEs 'reading kW' the applications qualifications not clearly
appareri from the description of duties.

Ovegall, this instrument provides many advantages not available in a traditional rating ct education and
experience. First, it took a remarkably stxxt amount d time to develop, utilize and implement:
approximately three weeks from the first SME meeting to release of a list of eligible candidates. In
addition, the instrument idlowed a finer assessment of technical qualifications than that which a rater
would normally make. The kritnunent also allowed distinctions to be made in the quality of the
applicants' experience, rather than just duration.

Nevertheless, some disadvantages to the NIBS! remain. First, the instrument has a rather minimal
linkage to tasks ki establishing validity. Further, It is difficult to control for rater bias, both individually and
as a group. In future research efforts, strong consideration should be given to atterxiating for rater self-
interest. Perhaps a number of appliations could be fabricated to resemble applicants with excellent,
average, poor, and even no qualiftations. The ratings assigned to the decoy applications might indicate
the true scale under which the rater was operating. Then, the final scores of the real applicants could be
adjusted accordingly.

While the Systems Analyst results appear skewed towArd the higtrend of the scale, the other classes
which used the ARBSI had more normal distributions.



Development Of Valid Computer-Based Tests
For Assessing Divided Attention In Personnel
Hired As Operators Of Nuclear Power Plants

The presentation describes a recent development in the area

of computer-based personnel testing. A new test, which is

compatible with IBM-PC's, has been designed to assess divided

attention skills and work load capacity in people who apply for

jobs as operators in nuclear power plants. Applicants who do

well in this test can successfully perform several critical tasks

at the same time and can maintain this level of effective

performance when facing the "stress" of increases in the work

load during subsequent stages in the testing. These are critical

skills which contribute to a person to being able to perform the

nuclear operator's job tasks in an effective and safe manner.

The test battery in the validation involves the Divided

Attention test and several traditional, paper-pencil tests (e.g.

PTI Numerical, Bennett Mechanical, and FIT Assembly). Inclusion

of these tests in the battery is based on the results of an

extensive job analysis which establishes the skills and abilities

(i.e. divided attention, spatial, mechanical comprehension,

numerical, and clerical perception) personnel must have in order

to operate in nuclear power plants effectively.

The Divided Attention test assesses the person's ability to

perform several tasks at the same time. These include keeping a

pressure indicator within "safe limits" (i.e. rate control),

responding quickly and accurately to different tones (i.e,

reaction time), remembering different operating procedures with



their appropriate c,,pdes, and estimating the &mount of time

elapsing during different stages in the testing process. In

taking the test, each applicant first performs both the tracking

and the reaction time tasks separately for three trials and then

performs these tasks at the same time during the remaining eight

trials.

A concurrent, criterion-oriented method was used in the

validation. The sample included 248 incumbent operators. First

and second level supervisors completed a performance appraisal

form for each incumbent. They rated the operator's job

performance in terms of 22 dimensions found to be important

aspects of job effectiveness during the job analysis.

The results indicate that all of the tests in the battery

are valid. For the Divided Attention test, the test - retest

reliabilities are high enough to indicate implementation is

appropriate. Although the Divided Attention test does not have

as high of validity as several other tests in the battery, it

emerges as the

Attention test is

the battery.

second best predictor because the Divided

relatively independent with the other tests in

David C. Myers
ManagerlAssessment

Services, Duke Power Co.

and Mark Schemer
University Research
Corp., Bethesda, MD



Strategies For Making Cut-Score Determinations
On A Performance-based, Observational Test

I. Leon Smith and Sandra Greenberg
Professional Examination Service

From a standard setting or cut-score perspective, performance-based tests represent a
unique chalknge because the instruments are quite different in conception and scoring from
the multiple-choice format for which most cut-score methods have been developed. This
paper focuses on a description of a cut-score methodology designed for use with a classroom
observation instrument for beghring teachers.

The items (called indicators) in the classroom observation instrument differ in two impor-
tant respects from the multiple-choice question format. First, with regard to multiple-choice
questions, getting an item correct represents a score, but does not imply a standard of perfor-
mance. On the classroom observation instrument, getting an acceptable or unacceptable rat-
ing on the behaviors associated with each of the ten (10) indicators is both a score and a sta r-
dard of performance. That is, a trained assessor must make a professional judgment as to
whether the teacher has sufficiently demonstrated the indicator-associated behaviors to earn
an acceptable rating.

Second, the items selected for placement on dultiple-choice examinations are typically
intended to randomly or representatively sample particular domains or categories of perfor-
mance. The ten indicators on the classroom observation instrument, however, are not concep-
tualized as samples of some larger domain but us a small, but comprehensive, set of critical
dimensions of teaching based on the collection of rational (subject-matter expert opinion) and
empirical (job analysis) data.

Cut-Score Strategies

The standard setting procedures are based on the assumption that each teacher will be
observed six (6) times on the ten (10) indicators and rated Acceptable or Unacceptable on
each indicator.' It is also assumed that the observations will span different topics and be con-
ducted by different observers. The observations in the Fall (rust three sessions) and Spring
(second three sessions) will be spread out rather than bunched together within short periods or
rounds. The goal of standard setting is to come up with a formula for combining the 60 sepa-
rate Accept/Unaccept ratings into a single pass/fail decision.

There are two general approaches to such a formula. The first approach is referred to as
observation-focused and would require the beginning teacher to demonstrate competence dur-
inea proportion of the six observations. The second approach is referred to as indica-
tor-focused and would require the beginning teacher to demonstrate an acceptable level of
competence with regard to the ten indicators.

Although both approaches have merit, it would appear that the indicator-focused method
is most consistent with the purposes and goals of the teacher observation instrument. The
indicators are not random samples from some larger performance domain, but represent the
essence of teacher competence as defined through rational and empirical analysis. An

1 In the case of one (1) indicator, called LESSON CONTENT, a Can Not Rate rating may be afpropriate.
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observation-focused approach would appear to divert attention away from the primary empha-
sis in the teacheibehavior inste.Iment. Accordingly, a strategy was designed to produce two
slightly different formulas based on the indicator-focused method. The first formula is
non-compensatory, and would require that the beginning teacher demonstrate an acceptable
level of competence on each indicator in order to pass. The second formula is pariially com-
pensatory and would require the beginning teacher to demonstrate competence on essential
indicators and on a percentage of the remaining indicators.

Meetin I of the Standard Setting Committee

Ratings data relitted to the two formulas for setting standards will be collected from a
panel of subject-matter experts familiar with the teacher obsettation instrument.

Each panelist will be required to answer the following seven (7) questions. Speeial rating
forms will be prepared to permit the panelists to make choices from a set of predetermined
options.

01. For each of the ten (10) indicators, circle the number of Acceptable ratings a begin-
ning teacher must obtain in order to be judged competent on that indicator. The
choices are 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or I. Your answers may vary for any and all of the 10 indi-
cators. The panelists will be reminded that one indicator can be scored as Can Not
Rate and that this should be considered when making their ratings on that one indica-
tor.

The second question requires the panel meMbers to consider the timing of the ratings.

02. For a beginning teacher to be judged competent on each of the indicators, circle the
minimum number of Acceptable ratings that the teacher can earn during the second
three (3) observation sessions. To answer this question, you will have to refer back
to your answers in 01. The choices are 0, 1, 2, and 3. Your answers may vary for
-any and all of the indicators. For example: If you answered that a teacher had to
earn 6 Acceptable ratings on any indicator over the course of all six (6) observations,
it is clear the teacher will have to earn 3 Acceptable ratings during the second three
observation sessions. If you answered that a teacher had to earn 5 Acceptable ratings
on an indicator, then you must select a minimum of either 2 or 3 Acceptable ratings
during the second three observation sessions. If you answered that a teacher had to
earn 4 Acceptable ratings, then you must select either a minimum of I, 2, or 3 Ac-
ceptable ratings during the second three observation sessions.

The third question deals with the one indicator for which a Can Not Rate may be appro-
priate.

Q3. For the LESSON CONTENT indicator, circle the maximum number of Can Not
Rates beyond which a rational decision concerning teacher performance should not
be made. The choices are 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1. The panelists will be reminded about
the reasons for the Can Not Rate category and the experiences utilizing the rating
during the pilot administration will be discussed.

The next question requires the panelists to consider the impact of each indicator on the
overall pass/fail decision.
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Q4. Consider each indicator, one at a time, and indicate if you believe a beginniRg teach-
er niusl be competent on the indicator in order to pass the classroom observation in-
strument. Circle Yes if you believe that the teacher must be competent on the indica-
tor in order to pass, regardless of that teacher's performance on any and all of the
other indicators. Circle No if you do not believe that the teacher must be competent
on the indicator in order to pass.

Question five requires the panelists to rate the indicators they believe are not essential to
passing the teacher behavior instrument.

Q5. Inn 04, you said Yes to all of the indicators, skip this question-. If not, review your
answers to Q4. Assume that a beginning teacher was competent on all of the indica-
tors you rated as essential to pass. Circle the nmnber to indicate how many of the
remaining indicators the teacher must be rated as competent in order to pass the
teacher behavior instrument. Conversely, on how many of the remaining indicators
can the beginning teacher be rated not competent, and still pass? Circle the number
to indicate how many of the remaining indicators the teacher can be rated as not
competent, and still pass. Your choice for both of these questions is any number be-
tween 0 and 10, but the combined total of your answers must be equal to the mimber
of No answers in 04.

The panelists will then be asked to make a global estimate of the passing rate on the
teacher behavior instrument.

06. Circle the percentage of all beginning teachers in the state you believe will successful-
ly complete this phase of the teacher certification program.

After collecting all of the ratings data based on the six (6) questions, the results will be
tabulated. Special summary sheets will be developed for this purpose.

The panelists will then determine whether to retain or revise their original standard set-
ting ratings based on discussions with the other members of the panel. The initial ratings'
data will be summarized along with information from a pilot administration2 and a job analy-
sis study.3 With these data in hand, the panel members will decide whether their initial rat-
ings merit revision.

Finally, panel members will be polled to identify the standard setting formula they
believe will make the most sense to the relevant constituencies. Specifically, the panelists will
be asked:

Q7. Which formula, the non-compensatoty or the partially compensatory, do you feel is
more meaningful in assessing a teacher's overall competence?

2 1is the pilot study, approximately 100 beginning teachers were observed 6 times. The 100 teachers represented the fol-
lowing peer familia: (1) Elementary, (2) Special Education, (3) Vocational Education, (4) Academic (high school), and (5)
Speciel Subjects (Art, Music, Physical Education, and Health). A small group of experienced and experts teachers were also
observed for comparison purposes.

3 A job analysis survey was designed to measure the importance, frequency, and point of acquisition of the indicators
comprising the teacher behavior instrument and the underlying teaching competencies. Approximately 1600 beginning teacher
completed the survey.

- 107 - 119
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Following the meeting of the standard setting panel, the non-compensatory and partially
compensatory formulas will be amlied to the data collected in the pilot study. The impact of
both foxmulas on the pass rate of all teachers observed in the pilot study will be documented.

Meeting 2 of the Standard Setting Committee

The formulas will be reviewed at a second meeting of the panel and three (3) sources of
validational information will be presented before deliberation on a final recommendation.

Fast, three pairs of 6 by 10 matrices will be presented to the panel members. Each
matrix will contain either an acceptable (A) or an unacceptable (U) rating on each of the ten
indicators for each of the six sessions. One matrix of each pair will be labeled A and the
other B.

The total number of acceptable ratings will be the same for both matrices in each pair.
The pattern of unacceptable and acceptable ratings, however, will differ. In one matrix, the
candidates will be marginally competent on all of the indicators; in the other matrix, the can-
didate will be clearly competant on the essential indicators but not competent on some of the
non-essential indicators. The panel members will then rate each of the three pairs of matrices
in terms of which candidate they believe is most competent.

Tho additional patterns of ratings referred to as Cl and C2 will be constructed. The Cl
and C2 matrices are not paired. The pattern of acceptable and unacceptable ratings in Cl
will yield a pass decision based on the partially compensatory approach but a fail decision
based on the non-compensatory approach.4 The total number of acceptable ratings in the Cl
matrix will be the minimum required to pass at the partially compensatory standard. Matrix
C2 will, have the minimum number of acceptable ratings required to pass using the non-com-
pensatory standard. The panel members will then rate the Cl matrix and the C2 matrix in
terms of which decision (pass or fail) is most appropriate.

Second, pilot study data documenting the actual number of beginning year teachers who
would have been judged competent via each formula will be presented. At the same time, rel-
evant data from 06 and 07 collected at Meeting 1 will be reviewed.

Third, pilot study data documenting the actual number of experienced/expert teachers
who would have been judged competent via each formula will be presented. Members of the
panel will be able to contrast the actual numbers of beginning and experienced/expert teach-
ers who would have passed via either formula as well as the distribution of actual scores.

The final step would be to ask each panelist to select the formula that provides the more
reasonable fit to the data. That is, in terms of the validational data described above, the for-
mula that: (a) identifies the more competent candidates illustrated by the three pairs of con-
trasting matrices A and B; (b) leads to more appropriate decisions based on Matrix CI and
C2; (c) produces overall competency rates closest to the percentages predicted; and (d) is
more consistent with realistic expwctations regarding the possible differences in performance
among beginning and experienced/expert teachers.

It will not be possible to produce patterns that will pass the non-compensatory standard and fail the partially compensa-
tory one.
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INTRODUCTION

I was drawn to this topic when I was first assigned to supervise the

Verbal Abilities Examining Unit of the New York State Department of Civil

Service. As I worked to acquaint myself with the operations of the unit

and with the testing materials they used I was struck by what I considered

to be anomalies. The test items looked very good, and met all of the

basic tests of multiple-choice item development. Further, the item

statistics looked very good from a classical test analysis perspective.

Yet when the items were combined into our conventional I5-item subtest

format, the alpha coefficients were only mediocre: high .60s and low .70s.

Later, when I tried to do some further study, I found that inter-item

correlations were much lower than I anticipated, barely above .05 levels

of iignificance. This confused and perplexed me. The results were not at

aA consistent with the little that I knew -- or thought I knew -- about

reading. This sent me off to do some reading.

FRANK SMITH

In my search to learn more about reading and reading assessment, I ran

into the books of Frank Smith. Smith was born and grew up in England.

Follow*.ng a ten-year stint as a reporter and editor in Europe, Smith's

fascination with language brought him to an undergraduate degree from the

- Page 1 -
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University of Western Australia and a Ph.D. in psycholinguistics from

Harvard in 1967. For the past twenty years he has been engaged in

teaching, research and writing in the areas of language and comprehension,

most of it in Canada. Among his large number of books are

Psycholinguistics and Reading (1973), Comprehension and Learning (1875)1

and Understanding Reading (1978).

PSYCHOLINOUISTIC THEORY

It is not my intention to rehearse psycholinquistic theory here. To do so

would take weeks if not months, and is beyond my competence. I merely

want to sketch out a rough outline of the basic psycholinguistic model,

and the implications that Smith draws from it. It is these implications

that I believe shed real light on what I am trying to do in assessing the

reading skills of candidates for employment in New York State.

The basic psycholinguistic model posits that there are two aspects to

language: the surface structure and the deep structure. The link between

the two is grammar (and syntax).

"The sounds of speech and the visual information in print are surface

structures of language and do not represent meaning directly. Meaning is

part of the deep structure of language and must be contributed by

listeners and readers. Reading is not "decoding to sound." Written

language and spoken language are related, but are not the same.

(understanding Reading, p. 83)

- Page 2 -
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Comprehension of both spoken and written language is rooted in prediction.

This process of prediction is the prior elimination of unlikely

alternatives. By minimizing uncertainty in advance, prediction relieves

the visual system and memory of overloading in reading. Predictions are

questions that we ask the world, and comprehension is receiving answers.

If we predict appropriately, we comprehend. If we cannot predict, we are

confused. if our predictions fail, we are surprised. (Ibid., p.67)

These predictions are based on non-visual information, long-term memory,

and prior knowledge: the theory of the world within the individual that is

the source of all comprehension. (Ibid. p. 67)

Smith useirt the term "cognitive structure" to refer to this accumulated

totality of all a person's knowledge of the world: this "theory of the

world within the head." He argues that this totality of a person's

knowledge is not just stored somewhere as a collection of unrelated facts,

figures and images, but is stored as a structured or organized collection

of information. (He hypothesizes that the difference between poor learners

and good learners may not be the amount of material remembered, but the

degree to which such information is organized and integrated.) (Ibid. p.

II)

In general, what Smith is saying is that this cognitive structure, this

"theory of the world within the head" is composed of zategories (e.g.,

dog) with associated "feature lists" (e.g., four-legged, furry, medium-

size, etc.) and "links" to other categories (e.g., isa animal, Rover is

an instantiation, etc.).

124
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It is these categories that I am interested in. Smith sometimes speaks of

these categories as "conventions." I think that this is most apt, since

it implies that these categories have no necessary "essence", -- as

philosophers use that term -- but are in fact learned from experience. In

fact your convention dog may not be the same as my convention dog,

particularly if the only dog you have ever experienced is a Bernese

Mountain Dog, and my experience is limited to my nine-pound smooth-coat

Bruxelles Gryphon.

The term "convention" also permits use with complex pieces of learned

behavior. For example the "script" for passive voice is a convention most

(but not all) of us learned somewhere around tenth grade that the

construction >was( )verb( )prepositional phrase( signifies passive

voice: the main noun (subject) receives the action of the verb. Another

convention many of us learn is that "it's (with an apostrophe)" shows a

contracted form rather than a possessive. There are an almost unlimited

number of such "conventions": grammatical forms, accepted usages,

connotations and denotations of specific terms, idiomatic usages, scripts

(learned patterns of words) that convey attitude, perspective or point of

view, scripts that signify comparison or contrast, scripts that signify

cause or effect, etc.

The key concept is that because possession or non-possession of a specific

"convention" is rooted in the individual's specific experience, every

individual possesses a different set of conventions; "good" readers have

possession of more conventions tfan poorer readers, but not all "good"

readers necessarily possess the same conventions.
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THE BROWN UN!VERSITY AND AMERICAN HERITAGE CORPUSES OF AMERICAN ENGLISH

If it is true that reading "power" is based on the possession of these

"conventions" which are differentially distributed across the population,

how does this fact interact with language that has to be read? For an

answer to this I looked to the two modern corpuses of the English

(American) language: the Brown University Corpus assembled in the late

1980s, and the American Heritage Corpus assembled in the early 1970s.

Both of these corpuses are comprised of large samples of written language

that were collected according to a definite sampling plan in order to

accurately represent certain classes of written English expression.

Although the two corpuses were collected at different times for different

purposes, and despite the fact that neither one of them collected language

samples from employment contexts, the findings of the analyses of the two

corpuses are similar, and -- I believe -- instructive.

In short, the analysis of both corpuses show that different kinds of

reading require different conventions. Although this now seems obvious to

me, it was not that obvious to me that long ago!

The American Heritage Corpus (collected as the basis for a new school

dictionary, and based on writings used or usable in American schools,

public and private, urban and rural, across the country) consists of over

5,000,000 words drawn in 500-word samples from 1,000+ published materials.

The first 1,000 types in the token distribution (i.e., roughly the 1,000
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most commonly used words) accounted for about 74% of all the words in the

corpus; the first 5,000 types accounted for about 89% of the words in the

corpus. This study identified 17 different categories of reading

materials. Over half (54%) of the 86,000+ types (i.e., different words)

were found in only one of the 17 categories of reading materials.

The Brown University Corpus consists of 500 2000-word (average) samples.

This study identified nine genres of "Informative Prose" and six genres

of "Imaginative Prose." In short, the study found many differences

between the two gross categories, and among the various sub-categories.

In looking at sentence length, for example, the Brown University study

found mean words per sentence ranging from something over 12

(Mystery/Detective Fiction) to to something over 24 (Miscellaneous

Informative Prose (This includes Government documents.)), with an overall

mean of something over 18 words per sentence.

Similarly, the Brown University study found that the percent of passive

predications ranged from something over 3% (Romance/Love Story) to

something over 24% (Miscellaneous Informative Prose); the percent of

perfect tense constructions ranged from a low of less than 5% for

Skills/Hobbies materials to somewhat over 7.5% for Mystery/Detective

materials, and the percent of progressive forms (usually signaling ongoing

activities, or as a temporal frame for some other event [e.g., When Paul

left, Mary was playing the piano.]) ranged from shout 1.5% for Learned

materials to almost 4.5% for Press Editorials.
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This data is, of course, only a minute sampling from the work done on the

two corpuses, but is generally reflective of their findings. It is

included here as support for Smith's notion of "conventions" and the

need for different conventions (i.e., connotations/denotations of terms,

scripts' for various constructions/usages, etc.) to comprehend different

material.

NEW YORK STATE TEST DATA

As I said at the beginning, the thing that got me interested in this whole

issue was my inability to understand the test data I was seeing on the

Reading Comprehension materials we were using in the New York State

Department of Civil Service. In Appendix 1, I have included item analysis

for a typical NYS 15-item reading comprehension subtest, and in Appendix 2

a typical "higher level" reading comprehension test item. While

reasonable people may argue about specific aspects of both the test item

and the item analysis, I believe that most people in the business would

judge the test item to be at least "acceptable" and judge the individual

"IAs" as reflecting at least "acceptable" test items. (The statistic IRI

is Gulickson's Item Reliability Index and reflects both difficulty and

discrimination. The statistic P is the proportion of the candidate

population answering the question correctly. The item analysis is based

on a median split based on the total score for the subtest, in this case

15 items. The starred frequencies are the intended key for that item.)
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My evaluation of the test item and the IA is, of course, more positive

than just "acceptable." While I would like to see the items more

consistently with IRIs of 0.2 or greater, and Ps of more than 0.5 and less

than 0.8, I consider the IA to be "good" and the item to be "well

constructed and appropriate." In fact, when I first started looking at

this material similar to that in the appendices, I believed we were doing

a pretty good job of evaluating the reading skills required by our jobs.

That is why I was concerned with the low KR20s I was seeing in this

material. In the IA in the appendix the KR20 is .69. This is pretty much

a median figure for material of this type, with KR20s normally in the

upper 0.60s and lower 0.70s. This is in contrast with most of the general

abilities material that my staff develops, where KRikos run from the upper

0.80's to mid 0.90s. In fact, even in a rubric we call Office Record

Keeping that typically uses three separate problems with five multiple.

choice questions each we typically achieve KRIges in the high 0.80s.

To explore this issue a bit further I used what are essentially phi

coefficients to estimate inter-item correlations. Recognizing the ceiling

effect of unequal item difficulties, I nevertheless expected to see

reasonable numbers of coefficients of 0.5 or better, indicating that at
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least 25% of item variance was being explained by some underlying common

factor I was ready to call "reading ability." What I found was that, in

subtest after subtest with items and IA like those in the Appendices,

typically only about half the inter-item correlations were significantly

larger that 0 at the 0.05 level, with the largest correlations running in

the mid-0.30s.

Although I wasn't very happy with these results initially, in the light of

Frank Smith's theory, and findings of the Brown University and American

Heritage studies, these findings are what I would expect to see. If

reading ability is in fact "possession of a number of learned conventions

about language," and if 'good' readers possess more conventions than

'poor' readers, but if not all 'good' readers necessarily possess the same

conventions, then I would certainly expect to see individual test items

work well from a classical item analysis point of view ( iri.10,

0.50=<p<=0.80 ) but with only moderate inter-correlations and alpha

coefficients.

IMPLICATIONS OF SMITH'S THEORY FOR READING-ASRESSMENT PRACTICE

The work on the two corpuses seems to me compelling that different types

of reading material do require different "conventions" (e.g.,connota-

tions/denotations of different terms, different scripts for different

usages, construction, etc.) for adequate comprehension. If it is further

true that different persons possess different conventions, then to select

persons to do specific jobs which require the reading of specific types of

materials, it would seem necessary to map both the conventions required by

1 30
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the types of reading to be done, and the conventions possessed by the

potential employees, and then to match the two in some way. At this point

I would not be willing to say that every position or even every class of

positions differs from every other position or class of positions and

would require a separate mapping. In fact the findings of the corpus

studies that a relatively small number of word "types" account for a major

percentage of the total words in the sample argues against this. But the

data would seem to suggest that at the very least the reading skills

required of clerks are in fact different than those from parapro-

fessionals, and that it may well be that tte reading skills required of

general office clerks are different from those required of account clerks,

stores clerks, and counter clerks. The data would seem to suggest that

reading skills assessment should focus directly on the materials used on

the job, and should evaluate the types of skills required for acceptable

comprehension in the context of the specific job duties. It is not

sufficient to evaluate "reading comprehension" 311 the abstract, or with

the use of general models.

THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF READING ASSESSMENT PRACTICE

To explore the issue of how reading assessment practice matched the Smith

model, I conducted a national survey, the report of which is attached as

Appendix 3. A total of 63 jurisdictions returned the survey question-

naire. Of these, 44 (33 states, six cities, one county and four special

jurisdictions) explicitly assess reading skills as a part of their

employee selection program.

131
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All but one jurisdiction use actual job materials as the source for at

least some of their reading tests. The one remaining jurisdiction (along

with 39 others) uses general purpose materials (e.g., textbooks,

journals, etc.) which are related to the work of the target class. In

addition five states, one city and two special jurisdictions use source

materials not explicitly related to the target job. The most common

"outside source" were newspapers and scientific/technical magazines. Only

one state uses a variety of such "outside sources" for their reading

tests.

All 44 jurisdictions attempt to assess literal comprehension, including

the ability to follow directions, and the ability to locate specific

facts or details in a selection, and three-quarters attempt to assess the

ability to understand specific vocabulary.

All 44 jurisdictions attempt to assess some aspects of interpretive/

evaluative co prehension. All jurisdictions attempt to evaluate the

candidates' ability to identify the main idea of a selection, and the

ability to draw appropriate inferences based on information provided in a

selection. Most jurisdictions (29 or more) also attempt to assess:

o Ability to identify supporting/subsidiary ideas

o Ability to identify supporting facts/relationships

o Ability to understand the sequence of events

1 -)0A-.0
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o Ability to distinguish between cause and effect

o Ability to identify similarities, dissimilarities, contradictions

o Ability to properly classify or group facts, relationships, ideas

o Ability to follow a line of deductive reasoning

o Ability to follow a line of inductive reasoning

o Ability to understand the point of view or purpose

"Syntactic Comprehension" was defined as the ability to correctly

understand and use proper English syntax, usage and conventions in

comprehending text. Somewhat over half of the 38 jurisdictions attempt to

assess syntactic comprehension, with all of them trying to assess the use

of both conditionals and transitionals. About a third try to assess the

ability to identify temporal states and the ability to correctly identify

antecedents and other referents.

The survey seems to suggest that national practice in large measure

conforms at least superficially to the Smith model. Virtually all of the

those explicitly assessing reading skills are drawing their stimulus

materials from the materials used on the job, and many of the significant

concepts sketched out by the questionnaire do receive heavy affirmation by

the respondent jurisdictions.

However, the patterns of responses in the individual questionnaires, the

supplemental materials enclosed with some questionnaires, the lack of

reportable research and the narrative comments appended to the survey

forms suggest that the coverage of the specific skills tested is largely

a matter of chance. There is a clear suggestion in the responses that the

1 3 3
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respondent jurisdictions recognize in the questionnaire's categories

concepts that they find in the test items they are using, but that the

items were not consciously constructed to evaluate those specific skills,

and certainly were not as part of any "map" of a defined domain.

Certainly the survey shows only scattered attempts to evaluate syntactic

comprehension, and attempts to evaluate interpretive/evaluative compre-

hension seemed to have major gaps.

The one item in the survey that I find interesting in the context of

Smith's theory and the other information I have considered above is the

use of cloze tests. Fifteen jurisdictions report the use of a multiple-

choice versions of cloze tests. Given proper selection of stimulus

materials, cloze tests by their very nature should come closer to mapping

the set of conventions embodied in job-related text.

While I have not found any data that relates cloze results to a carefully

mapped skill domain of the type suggested by Smith's work, Thomas Sticht,

in his book Reading for Working says, "Research has indicated that,

although there is no single definitive method for measuring reading

comprehension, the mechanical' cloze procedure has consistently yielded

very high correlations with multiple-choice tests and other more

subjectively constructed measures of comprehension and difficulty.

134
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"Therefore the weight of the evidence indicates that the close test

provides a valid measure of reading comprehension. The fact that it is

also strictly objective, and that n independent alternative forms can be

created simply by deleting every nth word counting from the first, second,

third,... or nth word from the beginning of the passage, further

encouraged the use of the close procedure."

Data from England on multiple-choice forms of close tests show KRito

reliabilities in the mid-0.90s, while studies on the Degrees of Reading

Power, a multiple-choice form of close used widely in educational

assessment, show similar KR20 reliabilities, as well as parallel forms

reliability ranging from 0.83 to 0.91. These studies also found both

convergent and discriminant evidence for the construct validity of the

test.

An interesting finding of the DRP studies is that the multiple-choice

close test is "Culture Fair": Students who received the same DRP scores

acquired the same amount of iaformation from ordinary prose regardless of

their sex, ethnic background, or socioeconomic level.

CONCLUSION

I clearly find Smith's work compelling, and I find support for it in the

work done on the two American corpuses, as well as in the data I find in

my own tests. While I find the prospect of creating job specific reading

skills tests daunting, I am beginning to think that some variation on the

close procedure may be the way to address the problem.

135
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APPENDIX 1 TBST DATA

Item 0 IRI P A B C D Ouits
01 .210 .58 Hi 91 213 1013* 32 0

to 362 307 557* 122 2

02 .175 .55 Hi 322 38 943* 46 0
to 564 113 553* 113 7

03 .175 .73 Hi 23 1193* 19 114 0
to 60 772* 138 379 1

04 .172 .69 Hi 152 1110* 25 62 0
Lo 352 753* 110 129 6

05 .222 .66 Hi 120 56 32 1141* 0
to 364 246 104 635* 1

06 .208 .77 Hi 82 15 3 1248* 1

to 340 155 32 817* 6

07 .206 .32 Hi 678* 325 168 178 0
Lo 185* 510 246 402 6

08 .249 .67 Hi 32 23 1188* 106
to 231 173 617* 322 7

09 .161 .81 Hi 3 1254* 4 88 0
to 19 920* 58 348 5

10 .159 .84 Hi 5 28 22 1294* 0
Lo 49 167 148 980* 5

11 .190 .61 Hi 1020* 214 33 82 0
Lo 613* 353 126 251 7

12 .170 .80 Hi 5 1260* 61 23 0
Lo 87 901* 238 116 7

13 .194 .71 Hi 12 154 15 1168* 0
Lo 149 359 87 749* 6

14 .184 .75 Hi 57 1200* 74 18 0
Lo 195 822* 192 135 6

15 .265 .67 Hi 1206* 34 73 36 0
Lo 591* 257 329 161 12

Mean - 10.144 SD - 2.940 KR20 - .693 SE, - 1.629
Frequency Distribution N = 2699

15 - 103 11 - 363 07 - 157 03 - 33
14 - 222 10 - 296 06 - 143 02 - 15
13 - 320 09 - 281 05 - 86 01 - 2
12 - 359 08 - 249 04 - 67 00 - 3

Reading Skills AloiWsment - Page 1A-1
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APPENDIX 2 - SAMPLE TEST ITEM

DIRECTIONS: Each of the following 15 questions is related to the reading
selection preceding the question. Base your answer to the question SOLELY
on what is said in the selection - NOT on what you man happen to know
about the subject being discussed.

"There is no simple, definable relationship between the amount of
communication that takes place and the effectiveness of an organization.
The advocacy of communication as essential to any organization is not
enough. To be effective, an organization must concentrate on two specific
areas: the kind of information required for the solution of its problems,
and the nature of the communication process between individuals and groups
at all levels of the organization. An organization must function as a
restricted, focused communications network; unrestricted communication
produces noise and inefficiency."

Which one of the following statements is best supported by the above
selection?

A. The more communication there is between Individuals and groups within
an organization, the more effective the organization is.

B. The importance of communications to an organization is dependent on
the type of problems it must solve.

C. An organization's effectiveness is closely related to the
informational content of its communications.

D. Lack of communication within the organization is the main cause of
inefficiency.

1 3 7
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APPENDIX 3 -READING SKILLS ASSESSMENT:

A Survey of Practice

Michael J. Dollard

New York State Department of Civil Service

Building 1, Harriman Office Campus

Albany, NY 12239

May 1989
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INTRODUCTION

In January 1989 The New York State department of Civil Service a

questionnaire on assessing reading skills to a variety of State, County,

and City personnel offices, as well as to a number of special

jurisdictions. A total of 63 jurisdictions returned the questionnaire.

See Appendices 1 and 2 for the list of participating jurisdictions, and

a copy of the questionnaire filled out with the aggregate responses of

the 44 jurisdictions (33 states, 6 cities, 1 county and 4 special

jurisdictions)that explicitly assess reading skills as part of their

employee selection program.

In the following summary, specific data will be avoided as mucth as

possible for the sake of clarity and intelligibility. The reader is

urged to look at the display of aggregate data in Appendix 3A.

Aggregate data only is presented in this report, consistent with the

agreement made by the principal investigator with the participating

jurisdictions. However, it can be said that the displays for the

individual jurisdictions are generally quite similar regardless of the

type of jurisdiction (i.e., State, county, city, special jurisdiction).

Reading Skills Assessment - Page 3A-I
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Of the jurisdictions that do not explicitly test for reading skills,

several do not do any type of written testing, but rely on various types

of evaluations of training and experience for employee selection.

Others evaluate reading skills only indirectly. At least one jurisdic-

tion in the latter category uses readability analysis to scale theLr

written tests to the reading level required on the target job(s).

TARGET OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

The survey showed the substantial use of explicit reading skills

assessment in all occupational areas covered. Unfortunately, public

safety positions were not listed in the questionnaire as a discrete

group, so there is no separate data for them. Just less than half of

the jurisdictions used explicit reading skills assessment for blue

collar workers, and for managers/administrative workers. About two

thirds of them use reading skills assessment for clerical workers and

for professionals and technical specialists. Virtually all of the

jurisdictions use reading skills assessment for paraprofessional and

technical workers.

SOURCES OF READING TESTS

All agencies save one that do explicit reading skills assessment develop

at least some of their testing materials in house. In addition, four

states and one special jurisdiction use consultant-constructed test

materials, while four states, two cities and one special jurisdiction

use commercial "off-the-shelf" reading tests.

.14J
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TYPES OF READING TESTS

The survey looked at three basic forms of test:

o CLOZE tests

o conventional written multiple-choice tests

o conventional open-ended written tests.

CLOZE tests are widely used in educational testing. In their classical

form, a reading sample is selectee., and then either every seventh or

every ninth word is replaced with a blank. The candidate's ability to

supply from the context the missing words is interpreted as an index of

their reading ability. A variation on this classical form is a multiple

choice format which provides four or five words or sets of words from

which the candidate can select to complete the reading selection.

In the survey, two states and one city report using CLOZE tests in their

classical form, while eleven states (including the two just mentioned),

three cities and one special jurisdiction use a multiple-choice

variation.

All 44 jurisdictions report using some form of conventional written

multiple-choice tests, while virtually none of them report using any

type of open-ended format.

41
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SOURCES FROM WHICH TEST MATERIAL IS DRAW

All but one jurisdiction use actual job materials as the source for at

least some of their reading tests. The one remaining jurisdiction

(along with 39 others) uses general purpose materials (e.g., text books,

journals, etc.) which are related to the work of the target class. In

addition five states, one city and two special jurisdictions use source

materials not explicitly related to the target job. The most common

"outside source" were newspapers and scientific/technical magazines.

Only one state uses a variety of such "outside sources" for their

reading tests.

LITERAL COMPREHENSION

All 44 jurisdictions attempt to assess literal comprehension, including

the ability to follow directions, and the ability to locate specific

facts or details in a selection, and three-quarters attempt to assess

the ability to understand specific vocabulary.

142
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INTERPRKIVEMALUATIVR COMPREHRNSION

All 44 jurisdictions attempt to assess some aspects of interpretive/

evaluative comprehension. All jurisdictions attempt to evaluate the

candidates' ability to identify the main idea of a selection, and the

ability to draw appropriate inferences based on information provided in

a selection. Most jurisdictions (29 or more) also attempt to assess:

o . Ability to identify supporting/subsidiary ideas

o Ability to identify supporting facts/relationships

o Ability to understand the sequence of events

o Ability to distinguish between cause and effect

o Ability to identify similarities, dissimilarities, contradictions

o Ability to properly classify or group facts, relationships, ideas

o Ability to follow a line of deductive reasoning

o Ability to follow a line of inductive reasoning

o Ability to understand the point of view or purpose

SYNTACTIC COMPREHENSION

"Syntactic Comprehension" was defined as the ability to correctly

understand and use proper English syntax, usage and conventions in

comprehending text. Somewhat over half of the 38 jurisdictions attempt

to assess syntactic comprehension, with all of them trying to assess the

use of both conditionals and transitionals. About a third try to assess

the ability to identify temporal states and the ability to correctly

identify antecedents and other referents.

Reading Skills As14Uent - Page 3A-5
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TESTING TECHNIQUES

In the assessment of literal comprehension, virtually all jurisdictions

use multiple-choice format requiring the candidate to identify approp-

riate facts in a selection in order to correctly answer a question.

In the assessment of interpretive/evaluative comprehension, half or more

of the 44 jurisdictions use one or more of these multiple-choice

formats:

o Recognize significant details contained in a selection

o Recognize the best paraphrase of a selection

o Recognize the best summarization of the material in a selection

o Apply explicit principles contained in a selection to a new

factual situation

o Recognize the best statement of the author's point of view

RESRAJXH

While 44 of 63 jurisdictions are explicitly assessing reading skills in

one way or another, not a single jurisdiction reported that they have

research reports they are willing to share. This does not necessarily

mean that there are no studies, but simply that the studies are not for

publication and distribution. It is expected that most of the studies -

- as in the investigator's agency -- are "informal" studies done as a

part of normal test development and administration, and are not in the

format of a formal study. Indeed, many of these studies include the

actual test material, which would be compromised by release.
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**It APPENDIX 3A - QUESTIONNAIRE ON READING SKILLS ASSESSMENT ***

Michael J. Dollard
Principal Investigator

(518) 457-2483

42 states
11 cities
4 counties
6 special Jurisdictions
63 total respondants

A. Local Testing Practices

I. Do you test specifically for reading skills? Yes(44) No(19)
[33 states, 6 cities, I county, 4 special jurisdictions)

2. For what job families?

a) Blue Collar Workers Yes(20) No( )

b) Clericals Yes(31) No( )

0) Paraprofessionals/Technicians (people with
an AA level education) Yes(39) No( )

d) Professionals/Technical Specialists (people
wl BA and above) Yes(34) No( )

e) Managerial/Administrative Yes(23) No( )

3. Who is the test preparer?

a) Custom-prepared in-house Yes(43) No( )

b) Custom-prepared by an outside consultant Yes( 5) No( )

c) Standard commercial test from a commercial
vendor Yes( 7) No( )

d) Other (Please describe)

4. What kind(s) of Test(s) are used?

a) Cloze

1) Classical method - candidate must provide
words to complete a selection (typically
every 7th to 9th word is missing) Yes( 3) No( )

2) Multiple-choice variation - candidate must
replace from a list of provided words the
words to complete a selection) Yes(15) No( )

4 -
k)
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b) Multiple-Choice

1) Find data in the selection to answer a
factual question

2) Recognize the best summary of a selection

3) Recognize the best paraphrase of a
selection

4) Recognize the theme, perspective or
central idea of a selection

5) Recognize the best statement of the
author's point-of-view or purpose

6) Recognize the best supported conclusion
leading from a selection

7) Recognize the best supported classifi-
cation or grouping of data in a selection

Yes(45) No( )

Yes(39) No( )

Ves(32) No( )

Yes(42) No( )

Yes(31) No( )

Yes(38) No( )

Yes(19) No( )

8) Other item types (Pleauf describe)

c) Open-ended
answer)

format (essay, oral, or short

1) State the best summary of a selection Yes( 0) No( )

2) State the best paraphrase of a selection Yes( 0) No( )

3) State the author's point-of-view or
purpose Yes( 1) No( )

4) State the theme, perspective or central
idea of a selection Yes( 0) No( )

5) State the best supported conclusion
leading from a selection Yes( 2) No( )

6) State the best supported classification or
grouping of data in a selection Yes( 1) No( )

7) Other item types (Please describe)

Fit;
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d) Other test types (Please describe)

5. Source of stimulus materials

a) Job-related materials

1) Work materials (manuals, handbooks,
rulebooks, etc.) taken from the work-site
of the target class Yes(43) No( )

2) Work materials (manuals, handbooks,
rulebooks, etc.) taken from work-sites of
employees at a generally similar pay grade
in either the public or private sector Yes(25) No( )

3) General purpose materials related to the
work of the target class or occupational
field (e.g., text books, journals,
commercial manuals or handbooks for equip-
ment, software or procedures used on the
job Yes(40) No( )

4) Other (Please describe)

Please continue to the next page.
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b) Non-job-related materials
1) Newspapers

2) Magazines

a> Popular press (e.g., Readers' Digest,
Redbook, People, etc.)

b> Literary press (e.g., New Yorker,
Harper's, etc.)

c> Current Affairs press (e.g., Time,
Newsweek, etc.)

d> Scientific/Technical press (e.g.,
Scientific American, Omni, etc.)

Yes( 9) No( )

Yes( 3) No( )

Yes( 2) No( )

Yes( 3) No( )

Yes(10) No( )

3) Popular Fiction Yes( 1) No( )

4) Popular Non-Fiction Yes( 2) No( )

5) Other (Please describe)

B. What reading tasks do you try to assess?
1. Ability to correctly understand and use proper

English syntax, usage and conventions in
comprehending text

a) Ability to correctly identify conditionals
(e.g., if, when, should, etc.), and under-
stand the relationship of the conditionals
to the zlompletion of the action

b) Ability to correctly identify transitionals
(e.g., but, yet, however, therefore, etc.),
and understand the relationship of the
transitionals to the completion of the
action

c) Ability to correctly distinguish between the
actor and the object of the action (includes
an understanding of 'active-' and 'passive-
voice')

Yes(27) No( )

Yes(25) No( )

Yes(15) No( )

d) Ability to correctly identify temporal states
(past, present, future) Yes(19) No( )

e) Ability to correctly identify antecedents and
other referents in written material Yes(22) No( )

f) Ability to recognize the use of figures of
speech (ironyt hyperbole, simile, metaphor Yes(10) No( )
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2. Literal Comprehension

a) Ability to locate specific facts or details
in a selection

b) Ability to understand specific vocabulary

c) Ability to identify a person, place or thing
based on a narrative description

d) Ability to follow written directions

3. Interpretive/Evaluative Comprehension

a) Ability to identify facts, ideas, and
relationships

Yes(44) No( )

Yes(36) No( )

Yes(19) No( )

Yes(45) No( )

1) Ability to identify the main idea Yes(45) No( )

2) Ability to identify supporting and
subsidiary ideas Yes(32) No( )

3) Ability to identify suppc_,rtilli facts or
relationships Yes(36) No( )

b) Ability to understand the relationships among
facts/ideas

1) Ability to understand the sequence of
events

2) Ability to distinguish between cause and
effect

3) Ability to identify levels of hierarchy

4) Ability to identify similarities,
dissimilarities and/or contradictions
between facts, relationships or ideas

c) Ability to properly classify or group facts,
relationships and/or ideas

d) Ability to draw appropriate conclusions based
on information provided in written form

1) Ability to apply the rules of argument
(syllogistic reasoning)

2) Ability to follow (understand) a line of
deductive reasoning

3) Ability to follow (understand) a line of
inductive reasoning
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e) Ability to draw appropriate inferences based
on information provided in written form

f) Ability to formulate principles based on
information provided in written form

g) Ability to understand the point of view or
purpose of a selection

Yes(44) No( )

Yes(19) No( )

Yes(34) No( )

h) Other (Please describe)

4. Other tasks to be assessed (Please describe)

C. What methods of assessing reading skills do you
use? (i.e, What is the task to be performed by the
candidate?) (NOT APPROPRIATE FOR CLOZE-TYPE
PROCEDURES)

1. Literal comprehension

a) Identify the appropriate facts in a selection
to correctly answer a question Yes(40) No( )

b) Other Literal Comprehension methods (Please

describe)

i3
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2. Interpretive/evaluative comprehension

a) Restate (open-ended) or recognize (multiple-
choice) significant details contained in a
selection Yes(34) No( )

b) Paraphrase the selection (open-ended) or
recognize the best paraphrase (multiple-
choice) Yes(28) No( )

c) Summarize the material presented in a
selection (open-ended) or recognize the best
summary (multiple-choice) Yes(32) No( )

d) Apply explicit principles contained in a
selection to a new factual situation

e) Apply implicit principles contained in a
selection to a new factual situation

f) Complete an analogy based on information
contained in a selection

g) State (open-ended) or recognize the best
statement of (multiple-choice) the author's
point-of-view or purpose

h) Other interpretive/evaluative methods (Please

describe)

Yes(25) No( )

Yes(18) No( )

Yes(10) No( )

Yes(28) No( )

3. Other assessment methods (Please describe)

D. Do you have research studies related to the
assessment of reading skills that you would be
willing to share with other participants in this
study?

tJA-
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APPENDIX 3B - PARTICIPATING JURISDICTIONS

STATES (42)
**********************************************************************t

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

CITIES (11)
***********************************************************************
Baltimore Pittsburgh
Kansas City, MO Portsmouth, VA
Los Angeles Roanoke, VA
New York Rochester, NY
Phoenix Sacramento, CA

Toledo

COUNTIES (4)
*****************************************************************#14rn
Baltimore Co, MD
Henrico Co.,VA
King Co., WA
New Castle Co,
DE

SPECIAL JURISDICTIONS (6)
***********************************************************************

AMTRACK
Board. of Examiners, NYC Schools
Cooperative Organization for the nevelopment of Employee Selection

Procedures (California School Districts)
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
U.S. Postal Service
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
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ovERVIEW
Traditional assessment center f echnology is oriented towards the identification of those candidates who

are most qualified for promotion cr upward movement through management. Civil service systems routinely
utilize the assessment center method to rank-order candidates and place them on civil service lists. As part
of this process, candidates may also be failed either through a consensus decision by the assessor team or,
as is more frequently the case in the public sector, by totaling the points obtained by the candidate to
determine if it meets a prescribed total (or average) on the assessment dimensions. This paper describes
the assessment program developed by the author for the certification of school superintendents in the state
of Missouri and how the model differs front more commonly used assessment center procedures.

The State of Missouri is the first state in the country to pass a law requiring that school superintendents
demonstrate their management skills in order to be certified. In addition, candidates must pass a multiple-
choice knowledge test. In the rust application of this model in April of this year, six candidates were tested
in both processes. Two candidates failed the assessment center and one failed the knowledge test. These
results have already sent a strong signal to potential certification candidates that certification is no longer
a simple or routine matter. This paper will describe the assessment center model and the rationale for
utilizing a non-traditional approach.

CONTENT VALIDITY CONSIDERATIONS/JOB ANALYSIS
It was clear from the outset that the State of Missouri desired an assessment program that could be

implemented and defended without doing sevetal years of risearch. Moreover, it was not clear whether a
criterion-related validation strategy was even feasible in their setting. In order to be so, it would have to
be possible to obtain reliable and valid measures of performance of school superintendents. Since
superintendents report to different Boards of Education across the state, consisting of lay people, it seemed
unlikely that a method of evaluation could be developed that would reliably evaluate the performance of
superintendents from one setting to the next. Thus, a content validity strategy was called for, and due to
the high likelihood of litigation at some point, ft was clear that this strategy needed to closely follow and
emphasize the major content areas of the superintendent position.

A job analysis was conducted in which a committee of current school superintendents identified 66 tasks
performed on the job. This committee also sorted tasks into duty areas, as follows: (1) curriculum &
instruction; (2) personnel; (3) superintendent/board of education relations; (4) budget/finance; (5) community
relations; (6) executive leadership; and (7) facilities management. A task questionnaire was developed Lid
sent to all current school superintendents in the state (n=451). The tasks were rated on four variables: (1)
time spent; (2) importance; (3) difficulty; and (4) initial performance.

Responses were received from 232 incumbent superintendents. A list of 45 "critical tasks" was identified
by (a) excluding any task not required upon entry to the job; (b) multiplying the mean importance and
difficulty ratings and adding the mean time spent; (c) identifying those tasks with a resultant value of 13.0
or higher and (d) including any task rated "4" or "5" by 50% or more of the raters. Interestingly, none of
the tasks previously identified for the facilities management duty area met the critiwlity criteria; thus, this
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duty area was eliminated from further consideration.

The 45 critical tasks were used as the basis of a managerial skills questionnaire which was also mailed
to all current school superintendents and 178 responses were =dyed. This questionnaire supplied a list
of 16 assessment dimensions for review by the raters. For each task, raters were asked ra link the
dimension to the task if the skill represented by the dimension was important to succeisful task
performance. After completing the linkage process, raters provided a 1 - 5 rating of the importance of the
dimension to overall success as a superintendent. Based on the questionnaire results, eight skills were
identified for the assessment center, as follows: (1) oral communications; (2) leadership; (3) interpersonal
relations; (4) problem analysis; (5) judgment & decision making (6) planning & organizing (7) management
control; and (8) written communications.

LINKAGE OF JOB ANALYSIS TO EXAM PLAN
Content validity is based on representatively sampling the important requirements of the job. All tett

often, however, an extensive job analysis is completed and there is no apparent linkage to the actual
exercises or exam coatent. The approach used in this study was to base the exam content on the specific
duty areas and critical tasks contained in each. This insured a strong linkage between the content of the
otercises and the job analysis, thereby insuring the content validity of the assessment center as a whole.
For example, the following tasks were identified as the 'critical° tasks in the superintendent/board of
education relations duty area:

1. Prepares an agenda for each meeting of the board along with related and appropriate
informative materials.

2. Communicates with board members to keep them informed and abreast of ongoing issues.

3. Meets with the board to discuss, review and resolve a wide range of issues.

4. Interacts with board members to mutually define respective roles and responsibilities of the
superintendent and board of education.

These tasks resulted in the development of a simrlated board of education meeting in which candidates
must: (a) review letters from board of education members regarding several current issues; (b) prepare an
agenda for the be-rd meeting (c) summarize and react to board member concerns on a number of the
agenda items; (d) interact with board members who have varying petsonalities, interests and immediate
concerns; and (e) attempt to develop cohesiveness and common direction among board members where these
are currently lacking.

As may be seen, the "exercise" tends to closely parallel the tasks identified as critical in the job analysis
for this duty area. The *simulation" is accomplished usIng five role players and explicit instructions on *what
to say", "when to say it*, and "how to react to all possible avenues' open to the candidate. Although it may
not be easy, administratively or technically, to accomplish such a simulation, fidelity with job analysis results
required such an approach.

This plan was followed for all duty areas identified in the job analysis. In order to representatively and
comprehensively sample the critical tasks in each duty area, it was necessary in several duty areas to develop
more than one simulation, resulting in a total of eight assessment exercises administered over the come
of a two-day assessment center. In addition, the General Management In-Basket (GMIB) School
Administrator version was used to assess generic management and administrative skills across duty areas.
The assessment plan is summarized below.

DUTY AREA

Curriculum & Instruction

EXERCISE(S)

Curriculum and Instruction Analysis and Oral Report
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DUTY AREA (continued) EXERCISE(S1 (continued)

Personnel In-basket emphasizing personnel issues + interview

Superintendent/Board Relations Board of education meeting (rote play)

Budget/Finance Review of budget/finance information & oral report

Community Relations

Executive leadership

Generic management skills

School/community relations analysis and oral report
Meeting with community leaders (role play)

Leaderless group discussion
Management Interview

General Management In-Basket (GMIB)

RATE EXERCISES, DIMENSIONS, OR BOTH?
Assessment center candidates are typically scored in one of two ways: (1) ratings are assigned on

dimensions and a required total is established for passing (e.g., mean dimension score = 3.0 or higher); or
(2) assessors review all available information and ratinp and clinically combine the information, using their
own individual judgment, to assign an overall assessment center rating, which may include a rating of
pass/fail, promote or don't promote, etc. Feedback to candidates Ls typically on a 'dimension* basis, with
the candidate being given a final dimension score (e.g., decision making), then behavioral information across
exercises to explain why the assigned rating was made.

There is substantial evidence in the research literature on assessment centers to indicate that constnict
validity of dimension ratings is lacking (Sackett and Dreher, 1982; Klimoski and Brickner, 1987). Sometimes
referred to as the 'exercise effect', correlation of ratings within exercises are often stronger than correlations
of the same dimensions across exercise& In the author's experience, this likelihood is stronger to the extent
that the assessment model is thoroughly based on content validity. This should not be surprising in that
the tasks performed by incumbents of any management position may differ significantly, thereby leading to
situations in which incumbents are skilled in one area but not another. Thus, should their decision making
be excellent in one instance, yet poor in another, with the likely explanation being difference in task content,
should we conclude that the individual is *average in daision making -- or excellent in one setting and
poor in another?

The certification model herein described has included both sets of information for review by assessors
in reaching final Apass/fair decisions. A sample set of scores is given in Table I. A strong 'exercise effai"
may be seen in the data by comparing score on dimension ratings in the budget/finance exercise with scores
on the same dimensions in other exercises. These results indicate that the individual is deficient in
budget/finanm skills but not necessarily that he/she is a Door decision maker in other areas.

As may also be seen this candidate obtained an average dimension and exercise score of greater than
3.0 (1-5 scale) but was nevertheless failed in the assessment center as a whole. This resulted from deficient
ratings in the three exercises which have been asterisked (Personnel LB. + interview asterisked because of
deficiencies in dimensions unique to the exercise, e.g., written and oral communications not unique). For
this candidate to be certified, he/she will have to either take the entire assessment center again and pass
or, as is more likely, successfully retake those exercises which resulted in the failure.
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TABLE I

SAMPLE ASSESSMENT CENTER CANDIDATE RESULTS

LGD MGT.
INT.

SCHL
COMM.

BOARD
ED.

COMM.
LEAD.

PERS
I.B.

C & I BUDG.
FIN.

GMIB SKILL
RATING

ORAL
COMMUN. 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3.50

LEADER-
SHIP 4 4 3 4 4 3.80

INTERPERS.
RELATIONS 3 4 5 5 3 4.00

PROBLEM
ANALYSIS 3 4 3 3 1 2.80

JUDGMENT/
DEC. MAK. 3 4 4 2 2 1 2.67

PLANNING &
ORGANIZING 3 3 4 2 3 1 2.67

MANAGEMENT
CONTROL 1 2.00

WRITTEN
COMMUN. 4 4 4.00

EXERCISE
RATING 3.2 3.67 3.25 4.0 4.25

***
3.0

****
2.75

***
2.0

***
2.0

FINAL
= 2

OVERALL MEAN SKILL RATING

OVERALL MEAN EXERCISE RATING (WITHOUT GMIB)

OVERALL MEAN EXERCISE RATING (WITH GMIB)

15
- 117

3.180

3.265

3.124

FAIL



CANDIDATE FEEDBACK
The model of looking at exercise scores instead of solely at dimension scores has some important

benefits related to feedback of results to candidates. Instead of making generalizations about underlying
constructs, such as an individual's problem analysis or decision making skills, the feedback can emphasize
the specific areas in which the candidate's skills are deficient related to a specific duty area of the
superintendency. Beside being less threatening, it is also more consistent with assessment center reseatch
findings.

CERTIFICATION AS A POLITICAL ISSUE
The decision to engage in a program of certification is likely to engender strong feelings on the part

of all who are involved. Educators apparently have mixed Wings about the subject. On the one hand,
they tend to agree on the need for competency testing, but on the other, there is a feeling that local control
is being usurped. Perhaps this is nothing unique to the field of education but a general characterization
of the issues that are involved in a state government attempting to establish minimum standards across local
government entitle&

From the perspective of an outside consultant, and as general guidance to others who might undertake
such a program, beware! The underlying currents of discord and mixed feelings may be quite strong.
Systems which have been tested and proven to work in other settings may suddenly be questioned as the
reality of the enormity of the career decisions that are about to be made are actually confronted.

After those decbions have been made, however, the tension is likely to subside provided that: (1) the
assessment center has indeed been thorough; and (2) incumbents of the position, in this case current
superintendents, have had a large degree of involvement and have bought into the process. Their support
will carry 99% of the day in dealing with new and evolving political issues.
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DEVELOPING THE WRITTEN SIMULATION: A CASE STUDY

by Judith Trabert, Ph.D
City of Rochester, Neu York

In 1986. the Civil Service staff of the City of Rochester. New York was faced
with a problem. Two years before. an assessment center for a promotional
police sergeant selection process had been developed. It had included an
in-basket exercise, two roleplays (one with a problem employee and one a
community relations situation) and a leaderless group discussion. The

assessment center had been administered to the 50 candidates (out of about
100) who had scored the highest on a written multiple choice exam developed by
New York State Civil Service. (Prior to this time the State exam had been
used by itself to screen and rank candidates.)

The successful aspects of the 1984 assessment center had been high candidate
acceptability and little adverse impact in contrast with the written multiple
choice exam. The downside of the assessment center had been cost -- in time
and dollars -- and what Civil Service felt had been a lack of objectivity
among the internal Police Depar+ment raters. Rater training and exam
administration had taken thrc.e weeks and had been a severe drain on the
Department's command personnel. In addition, although care had been taken not
to assign to a candidate any assessor who had supervised him or her, most
police department personnel knew each other either personally or bv
reputation, and Civil Service thought that expectations for performance had
been created in the assessors that training could not or had not erased.

So by 1986, a dilemma existed. The police department felt it couldn't afford
to pay for assessors from outside the department, and Civil Service felt it
didn't have the staff resources to develop and administer another full
assessment center. So the City, advised by consultant Dr. Nancy Abrams,
looked around for a testing methodology that would have the advantages of the
assessment center without the problems. The assessment center exercises had
been used to test for complex problem analysis and decision-making skills as
well as oral communication and interpersonal relations. Inspired by the
accounts of the work being done by New York State Civil Service with written
simulations, Rochester devised a new test plan which included written
simulation exercises, a short oral exam, and a new locally developed written
test. Under the new plan, the written test would assess such knowledges,
skills, and abilities (KSAs) as knowledge of criminal law and police pro-
cedures, English grammar, punctuation and spelling, and the ability to read,
research and interpret written materials such as General Orders and the penal
and vehicle codes. The short oral exam -- 1/2 hour per candidate -- would
concentrate on oral communication skil)s -- listening, interviewing to obtain
information, expressing oneself. And the bulk of the KSAs, such as:

Ability te evaluate the effect of a solution on a problem;
Judgment, the ability to draw a logical conclusion based on

facts;

Ability to change direction or response to situations as they
progress;

Analytical ability;

Ability to interact with groups, media representatives;
Ability to recognize a problem situation;
Ability to recognize and assess officers who are expressing

personal or work-related problems;
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were loaded onto the written simulation problems, either in the content of the
problem or its structure. This was going to be a short, cheap assessment
center, The Solution. It was, as you +sigh+ expect, not quite that easy.

When Civil Service began the development process, neither analysts or sabjtct
matter experts (SMEs) had been trained in how to develop a written
simulation. It was make it up as you go. Problems in five content areas were
to be developed -- a problem employee, community relations, protecting a crime
scene, and research and tactical problems. Each problem was assigned to a
team which included two police SMEs -- Sergeants, Lieutenants or Captains --
and one analyst. The SMEs supplied ideas -- what would happen next in this
situation, what alternatives would the sergeant have, what would be the
consequences of each -- and the analyst would turn this raw material into a
simulation. As the development process progressed, Civil Service learned that
successful SMEs had good verbal and analytical skills, highly expert knowledge
of the topic, and a certain amount of creativity and imagination. A
successful analyst had good analytical and communication skills, and very
importantly, was an expert logician. It was the analyst's responsibility to
make sure that the problem was internally consistent. This meant that SMEs
who went off on tangents or invented sequences that didn't fit the overall
logic of the problem had to be pulled back to predict the long-term,
real-world consequences of every decision.

And we found that not everyone could do it. Some analysts who were competent
constructors of multiple choice items or single situation decision problems
could not master the intricacies of the written simulation's logical loops.
The best analyst at this turned out to be a former math teacher for whom a
simulation path resembled a complicated geometry proof.

So the simulations were developed, over a five to six month period, and then
it was time to get them printed. A longer-than-inticipated development
timeline meant that the exam was now only a few weeks away. Commercial
printers who did latent image printing were very scarce, and their schedules
called for much more lead time than Civil Service had. So instead they
resorted to a wax rub-off printing technology similar to that used for lottery
tickets. For some reason - perhaps insufficient drying time - the wax cracked
and peeled, and exam pages stuck together. Exam administration day was a
logistical circus. But, in spite of the production and administration
problems, the examination was judged a success.

The new examination plan had turned out to have all the advantages of the
assessment center. It had less adverse impact than the written test, high
acceptability to candidates, and produced a list which was in line with the
Department's judgment of its more or less qualified potential sergeants. In

addition, the written simulation had been administered in one day, and scored
by Civil Service personnel rather than Police. The drawbacks of the written
simulation had been extensive development time and the need for especially
skilled analysts on the development team. All in all, the written simulation
was judged a success, and the team geared up to develop an alternate exam for
the next administration with enthusiasm and ideas for improvement.



USE OF A WRITTEN SIMULATION TEST AS AN
EXAMINATION PART-AtiERNATE FORM EXPERIENCES

Nancy E. Abrams
Consultant, Personnel Management

and Measurement

Judy Trabert's paper has described the development and use of a written
simulation test as part of the examination for Police Sergeant in Rochester,
New York. In the second process of test development, we attempted to develop
an alternate form to the original examination.

Development The test development process began with a review of the test content.
We assembled those who workedonthe previous exam to work on the .new one.
To the extent feasible, this included the same subject matter experts and
Personnel Technicians. The new simulations were developed to cover the
saae content areas as the old ones, that is a Problem Employee, Protection

of a Crime Scene, Community Relations, Tactical, and Research problems.
The SME's who worked on the pr3blems were given copies of the old problems
and were asked to change the "story" but not to significantly change the
decision-making process. In cases where the same SME's worked on the same
problems as the previous examination, the process was accomplished reason-
ably efficiently, although there was significant SW burnout. In cases

where new SME's were working on the problems, they sometimes had difficulty
with their task. They needed to study the problem and understand its basic
logic. They found this difficult. The development of the alternate form
version of the test was accomplished more rapidly than the original test,
but of course we also knew more.

Results The new test was:given as part of the examination process. Because of
some of the administrative problems Judy mentioned, we changed the test part

order. In the earlier test we gave the written knowledge test, then the
simulation and then an oral. The second time the simulation and the oral
were reversed. A multiple hurdles approach was used with few failures on
each part. The tests were designed, to the extent feasible, to test for
different KSA's.

The overall results appear in Table 1. As you can see the test parts
were only modestly correlated with each other, indicating that they appeared
to be testing different KSA's. For some reason the intercorrelation of test
parts increased with the new test. We can see that for those who took both
the new and old test, the scores on the oral were quite consistent. This

was much less true for the knowledge test and the simulation. Although this
is a small sample, it seems to indicate a low level or alternate form relia-
bility. But is it?

We also compared the parts of the test. Tables 2A and 213 show these
results, first for the scores which had been converted to a seven point scale
and also for raw scores. these results indicate essentially zero order cor-
relations for the two sets or test problems. Means were somewhat lower and
standard deviations slightly larger foe the new test.



Discussions These results seem to indicate that we failed in our attempt to develop
an alternate form of our test. The data is limited and I am not sure that
is what we found. Oral exam scores were reasonably consistent. The oral
exam was designed primarily to test basic oral communication skills. These

are not really likely to change over the course of the two years between the
Iwo tests. The written knowledge test score can certainly be changed through
study. The low correlation for this test may indicate that those taking the
new test, generally had not scored highly on the earlier test and had not been
promoted, were motivated to study for the new test. The same phenomenon may
have been true for the simulation.

I might argue that the learning factor may play a larger role for written
simulations. Often we end the candidate's test by communicating success or
failure in the result. This might lead candidates to seek out the correct
answer and certainly may teach them that their choices were wrong. The written
simulation test may actually be a teaching tool itself. If this is true, this
may present us with some real problems in developing alternate form simulation
tests. I hasten to caution you that these results are based on a very limited
data set. We need to conduct further studies with careful attention to these
findings to know whether our hypotheses are correct or not.
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Empirical Validation of Firefighter Vision Standards: Four Field

Experiments in Montgomery County, Maryland

Vernon R. Padgett, Ph.D.
MED-TOX Associates, Inc.
Tustin, California 92680

I. Introduction

The National Fire Protection Agency requires firefighters to have uncorrected
distance acuity of at least 20/40 in the better eye. OSHA standards, adopted
from ANSI standards written in 1970, forbid the wearing of contact lenses under
full-face respirators because "they could be blown out of the eyes." Neither
standard was related to the job via job analysis and both were considered too
strict by firefighters. Because of widespread concern about the legitimacy of
these vision requirements, an empirical validation of the distance vision
standard was planned.

U. Need for Vision Standards

the need 17-r an uncorrected standard, that is, a standard for vision in the
absence of , xrective lenses, is determined by the need for the firefighter to
e. the joil ,afely on those occasions when corrective lenses are missing.

When setting the standard, two demands must be balanced: 1) the need for safety
and protection of firefighters and the public, and 2) the avoidance of unfair
discrimination against applicants who can perform the job adequately, even though
they lack perfect vision.

There is little empirical ground on which to justify any particular firefighter
vision standard. Firefighters vision standards appear to have been based largely
on opinion survey from very small samples of ophthalmologists or have been
borrowed from the police or the military. Not only do firefighters vision
standard vary widely for uncorrected vision, but vision standards in general show
little agreement across regions: Holden's (1984) survey of 323 p .e

departments showed that some required 20/20 mncorrected vision whereas fv4.,
percent set no uncorrected standard at all.

III. Transportability

It appears that vision standards for firefighters have not been based on formal
analyses of visual demands in firefighting. Transporting police vision standards
to firefighters is inappropriate.
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IV. Survey and Records Review

The purpose of this effort was: 1) Establish a need for a standard; 2) Provide
critical far visual task information; 3) Assess the similarity between responses
of Montgomery County contact lens-wearing firefighters and those described in

the two 1985 survey reports; 4) Allow comparisons of vision obstruction between

all possible pairs of firefighters who a) wear glasses; b) wear contacts; c)

don't wear corrective lenses; and 5) Describe the population of Montgomery County

Firefighters

V. Results of Records Review

Review of Insurance Program listing worker's compensation cases 1983-1986,
established a number of cases in which firefighters worn glasses, they would
certainly have not been in place following injury.

VI. Results of Survey

The survey results corroborated results of two earlier reports on soft contact
lens use: Kartchner'.s (1985) experiment and the da Rosa and Weaver (1985)
survey. Response rate: Of the 814 careerandapprox 800 volunteer firefighters,

525 returned surveys. Response rate for career firefighters was 80 percent.
Response rate for volunteers was 21 percent. Need for a vision standard is
formally established.

VII. Critical Vision Task Analysis

Critical firefighters duties were assessed using the Physical Abilities Analysis
Manual developed by Carnean in 1983 and used by Hogan and Fleishman in their
later work. Survey responses to an item on critical vision tasks supplemented
responses collected during job analysis. Examples of critical vision tasks:
"Identify a fire victim in a residence fire"; "Identify hazardous materials sign
on truck.' In all, 23 critical vision tasks were identified.

Relative criticality was assessed through ratings obtained from experienced
first-line Montgomery County glasses-wearing firefighters on the following scale:

Doesn't [] f) [1 fl [ j [ i :1 Consequences are
Matter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Multiple Deaths
at all

Ratings allowed an empirical determination of the most important tasks.

VIII. Simulation Construction

Critical vision tasks were selected on five dimensions in order to provide a
basis for the development of the simulations: 1) Criticality-- how important
is the task?; 2) what is the probability of performing this task without glasses
(or contacts); 3) Can performance on this task be objectively scored?; 4) Can
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this task be realistically simulated?; and 5) Is this task independent of
learning or job experience? The five criteria were applied to the 23 critical

far vision tasks. The four tasks selected for simulation were based on "...hese

selection factors. These were:

1. Identification of hazardous materials signs on a tanker.

2. Identifying dangerous materials across a room during overhaul after a
building fire.

3. Spotting a victim on the fourth floor of a building.

4. Spotting a victim behind a window on the fourth floor of a building.

These simulations were fairly straightforward translations of those tasks judged
most critical.

Determination of Sample Size: How many Ss?

I determined the needed sample size to reject the null hypothesis with a pcwer
of .90 and alpha - .05 after determining the effect size of the independent
variable. I did this by examining Giannoni's anova on his 1981 report on CHP
vision standards validation (a research program which provided a model for our
methodology). The Eta-squared from Giannoni (1981) corresponded to a population
correlation of .95. Based on Cohen and Cohen (1975), a sample of four subjects
would provide the desired power of .90. I chose a sample of six to be safe.

X. Experimental Assessment of Visual Acuity Requirements: Procedure

Participants were six Montgomery County career firefighters self-identified as
having 20/20 vision. All had between 5 and 13 years first-line firefighter
experience. Age ranged from 21 to 31. Each firefighter was decorrected during
a standard ophthalmological exam to four levels of visual acuity ranging from
20/40 to 20/200 and was provided with four pairs of glasses. Choice of levels
of decorrected acuity was based on previous research, professional opinion, and
Montgomery County regulations. Clinical decorrection of 20/20 sighted subjects
represents a conservative approach to visual acuity standards validation.

Firefighters were tested individually in a repeated measures design on the four
simulations in a single day. The head experimenter tested each firefighter's
uncorrected vision, and tested him again with each of his four pair of glasses
to verify decorrection. Glasses were e...early labeled with their decorrection.
Previously designed procedural steps and continual monitoring during the
experimentation controlled for squinting, peeking, and for wearing correct
glasses. Two experime.lters independently scored firefighter performance on the
simulations; interrater agreement was 100 percent.

XI. Experimental Assessment of Visual Acuity Requirements: Results

The levels of performance were obtained at each visual acuity level in each
simulation. For example, mean adequate performance in Simulation 1 occurred at

1
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184 feet with 20/20; 155 feet with 20/40; 106 feet with 20/70; 80 feet with

20/100 and 47 feet with 20/200 vision. Anova on these data is given here:

Analysis of Variance Source Table for Results of Simulation 1:
Identification of Hazardous Materials Warning Signs

Source of Variance df SS MS Eta2

Atuity (Columns)
Firefighters (Rows)
Residual
Total

4
5

20
29

73,889.5
2,411.4
6,582.5
82,883.3

18,472.4
482.3
329.1

-

56.13
1.47

-

.001

.25

-

.89

.03

Overall Results: 20/100 vision provided adequate performance on two simulations
and 20/200 acuity allowed for passing performance on the other two.

XII. Setting Standards

The expert panel, composed of fire chiefs, fire training officers, and an applied
psychologist, had determined acceptable cutoff scores for adequate performance
for each simulation prior to the conduct of the field experiments. For
Simulation 1, 80 feet was judged acceptable as a minimum distance from which
firefighters should be able to identify hazardous materials signs and perform
other tasks requiring similar identification. (This distance incorporates
considerations of average street setback from most Montgomery County buildings,
congested traffic conditions, and the distance from a potentially hazardous
tanker judged safe by fire experts.) Minimal performance levels were similarly
derived. for Simulations 2, 3, and 4. Based on firefighters' performance on each
simulation, an overall binocular far vision standard of 20/100 was recommended.

XIII. Contact Lens Issues: Overview of Survey Results

TWo 1985 surveys cited above showed no reason to restrict firefighters from soft
contact lens wear. Similar findings were reported in survey research of Los
Angeles police conducted by Drs. Staley and Goldberg (1988); their findings
noted that glasses produced more problems than contacts. Our survey of 40
firefighters corroborated these previous reports.

XIV. Ancillary Issues

A. Aging and acuity decrement
B. Protective Glasses
C. Vision obstruction reported by glasses-wearers versus contact lens

wearers versus no corrective lens group
D. Generalizability of findings beyond these four simulations (Briggs)

XIII. References

16z;
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THE DIEVELOPISNT OF TRTa

Richard F. Thornton
Educational Testing Service

Princeton, NJ

Tailored Response Testing (TVT) is s new type of test that was
developed at Educational Testing Service (EIS). It has demonstrated
its applicability to the evaluation of human performance in e wide
variety of occupations and work settings. This paper sketches out
the conceptual and early developmental aspects, and discusses the
application of the methodology to several types of jobs.

The TRT was designed to replicate more closely then do most other
types of tests the functions and conditions encountered in

occupations. The TRT retains a number of the realistic aspects of
the job, assesses critical job functions, and is inexpensive to
administer and score.

The TRT consists of tvo parts: (1) the stimulus providing a situation
and (2) text that the examinee is to tailor or edit. A variety of
stimuli can be used, .g., videotapes, depicting actual or staged
vork activities, replicating job content and conditions coamonly
encountered on the job.

The examinee edits text which might describe: interpretations of
events in the scene Shown; evaluation of the effectiveness of
actions taken; descriptions of corrective measures; end indications
of additional information needed to resolve the problem. The
examinee edits the text by crossing mt, words, phrases or whole
sentences, so that the final text represents his or her judgsent
about the information presented.

An examinee's score is based upon his cr her crossing out words that
shou!d be removed from the text, minus those words crossed out that
should not be deleted. One advantage of this response mode is that
it provides few cues as Loth* location of the words to be crossed
out. Examinees must draw on their knowledge of and experience in the
field to recognize and change inappropriate courses of actions and to
know whet needs to be done under the circumstances described.

Research has shown that the TRT method yields results very similar to
those obtained from open-ended response simulations with no loss in
predictive power against independent, workrelated criterion
measures.

This paper also discusses methods for developing TRTs that meet the
requirements of the Guidelines for Employee Selection Procedures.
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Stanley J. Winch, Jr.
Educational ?eating Service

Atlanta, SA

This paper addresses the technical concerns encountered in applying
the TRT technique to an actual ussessment problem. It details the
general developmental steps involved, and discusses some of the
problems that may be encountered as well es some of the precautions
that must be taken.

Various stimuli have been weed for TRTa. Video-taped presentations
of scenarios have been the most commonty used stimulus. Video
presentations provide many advantages over other forms of stimuli,
0.9., information via the printed page, or static displays such es
video slides. Notion clten provides subtle information that the test
developer wants presented, without conspicuously calling attention to
perticular details, ifultipie stimuli can be used with any single Trr
item.

The construction of the text for TRTs requires careful attention to
the ways in which the text could be edited. ?he test developer must
avoid multiple correct ways of editing the text. As with all item
types, the developer must be cognizant of item constructions that
give the examinees clue* to the correct answers; fortunately, the TRT
response mode offers advantages in this area of-concern.

Because the TRT item type is new to the aseessment field; rules
guiding their construction are evolving. Lessons learned in the
developeent of this-item type will be discussed.

An actual practice item used in the TRTs developed for the Navy will
be shown on the video ceseette recorder and used to demonstrate the
precise method used to administer, take, end score the TRT items.
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Herbert George Baker
Navy Perstonnel Research and Development Center

Sbn Diego. CA

This paper includes a discussion of the context in which TRT has been
applied to Navy jobs, shows video segments of actual job content for
throe jobs, demonstrates an actual test item from the Fire eontrolmen
test, and presents the score distribution from a TRT administration
to Electronics Technicians. Thus, it addresses the results of TRT
application and actual testing in the real work environment of the
Navy.

Recently, TRTs were developed by ETB for three Navy jobs (celled
ratings). These rmtings wore: (1) Electronics Technicians (ET);
(2) Fire eontrolsen (FC); and ass Turbine Systems Technician -
Mechanical (eam). The TRT created for the Fe rating actually
required the development of two tests becauee of the intra-job
specialization into ruder and dots operators. (Perticipants viewed
video segments of actuml joth tasks in each rating.)

These TRTs were developed within the Nevy Job Performance Measurement
(JPN) Program. This aulti-yeer effort in aimed at linking *election
tests with on-the-job performance within the military, and each Armed
Service has a similar project usto--wmy. In the JPII Program, hands-on
(or job sample) tests are beide developed for each of eight Navy
ratings. In addition, for each rating, one or more surrogate
(substitute) testa are being developed and evaluated. TRT is one of
these potential surrogates in at least three of the eight ratings.

Each of the TRTs developed for the Navy wee video-presented materiel
as the main stimuli, supplemented in eeveral cases with some brief
auxiliary printed materials. The test materials include a video
cassette recorder (VCR), a videocumetba, a mat of printed responses
(test items), a supplementary materials and notepad, and a menvel of
administration. The Navy TRTs were administered at several test
sites throughout the United States, to personnel from the relevant
ratings. Seminar participants had the opportunity to view an actual
Fe test item, and try their hand at TRT. In addition, descriptive
statistics are presented for TRT results on a sample of 120
first-term ETs.



SUMMARY

CRITERION VALIDATION OF A PREEMPLOYMENT PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST FOR

CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS.

INTRODUCTION

The hiring of personnel for the typical Correctional Officer position has
always been a sensitive and difficult issue. Failures in the hiring
process in this area are particularly visible. This has been the case in
Iowa, as well as other jurisdictions.

Iowa law requires that a psychological test be used to assist in preem-
ployment screening. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory had
been used for that purpose, but had not been validated specifically for
use in Iowa. In addition, procedures for use were less standardized than
desired, and interpretation for use in an employment setting was
difficult. Concern over administration problems spurred by several
incidents of apparent failures on the job, and resultant liabilities,
caused this study to be undertaken.

This study was designed with the assistance of Dr. John T. Flynn of Flynn
Associates of Hampton, Connecticut. Actual conduct of data analysis was
conducted by Dr. Flynn and his associates, but the actual data gathering
and administration of the project were carried out by staff from the Iowa
Department of Personnel.

APPROACH

Because of the very nature of the use of a psychological test, it was
evident that a criterion validation study would be required to insure that
use of such a test would be appropriate. Procedures used in this study

. were designed to meet professional standards as expressed in the A.P.A.
guidelines and the Federal Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection.

A job analysis was conducted to identify behaviors judged by subject
matter experts to be associated with the positions of Correctional
Officer and Senior Correctional Officer. The behavior statements and
background information gathered were used to develop a rating instrument
for use with a sample of 362 Correctional Officers and 50 Senior
Correctional Officers using a Likert type rating scale designed to measure
the frequency and importance of these behaviors.

Information from an analysis of data from these ratings was used to
develop the actual performance rating devices used as criterion references
in this study. Performance rating devices were phrased as behavior state-
ments. Ratings were, again on a Likert type scale, designed to measure
the frequency that behavior was displayed by the Officer being rated. Per-
formance ratings for both groups were reliable. (.98 for Correctional
Officer and .96 for Senior Correctional Officer) and were normally distri-
buted.



The California Psychological Inventory (CPI) and the Correctional Officer
Interest Blank (COIB) tests were administered to a sample of 280

Correctional Officers and 28 Senior Correctional Officers. Regression
analysis was applied to the score on all 20 scales of the CPI and the
score on the COIB and the performance evaluations. This yielded a

Multiple R of .3980 and an R Square of .15841.

Dr. Flynn then performed a Setwise Multiple Regression to identify a
possible subset of COI scales and the COIB score to see if prediction
could be increased. Results showed that the COIB score and scores on five
scales of the CPI approximated the Multiple R of the total score. The

Multiple R was .39059. Scales used included Psychological Mindedness,
Dominance, Tolerance, Empathy and Responsibility. This was then cross
validated. The resulting beta weights were inserted into the formula for
predicted score as follows:

Predicted Score = 138.03 4. (.26 X COIB) (-.208 X PSYMIND)
(-.164 X DOM) 4. (.23 X TOLERATE) 4. .026 X

EMPATHY) 4- (.069 X RESPON)

The correlation between the predicted score and actual job performance
score was r = .3839 and it was st tistically significant.

Results for the Senior Correctional Officer were similar. There was some
difference in scales on the CPI. The final prediction formula was:

146.05 4. (.496 X COIB) (-.061 X RESPON) (-.166 X INDEN)
(.376 X TOLER) 4- (-.343 X PSYMIND) 4. (.181 X DOM)

Actual MUltiple R for Senior Officers was .62. A Multiple Discriminant
Function Analysis performed for the Correctional Officer sample showed a
70.8% predictability of group membership and a 71.4% predictability rate
for Senior Officers.

CONCLUSION

This study showed that certain scales of the CFI could be combined with
the COO score to serve as a valid measure of future performance for both
job classes involved in this study.

The CPI and the COM are both currently being used as one part of a compre-
hensive selection system for these classes. The prediction formulas
provided by Dr. Flynn are being used as the basis for providing a final
score for Correctional Officer and Senior Correctional Officers.

Currently a low passing point of a obtdining a score in the top two-thirds
of the predicted performance range is being used until more data can be
gathered. These tests are being hand scored currently, with all selection
information being entered onto a central data base. This data base calu-
lates the final psychological test score, and includes it with all
selection information on applicants. This information is available on-
line to all Corrections Department institutions. A follow-up study of the
relationship actual portions of the preemployment process have to job per-
formance of applicants currently being hired is being planned for the
future.

ij,
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Decision Making in Assetement Centers

Ira T. Kaplan, Arthur Kramer,
and William Met lay

Hofstra University

Previous research on group decision making has shown that
overloading the group members with information decreases the
accuracy of their judgements (Streufert & Driver, 1963; Streufert &
Schroder, 1965; Streufert, Suedfeld, & Driver, 1965; Streufert, Clardy,
Driver, Kar lins, Schroder, & Suedfekl, 1965). Studies of consumer
choice behavior suggest that the number of alternatives considered has
a larger effect on decision accuracy, than does the amount of
information provided about each alternative (Jacoby, Speller, &
Berning, 1974; Jacoby, Speller, & Kohn, 1974).

The present experiment examined the effects of information load on
group decision making in the context of personnel selection in a
simulated assessment center. The alternatives were candidates for a
managerial position and the information consisted of test scores for
each candidate. Two dimensions of information load were
manipulated: (1) the number of candidates considered and (2) the
number of scores per candidate. Dependent variables were group
decision accuracy and member attitudes.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 24 student volunteers from undergraduate courses
in industrial and organizational psycholou.

Procedure

Six mixed-gender groups of four members each ranked candidates for
a management position. The selection procedure was based on that
used in a management assessment center, as described by Sankett and
Wilson (1982). The design was a 2 x 2 randomized factorial, in which
the independent variables were number of candidates (3 or 12) and
number of performance dimensions (3 or 12). Each group was exposed
to all four experimental conditions in counterbalanced order.

Measures

Decision accuracy was determined by comparing the group's ranking
of the candidates with the optimal solution. In addition, the group

3
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members' attitudes toward their decision were measured after each
problem by means of a questionnaire that assessed satisfactioh,
confidence, confusion, desire for more or fewer candidates, and for
more or fewer test scores.

Results

As shown in Figure 1, groups made few errors when they ranked 3
candidates on either 3 or 12 dimensions. They made more errors
when they evaluated 12 candidates on 3 dimensions, and still more
with 12 candidates and 12 dimensions.

Figure 1. Effect of kdonnstion fond on decision tumurecy.

12 Dimensions

3 Dimensions

Number of candidates

17 4

12



Attitudes

Information load had no significtmt effect on confidence or confusion.
Group members indicated that they were generally confident and not
confused under all conditions.

Satisfaction decreased significantly (although the subj9cts were still
more satisfied than not) when the number of candidates was increased
from 2 to 12, regardless of the number of dimensions.

Varying the number of candidates had a significant effet on the desire
to work with more or fewer candidates. After evaluating 3 candidates,
the group members indicated a desire for more candidates; after
evaluating 12, they expressed a preference for fewer candidates. The
number of dimensions did not affect their preference for more or
fewer candidates.

The attitude most affected by information load was the preference for
fewer or more dimensions. Interestingly, this measure was more
affected by the numbor of candidates than by the number of
dimensions. After working with 3 candidates, the assessors wanted
more dimensions. After working with 12 candidates, they asked for
significantly fewer dimensions. Varying the number of dimensions,
however, had little effect on the desire for more or fewer dimensions.

Conclusions and Implications

1. Increasing the number of candidates decreased the accuracy of
group decisions in a personnel-selection task.

2. Assessors self-reports of confidence and confusion did not reflect
the decrease in accuracy produced by increasing the number of
candidates.

3. The attitudes affected by increasing the number of candidates,
were satisfaction, the desire for fewer candidates, and the desire for
fewer dimensions.

4. The implication for personnel selection is that assessors can better
cope with an increase in information per candidate than with an
increase in the number of candidates.

1;5
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ASSESSMENT CENTERS & BIO-DATA: COMPETING & COMPLIMENTARY APPROACHES

TO MANAGERIAL SSELECTION

CRAIG J. RUSSELL
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

An innovative method of biodata item generation was used in conjunction with

an assessment center to select candidates for retail store management positions.

The method of biodata item generation proved to be a highly effective and cost

efficient method for generating a valid biographical information questionnaire.

Assessment center dimensions were used as stimuli for life history essays from 150

current store managers. Specifically, the managers were given the definitions of

three assessment center dimensions and asked to write a brief essay about some

prior life experience that they felt was an example of this aspect of management.

Essays were content analyzed for critical incidents using the Campbell, Dunnette,

Lawler, and Weick model of managerial performance (i.e., antecedent processes ->

behaVors -> task outcomes; all 3r which are influenced by environmental

characteristics). The assessment center and biodata instrument were then evaluated

in a concurrent validity design on a sample of 748 current store managers.

Performance appraisal ratings were made by immediate superiors on performance

dimensions of Personnel Responsibilities, Resource Management Responsibilities,

Customer Interaction Responsibilities, and Operation Management Responsibilities.

Validns range from .28 to .54 with the performance measures. The use of the self

administered and scored biographical information questionnaire for assessment

center pre-screening to obtain substantial cost savings is discussed. The use of

biodata instruments for needs assessment in career development is also discussed.



Development and In.ial Validation of a Biodata Inventory
in a Merit System Context1

Jay A. Gandy and David A. Dye
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

This paper discusses the development and concurrent validation of an
empirically scored biographical questionnaire for potential use in selection
for entry-level prefessional and administrative occupations. Although
"biodata" instruments have long been used in the private sector because of
their frequently high validity and low adverse impact on minorities, their use
in the public sector has been extremely limited. Resons for limited use of
biodata measures in both the public and private sectors have included concerns
about privacy, content and construct validity, stability of empirical
validities over time, and occupationally and situationally specific validities
(McKillip & Clark, 1974; Owens, 1976; Mabe & West, 1982; Reilly & Chao, 1982;
Mumford & Owens, 1987). Concerns about accuracy and faking have also been an
inhibiting factor (cf. Mosel & Cozen, 1952; Goldstein, 1971; and Pannone,
1987).

In 1987, we took a fresh look at the issues surrounding the use of
biodata and hypothesized that the problems were surmountable. Items could be
developed with attention to content and job relevance and screened to avoid
invasion of privacy. Stability of validity should be increased by use of a
large sample for item keying and validation. Both stability and
generalizability of validity should be enhanced by basing item keying on
broadly based samples that included virtually all professional and
administrative occupations, agencies, and locations; and by using a broadly
applicable measure of job performance.

Method

Inventory Development. Development began with a review of the taxonomies of
past behavior items compiled by England (1971) and Glennon, Albright, and
Owens (c. 1961). To be acceptable items had to deal with events under
individual control; have potential relevance to job performance; be verifiable
in principle; avoid invasion of personal privacy; and avoid stereotyping by
race, sex, or national origin. Although this screening process eliminated
most categoriec of background data, remaining areas were school and
educational experience, work history, skills, and interpersonal relations; a
pool of 148 multiple choice items were developed in these areas.

Criterion. A supervisory performance appraisal score was used based on the
USES Descriptive Rating Scale (DRS). The DRS has a history of successful use
and reflects a "generic" appraisal believed to be generally applicable to all
occupations covered. The appraisal included multiple choice descriptions

1

Alice N. O'terbridge and James C. Sharf contributed
substantially to this research. Opinions expressed in this paper
are the authors' c.na do not necessalily represent tlle official
policy of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management.
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relating to quantity and quality of work, accuracy, job knowledge, and
efficiency, plus a summary appraisal. The criterion score was computed as the
average across all scales.

Research Sample. Research materials were prepared for distribution to all
external hires at the GS 5/7 level for PAC occupations throur:!- all appointment
authorities for calendar years 1983-1986 who were still on bodrd (13,000) plus
a weighted random sample of 2,300 inservice placements based on population
size by occupation. Supervisor-employee matches were obtained for 6,300
employees. This sample was found to be reasonably representative of the
target population with respect to gender, race and national origin,
occupations, and agencies.

Procedure. Research materials were delivered to sampled employees and
supervisors natielwide through approximately 900 servicing personnel offices
of 35 agencies. iupervisors were requested to allow time on the job for
completion of the questionnaire. All participants were assured of
confidentiality, and completed response sheets and questionnaires were mailed
directly to OPM in preaddressed envelopes.

Validation Method. A double cross-validation design was used entailing the
following steps: (1) splitting the total sample into two random halves; (2)
developing a scoring key on each half; (3) applying the key developed on one
half to the other half; (4) correlating the scores so derived with job
performance; and (5) evaluating the degree of "shrinkage" in correlations when
a key is applied to an independent sample. The final key was eeveloped on the
total sample.

Item Keying and Scoring. Scoring keys were developed empirically based on
point-biserial correlations between each item response and the criterion.
Empirical keying has been found to be equal or superior to other methods for
purposes of personnel selection (Mumford & Owens, 1987). A statistical
significance level of .001, and unit weights (0, 1, 2), were used in keying
response choices. Additionally, rational decision rules were developed to
avoid illogical keying in situations of low response rates to extreme response
choices. Keying was conducted independently by two psychologists.
Differences were due almost exclusively to clerical error, and all were
readily resolved.

Subgroup Analyses. Separate validity analyses were conducted by gender and
race/national origin subgroups which had Ws of 200 or larger. Fairness
analyses were carried out testing for differences in standard errors, slopes,
and intercepts (Gulliksen & Wilks, 1950).

Validity Analyses Across Occupations and Agency Settings. Separate validity
coefficients were computed for each of 105 occupations. A meta-analysis of
this distribution of validity coefficients was conducted applying procedures
outlined by Hunter, Schmidt, & Jackson (1982). The conservative "bare bones"
procedures were used in which no corrections to validity coefficients are made
and only the effect of sampling error on variance in validities is taken into
account. Thus, the meta-analysis consisted of computing the mean validity,
weighted by sample size; the standard deviation (and variance) of the validity



distribution; the standard deviation (and variance) expected statistically due
to sampling error; the remaining variance after subtracting sampling error;
and the lower limit of the 90% confidence interval.

Similar procedures were applied to evaluate variations in validity
coefficients across agency settings. In this meta-analysis the distribution
consisted of validity coefficients computed on research participants in each
of 28 federal agencies.

lltnults and Discussion

Score and Criterion Distriputions. The score distribution was approximately
normal. The criterion distribution was negatively skewed as is typical of
performance appraisals but did show greater variance than operational
(administrative) appraisals.

Cross-Validation. As described above, scoring keys ware developed
independently on random halves of the total sample, oesignated A and B, and on
the total sample. Scores obtained from these three keys were then correlated
with job performance ratings from each of the three groups, resulting in nine
correlations. The critical correlations obtained were the independent cross-
correlations, as follows: (a) With key A applied to half fi, r = .33. (b)

With key B applied to half A, r = .32. For the total sample, the correlation
of the total key with the total sample was .33. The correlation of the total
key with each half was also .33. Subsequent analyses were based on the 84
items and item response weights of the total key.

Little shrinkage occurred in validity coefficients in the cross-
comparisons. Key A dropped from r = .34 to .33; key B decreased from r - .34
to .32. The results provide strong support for the robustness of scoring keys
developed on large samples.

Fairness Analyses. Analyses indicated that the biodata instrument is fair
both to minorities and gender groups. Comparisons showed insignificant
differences between males (n = 3,535) and females (n = 2,757) on standard
errors and on regression slopes and intercepts. Small but significant
differences in intercepts were found between blacks (n = 916 and whites (n =
4,842) and between Hispanics (n = 310) and whites. These differences
indicated a small degree of overprediction for blacks and Hispanics.

In an effort to reduce group differences, 20 items were removed based on
item response statistics reflecting relatively low validity for minorities in
conjunction with relatively high minority response rates to low-weighted item
alternatives. This led to reductions in subgroup differences as follows: The
blacP Age effect size (difference in means divided by total sample standard
devil+ on) decreased from .34 SD to .28 SD; and the white-Hispanic effect size
decreased from .19 SD to .09 SD. Male-female differences also narrowed from
.25 SD to .11 SD. These rather substantial reductions in subgroup differences
were achieved at the cost of a small change in total group validity from .33
to .32.

J
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Meta-analysis Across Occupational Series.. The mean validity, weighted by
sample size across the 105 occupations, was .30. Sample sizes ranged from two

.to 845, and total N = 6,295. The observed standard deviation of the
validities was .133, and the standard deviation expected on the basis of
sampling error was .113. The ratio of the squares of these values indicated
that nearly three-quarters of the variance in the distribution of validities
is accounted for by sampling error and that variations, if any, in true
validity are likely to be small. The lower limit of a 90% confidence interval
for the remaining variance was .21, indicating a very strong likelihood that
the biodata instrument is valid for all covered occupations. Given that a
single validity coefficient computed across all incumbents, at .32, is higher
than the average validity of occupationally specific validities, at .30, it
appears that nothing is to be gained in terms of predictive accuracy by .

treating the occupations separately.

Meta-analysis Across Agencies. Similar results were obtained across agencies.
Meta-analysis of r's computed across 28 agency settings (n's ranging from two
to 1,288) again yielded a sample-size-wnighted mean validity of .30. Here,
however, all of the variance was accounted for by sampling error.

These findings strongly support the use of a common scoring key across
occupations and indicate that differences in agency settings are unlikely to
affect biodata validity.

Conclusions

Findings from this research suggest that biographical data can be an
effective means for-selection within a merit system environment. By
effectively implementing a number of controls in the design, development, and
keying of biodata inventories, this study found that: 1) levels of empirical
validity can be maintained, 2) fairness both to minorities and gendergroups
can be achieved, and 3) generalizability of validity can be ensured across
different occupations and job settings.

Further research is underway to examine other important issues. Since
faking of responses has been a perennial concern with biodata, steps are being
taken to address and deal with this issue. Other studies are being done to
examine the role of underlying constructs.
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Video Based Structured Interviews
Carla Swander
Seattle, Washington

This presentation will consist of examples and discussion of innovative video based
structured interview materials. One example tests for the ability to work coomatively as
part of a crew (linework). Another example is from the nation's largest retail clothing
chain.

Structure of Interviews
Video based structured interviews are
designed according to accepted testing
principles. This includes job analysis
and structured rating criteria.
Reliability of the process is due
primarily to the most traditional aspect
which is structure. However, reliability
is enhanced by entirely consistent
presentation of interview questions.

Questions are presented on video and
candidates give free response answers
that are evaluated by raters using
structured rating criteria. The
interviewing process can be
accomplished much more +quickly, with
little negative effect, by allowing
applicants to watch the questions
beforehand, making note of their
answers. They bring their notes into the
interview setting and orally discuss the
questions and their answers with the
raters.

Advantages Over Traditional
Interviews

U Questions are presented more
vividly. Emotional elements can be
portrayed.

LI Complex (questions can be asked
quickly and simply. Interviewees
always understand the question.

Ascts can be evaluated that are
difficult, if not impossible, to assess
using traditional methods.

O Interviewers can devote their
attention to listening and rating,
rather than asking questions. Less
training of raters is required.

3
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The sophistication of the process
presents a good image of the
organization. This is particularly
advantageovs for some of our
clients in candidate short markets.

Advantages Over Multiple Choice
Tests

The obvious advantage of video
interviewing over video multiple
choice testing i th4t- the questions
are free responst Applicant tone of
voice, facial expressions, hesitations,
and other indicators of meaning can
be observed and evaluated.

Answers are not suggested, so
questions can be more basic.

U Developmental costs are lower. The
average number of items in a video
based interview is 10-12. Multiple
choice tests ordinarily have 50-125
items.

Disad vantages

Ci As in any interview process, lower
developmental costs are somewhat
offset by more expensive
administration costs, most notably
rater time.

Cl Also, as with any interview process,
the fewer number of items restricts
variance and reliability.

All in all, video interviews are an
excellent selection tool in certain
settings. These are settings in which the
video is advantageous in presenting
questions and in which the candidate
population is small enough to permit
interviewing rather than other forms of
testing.



Video Testing for Correction Officers

Oscar Spur lin Ph.D. and Carla Swander
Seattle, Washington

In cooperation with the State of Oregon, a video-based selection test for
correction officers has been developed. This instrument was designed for use in
all types of correctional facilities, and is primarily aimed at testing the ability to
interact effectively with inmates. The test is multiple choice format, with the
questions presented on video. Preliminary findings indicate a positive reductions
in turnover and sick leave and sigmficant correlation with supervisory ratings.

Background

In cooperation with the State of Oregon, a
video-based selection test for correction
officers has been developed. This instrument
was designed for use in all types of
correctional facilities, and is primarily aimed
at testing the ability to interact effectively
with inmates. Reported here are results of
criterion-related validation in progress in the
states of Oregon and Missouri.

Job analysis, conducted with correction
officers, supervisory personnel, and inmates,
supplies strong evidence to show that good
human interaction skills contribute
significantly to a safe and secure corrections
environment. One e.ample where this is
especially true is in low security facilities
where the officer/inmate relationship is the
only form of inmate control. The importance
of psychological dimensions has been
emphasized in court directives requiring
organizations to evaluate the psychological
fitness of those who apply for work in
correctional institutions.

The video-based test is designed as a series of
critical incidents where correction officer
behaviors have high consequence of error.
Preliminary findings indicate that the test is
predictive of supervisory evaluations,
turnover, and absenteeism. No significant
score differences by race or sex have been
observed.

Test Format

The test is composed of 118 multiple choice
questions presented on video. Examples of

I. 8 4
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job content dimensions covered by test
questions:

- Officer response to manipulative behavior,

- Officer response to provocation,

- Sensitivity to the human needs of inmates,

- Perceptual skills,

- Recognition of when the officer should refer
whims to someone else,

- Consistency and fairness when dealing with
inmates regardless of race, offense, group
affiliatitm or personal bias.

Test Development/Validation

Content Validity Evidence - Job analysis
includes:

LI Critical incidents - from officers,
supervisors, and inmates.

Indepth interviews with hundreds of
officers, supervisors, administrative
personnel, and inmates.

Job analysis surveys- across a wide
population of officers representing
various types of institutions.

The job analysis study was designed not only
to find the complete range of human
interaction skills and requirements of the job
but also to provide an overview of all aspects
of correction officer work. The job analysis
technique we employed was principally a
variation on critical incident methodology.
This approach is the most effective way to
understand the complex behaviors,
particularly in the area of inmate interactions,
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that make up effective day to day job
performance.

The objective of the job analysis was to have
all concepts relating to job performance
(whether these concepts involved traits, tasks,
attitudes, or whatever) defined in terms of
actual behaviors. Since the test was to
portray this behavior, this approach provided
unambiguous and accurate information.
Alternative approaches, such as task analysis,
would not !lave yielded the detail of
information needed to consmv:t a video test.

Composdtion of Job Analysis Panels

In Oregon, 15 half day job analysis sessions
were conducted. Each session averaged 12
subject matter experts. Job analysis
participants included:

Male and Female Correction Officers

Administrative and Supervisory Personnel

Male and Female Inmates

Minorities and Nonminorities

Personnel from minimum through maximum
security facilities

Personnel fmm male and female institutions

Results

The State of Otegon begin using the Video
Test in February of 1988. New hires,
selected with the video test through
December of 1988, have been compared with
a control group of new correction officers
hired in the previous year, 1987. Information
on reduced turnover and absenteeism is
shown in Figures 1 & 2.

Criterion-related validation studies are
cm:inning at various locations. Concurrent
validation was undertaken in the State of
Missouri. The test was given to 200 current
ccerections officers. A confidential critical
incident based supervisory performance
evaluation was used as pnncipal criterion.
Data is also being collected on absences and
sick leave. Figure 3 demonstrates the
relationship between performance on the
video test and the overall supervisory rating.
The uncorrected validity coefficient is .34.

Rgures 4 & 5 illustrate that there is very little
score difference by race or sex. The
differences displayed here are not statistically
significant.

Figure 1

73% Reduction in Turnover
Among New Hires

1987 - Turnover before
video test implementation

1988 - Turnover after
video test implementation

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

1111.1111.111111111111 26%

7%

In 1987, prior to video test implementation,
of 109 hired, 28 terminated by year end.

In 1988, after video test implementation.
of 100 hired, 7 terminated by year end.



49% Reduction in Total Time Off
Figure 2 Includes Sick Leave and Leave Wfthout Pay

Average Hours of Time Off Taken Per Month

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1967 - Time off before
video test imolementatirm

1988 - Time off after
video test implemeMation

Figure 3

MEI
The 109 officers hired In 1987. before video test

Implementation averaged 7.6 hours of time off per month.

The 100 officem Med in 1986, after video test
impdementation averaged 3.9 hours of time off per month.

Relationship of Video Test Scores
To Overall Supervisory Evaluation

4.5-

4-

0
V 3.5-
E

A
L

Based on 200 Officers
in a cross-sectionai rudy

within State of Missoun
conelation (r)..34

4.6

4 Exceeds Standards

3.5

3 Meets Expectations

3.5 3.7 3_8 3.9 4 4.6 4.7

Video Test Score

Needs improvement

Figure 3. The top of each bar represents the mean supervisory evaluation score of test takers in
that score interval. The video test score represents the average item score of 118 questions, each
with five possible points.
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Figure 4,

Figure 5
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Turnover in the Federal Government:

Implications for Personnel Selection Procedur&

Paul van Rijn

U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
1120 Vermont Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20419

This paper describes the results of an analysis by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
(MSPB) of turnover in the Federal Government and discusses the implications of the findings
for selection procedures. The analysis was conducted by the Office of Policy and Evaluation,
which has statutory responsibility to conduct special studies of the Federal civil service and
other merit systems.

There is a growing concern about the ability of the Federal Government to retain valuable
employees. This concern is currently being debated in the context of such issues as RN:feral pay
and the image of public service. Turnover is very costly, not only in dollars spent in recruiting
replak;ements but also in lost productivity and errors caused by talent vacuum. There is a
growing concern about the ability of the Federal Government to retain valuable employees.
This concern is currently being debated in the context of such issues as Federal pay and the
image of public service. Some level of turnover, of course, is not only natural but desirable as
a way of keeping organizations fresh and vital. Too much turnover or the untimely departure
of key personnel, on the other hand, can be debilitating.

Although many Federal agencies have studied selected occupations or have examined turnover
within c;Irtain departments, there is currently no readily available Governmentwide source of
information that can be sifted for answers to shed light on the nature and extent of the
problem. The time is right to ask "who is leaving the Federal Government?"

In part, to help answer the question of ..who is leaving?* MSPB analyzed turnover for calendar
year 1987. The data analyzed were derived from the Qntral Personnel Data File (CPDF), the
automated Federal personnel data system maintained by the U.S. Off Ice of Personnel
Management.

1
Paper presented at the 1989 International Personnel Management Association Assessment Council Conference,

Orlando, Florida, June 18-22. The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in thi paper are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board.



Turnover was operationally defined as the percentage of employees who left the Federal
Government during 1987. Four subcategories of turnover were identified: resignations,
voluntary retirements, agency removals, and other separations. The scope of the analysis was
limited to the 1.4 million full-time, permanent, white-collar employees whose records are
included in the CPDF. This sample represents about 70 percent of the 2 million civilian
employees in the CPDF and repre3ents nearly half of all Federal civilian employees. (The
records of US. Postal service employe.z and employees in various national security and other
agencies are not required to be reported to the CPDF.)

The results show that 9 percent (119,669) of the full-time, permanent, white-collar work force
left the Federal Government in 1987. Over half (58% or 69,298) of these separations were
res;-- Sons. Only one-fourth (25% or 30,211) were retirements, while agency removals and
othe, 4arations made up the remainder. The Governmentwide rate of resignations was 5
percent, while the rate of retirements was 2 percent.

While these average separation rates are relatively low and appear to present little cause for
concern, more detailed analyses reveal a more alarming picture. Not unexpectedly, the average
ratings effectively masked substantial subgroup differences in the rates of separation.

Consistent with the turnover literature, the highest turnover rates occurred among younger and
lower-tenured employees. When turnover rates were analyzed for these subpopulations, the
rates of separation were dramatically higher. Total separations during the first year of Federal
service occurred at a rate of 25% during 1987, i.e., one out of four new hires left the
Government within the first year.

Occupations also vary considerably in rates of turnover. As expected, some large occupations
(e.g., nurse, tax examiner, and clerk/typists) had average turnover rates that were almost twice
the Governmentwide average. Others, such as computer specialists and engineers, defied
conventional wisdom and had average turnover rates that were only about half the
Governmentwide average.

By themselves, turnover rates do not fully reveal the magnitude of a retention.problem. For
example, while low turnover in an occupation may suggest that there is no retention problem in
that occupa.ion, there could be serious retention problems, if the few employees who do leave
happen to vacate critical positions or are exceptionally high-performing employees. Attrition of
these types of employees from these types of positions becomes particularly acute, if there are
no suitable replacements in the applicant labor pool--that is, the severity of the attrition
problem depends, in part, on the magnitude of the recruiting problem.

To obta;n some insight into the quality of the employees who left, we examined their most
recent p.lrformance appraisal data. Almost 16,000 employees with 'outstanding" performance
ratings left the Government in 1987--half by resignation. One out of five of the employees
who resigned had an "outstanding rating." Although the percentage of oPfstanding employees
who left is only about 1 percent of the Federal work force, the sheer number of these separated
employees is not trivial.



While the overall turnover rates tend to be relatively low, the data analysis suggests that there
are some identifiable work force subgroups for which turnover rates are high and undoubtedly
costly. Certainly, the high overall rate of attrition during the first year of service is cause for
concern. Second, some occupations have much greater turnover than others. Thirr' the
magnitude of the turnover problem mu.st be tempered by the recruiting problem.

The challenges for personnel selection specialists are considerable. First, it is necessary to
identify to what extent turnover rates are related to selection practices. For example, is it
possible that certain selection practices in certain occupations are contributing to high rates of
turnover? If so, can these selection practices be altered to increase employee tenure. The
utility of a selection procedure is severely eroded, if new hires do not remain in the
organization. Who is more valuable to an organization: an "A+" applicant who remains with the
organization 6 months or a 13-* applicant who remains for 10 years? Or do we, perhaps, need a
mixture of A+ and B- employees? If so, in what relative-proportions do we want to employ
these applicants?

To help increase employee tenure, personnel specialists may want to consider including tenure
among the job criterion measures in future validity studies. A more complete assessment of the
total applicant (of noncognitive as well as cognitive dimensions) may be helpful in selecting
employees who will be productive and who will remain with the organization for a useful
duration. The inclusion of biodata or other less traditional assessment procedures in the total
selection process may be useful in reducing the turnover of high-performing employees.

Clearly, selections procedures alone cannot be expected to remedy all retention problems. It is
becoming increasingly apparent that improved recruiting, more realistic job previews, improved
selections procedures, more satisfactory compensation levels, job restructuring, training (of
employees and their supervisors), and management practices all play roles in the likelihood that
a productive employee will remain with the Federal Government--or any organization. The
precise mixture with which these wious human resource management tools need to be applied
will vary from organization to organization, from occupation to occupation, and from location
to location.

It must be recognized that many factors contributing to turnover are beyond the control of the
human resource manager, e.g., the general labor market, health problems, or personal problems
and interests of the employee. Nevertheless, given the high cost of turnover, the benefits to be
derived from a more systematic investigation and management of turniiver may well be worth
the costsparticularly in light of predictions of increased competition for a decreasing pool of
qualified job applicants.

1 ..



Validation of the Peres and Garcia Technique for Predicting

Performarwe with Letters of Recommendation

Michael G. Aamodt, Devon A. Bryant and Alan J. Whitcomb
Radford University

Even though letters of recommendation or some form of reference checking are
used by over 80% of organizations in the United States (Muchinsky, 1979), research
investigating the validity of such techniques has not yielded promising results. In a
study of references used in industry, Mosel and Goheen (1959) found that the validity
of references was only .13. These results were supported by Browning (1968) who
found the validity of references also to be .13 in predicting teaching success.

Research has identified several potential reasons for this low validity. As with the
employment interview, factors other than the relevant content of the letters are used to
form impressions of the applicant. For example, Cowan and Kasen (1984) found that
letters referring to applicants by their first name were perceived as being more posi-
tive than letters referring to applicants by a title such as *Mr. Jones' and Knouse
(1983) found that letters of recommendation containing specific examples were evalu-
ated more positively than letters without examples.

In au attempt to focus the attention of letter readers on the important content of
the letter, Peres and Garcia (1964) developed a technique in which the traits contained
in a letter of recommendat'on are highlighted and placed into one of five categories
which were developed based on a content analysis of 625 letters of recommendation
written for engineering applicants. These five categories and representative traits for
each catsgory are:

11111

Mental Agility: Adaptable, analytical, bright, intelligent, logical, resourceful, wise

Cooperation-Consideration: Altruistic, congenial, friendly, helpful, sincere, stable

Dependability-Reliability: Alert, critical, dependable, methodical, prompt

Urbanity: Assured, chatty, cultured, forward, gregarious, sociable, talkative

Vigor: Active, eager, energetic, enthusiastic, independent, industrious, vigorous

As promising as this technique sounds, Peres and Garcia (1964) unfortunately did
not attempt to validate the technique. Thus, it is the purpose of this study to investi-
gate the reliability and validity of the technique using two separate samples.

Method

Subjects
The subjects for the first sample consisted of 78 (39 male, 39 female) former

graduate students who haes completed the graduate program in psychology at Radford
University. The subjects for the second sample consisted of 26 (11 male, 15 female)
Graduate Teaching Fellows (GTFs) at Radford University. Each GTF was working



toward a Master's Degree in psychology and had complete responsibility for teaching
two sections of introductory psychology each semester.

Procedure
Graduate Student $ample - Because Radford University uses a reference rating

form and actual letters of recommendation are not required, the files of over 200
former graduate students were first examined to locate those students who had at least
one letter of recommendation. This process resulted in 78 students for whom at least
one letter of recommendation as well as an overall graduate G.P.A. were available.
Two of the authors then independently:

1) Read each letter
2) Highlighted the traits in each letter
3) Used the list composed by Peres and Garcia (1964) to place each highlighted

trait into one of the five categories
4) When two letters were available, the number of traits in each of the five

categories were averaged across the two letters
5) To control for effects of letter length and number of traits used, the number

of traits in each category was divided by the total number of traits across the
five categories.

Graduate Teaching Fellow Sample - The letters of recommendation for each of the
26 GTFs were analyzed according to the procedure listed above. However, student
ratings of the_ GTF's teaching served as the criterion rather than the GPAs used with
the graduate student sample. The rating used was the final question on the rating
form already used by the university which asked for an overall rating of the instruc-
tor's performance based on a five point rating scale with a "1" indicating poor per-
formance and a *51` indicating excellent performance.

Results

Reliability of Letter Writers
To determine the extent to which letter writers referred to applicants with similar

traits, the number of traits in each of the five categories used by each letter writer
were correlated. As shown in Table 1, the coefficients across the two samples were
fairly low, and in some cases the coefficients were negative. Thus, it would appear
that two people writing letters for the same individual will not say the same things.

Trait Category

Sample

Graduate Students Teaching Fellows

Mental Agility .12 .18
Vigor -.03
Dependability-Reliability .04 .48*
Urbanity .08 .31
Cooperation-Consideration .15 -.17
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Reliability of Letter Readers
To determine the extent to which personnel professionals reading each letter agree

about the traits that are present as well as the category in which each trait belongs,
the number of traits placed by the two raters in the five categories for each letter
were correlated. As shown in Table 2, the coefficients were reasonably high for the
first sample with the exception of the urbanity category. One of the problems encoun-
tered in the first sample was that many of the traits listed in the letters were not
contained in Peres and Garcia's lists. Prior to collecting data for the second sample,
these new traits were added to the lists and as can be seen from Table 2, the agreement
levels increased for four of thf five categories.

Trait Category

Sample

Graduate Students Teaching Fellows

Mental Agility .77 .91
Vigor .86 .64
Dependability-Reliability .70 .86
Urbanity .53 .86
Cooperation-Consideration .87 .96

Validity of the Trait Categories
To determine the validity of the trait categories, the rumber of traits in each of

the five categories for the first sample was correlated with the student's graduate GPA
and the number of traits in each of the five categories for the second sample was
correlated with the GTF's overall student teaching ratings. As shown in Table 3, the
number of traits in the mental agility category significantly correlated with graduate
GPAs while the number of traits in the urbanity category positively correlated and the
number of traits in the mentalagility category negatively correlated with teaching
ratings.

Trait Category

Sample

Graduate Students Teaching Fellows

Mental Agility .32*
Vigor -.08 .27
Dependability-Reliability -.13 -.22
Urbanity .03 .38.
Cooperation-Colsideration .04 .23



Discussion

Our findings indicate that the technique developed by Peres and Garcia (1964)
shows promise as a predictor of performance. With both samples, the significant valid-
ity coefficients were more than twice the magnitude of the .13 previously found with
references.

While the Peres and Garcia categories were successful in predicting both criteria, it
is possible that traits might be better classified into a different system. For example,
Peres and Garcia's dependability-reliability category appears to be two separate catego-
ries; one involving dependability consisting of items such as 'responsible' and 'depend-
able' and another involving assertiveness consisting of traits such as "tenacious*,
'confident*, and *determined*. This would be an excellent topic for future research.

An interesting finding in our study was that the traits used by two letter writers
to describe the same person were not highly correlated. This finding certainly makes
sense if one assumes that each letter writer probably observed different aspects of the
applicant's behavior as would be the case if one of the letter writers were a professor
and the other an employer.

However, even though the low agreement of letter writers is understandable, it
does pose potential problems for the validity of the Peres and Garcia technique. Thus,
it is important in the future to investigate issues such as the sourceS from which letters
should be obtained as well as the optimal number of letters that should be written for
each applicant. Because highlighting and categorizing traits can be a time consuming
process, future research might also focus on the development and validation of a trait
based checklist such as the one created by Carroll and Nash (1972).
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The Psychology of Managerial

Incompetence

by

Robert Hogan

Despite the so-called "cognitive revolution," psychologyespecially

in the macro areas of clinical, personality-social, and tndustrial-

organizational studies--remains under the influence of behaviorism. This

is fine but users of modern psychological theories should be aware of these

pervasive behaviorist influences. This is particularly evident in

Industrial- Organizational Psychology. Consider, for example, the lessons

of the "One Minute Manager" -- these lessons amount to a short course in

behavior modification (with the effective manager becoming the master

behavior modifier). Consider for example, modern approaches to performance

appraisal which are targeted at specific and observable behaviors (rather

than the underlying attitudes that give rise to these behaviors). And

-consider theories of management or leadership that argue, in essence, that

there is no such thing as overall managerial talent, that leadership is a

function of the situation in which a potential leader finds him or herself

located.

In contrast with the situationism of behaviorism, I would like to

suggest that the pursuit and achievement of leadership positions in

organizations is a function of the actor's personality so that the same

kinds of people will be found over and over in management positions in all

kinds of different organizations. Specifically, I want to argue that there

are some stable and dependable personality correlates of status in

organizations--and that is bad empirical news for the situational
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theorists.

I want to make a second, and even more radical claim, however. I

would like to suggest that within the population of managers in modern

America, all of whom share characterircs that predict upward mobility,

there is a subset of people who are bad for their organizations. And these

people share the same negative characteristics independent of the

organization in which they are located. Although this is bad news for the

organization, it is also bad news for situational theorists whose logic

compels the view that incompetence is also a function of the situation,

which means bad managers are not responsible for their performance.

There is no one best way to define managerial competence. Possibly

the worst way is to define it in terms of a single supervisor's ratings

obtained at a single point in time. A better way to do it would be in

terms of several supervisor's ratings across a number of occasions over

many years. An even better way would be in terms of peer ratings ratings by

people at the same level. Another useful way to evaluate managerial

performance is by asking subordinates to comment on their supervisor's

performance. You can probably guess that in general, manager's are largely

evaluated (if they are evaluated) by their supervisor's and that the

evaluation is usually rather casual and intuitive.

Consequently, the study of managerial effectiveness is largely the

study of the correlates of casual and intuitive supervisor's ratings.

Nonetheless, and despite the protestations of the behaviorists, those

studies converge, and show the same general themes. And what do they show?

One of the best of such studies was conducted at Standard Oil af New

Jersey after World War II, where 443 managers were tested with cognitive



tests, personality tests, and biodata questionnaires. Managerial

performance was a composite score based on ratings over a career. The

research uncovered a syndrome called general potential for management and

this correlated nicely with performance. The syndrome involved being

forceful, dominant, assertive, confident, and actively taking advantage of

leadership opportunities. And that is the standard finding.

So for example, Ghiselli studied 4 groups of managers (N=152),

nominated for "supervisor ability", with a personality measure. He reports

large correlations between his measure and rated performance, and that

performance was related to being bright, initiating, self-assured,

decisive, achievement-oriented, and unconcerned with job security.

Finally, Jon Bentz, former head of personnel research at Sears,

summarized 30 years of managerial research as follows. Supervisor's

ratings of managerial performance at Sears was correlated with being

persuasive, socially assured, ambitious for leadership positions,

energetic, bright, and having "heightened personal concern for status,

power, and money."

There are two points that I would like to emphasize. First, are the

characteristics I just listed (self-confidence, assertiveness, ambition,

and energy) reliably associated with being a highly rated manager? The

answer is "yes". Second, is there more to managerial effectiveness than

being self-confident, assertive, etc? The answer is, "Mais certainment",

as we say in Tulsa. There is something not very inspiring or even

interesting about learning that a particular set of characteristics are

reliably associated with managerial performance. It is an empirical fact,

and that fact is bad news for behaviorists; nonetheless, these seem to be

necessary but insufficient characteristics.

1
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What I have in mind when I say that these characteristics are

necessary but insufficient is the fact that, within the total population of

people who are managers and who, therefore, are energetic, ambitious,

persuasive, and so on, there are a surprising number of people who are

incompetent managers. Consider the following: survey research since 1965

reveals a consistent and disturbing trend. Beginning with Hertzberg's

(1966) research on worker motivation and hygiene factors, in study after

study, across organization, occupation, geographical location, and time

period, a substantial number of workers express stroni dissatisfaction with

their supervisors. Typically between 60% and 75% of the workers surveyed

(regardless of when or where the survey is conducted, or the occupational

group that is studied), report that the worst or the most stressful aspect

of their job is their immediate supervisor. Furthermore, virtually every

employed adult reports that he or she had to spend considerable time

(years) working for an "intolerable" boss.

The following are some examples that just happened to be on my desk as

I wrote this (but there is a nearly endless supply of such examples).

Newsweek on 25 April, 1988 had a feature article entitled "Stress on the

Job". Based on a variety of surveys and research studies, the article

argues that: (1) stress in the workplace is widespread; (2) in terms of law

suits, worker compensation claims, lost time and work slow downs, this

stress will, in the near future, amount to $18 billion dollars a year in

costs to American business, industry, and government; and (3) the principal

cause of this stress is a "tyrannical boss". The New Yor!/. Times on June

14, 1988 reports the results of a nation wide Louis Harris poll. The poll

concerned the mismatch in the perceptions of workers and their supervisors

regarding the supervisors' performance. These were quite interesting; 77%



of office workers said it was very important that they be given a lot of

freedom to decide how to do their work, but only 37% of the executives

believed workers thought this was important. On another point, 89% of the

employees thought that it was important for management to be ethical in

dealing "with employees and the community" but only 41% said this was

actually true of their present employers.

My consulting experience and my reading the trade journals suggests

that 25% of private school heads turn over each year, 25% of college and

university presidents turn over each year, and about 30% of hospital CEOs

turnover each year. In the latter case, the executive search firms (who

profit from the turnover) report that "most of the CEOs who leave their

jobs are terminated, or forced to resign, or quit before they are fired."

I would like to propose, based on the foregoing, that the base rate

for managerial incompetence in the United States is somewhere between 60%

and 75%. Thus 6 or 7 out of every 10 managers have significant

shortcomings as managers, shortcomings that suggest that they may

ultimately fail on the job.

I am not interested in the precise figure for the base rate of

managerial incompetence. I only propose 60-75% as an opening bid.

Whatever the actual figure may be, it will be a good bit higher than it

needs to be. What I want to do next is offer some suggestions regarding

the reasons for this level of managerial ineptitude. One reason comes

immediately to mind-- because it is based on personal experience. People

are, for the most part, simply thrust into managerial positions without any

significant training. The best technical person in the shop or department

is promoted to supervisor. Our business schools and military academies



provide no significant leadership training. In most cases people find

themselves in supervisory jobs with no prior trainingat which point they

have' to fall back on personal experience and the resources of the culture

for guidance. This amounts to old John Wayne, Clark Gable, and Clint

Eastwood movies. And once on the job they are given little systematic

feedback regarding their performance as a supervisor so that the on-the-job

learning process is inefficient if not actually non-existent.

Fortunately, we have more to go on in the analysis of managerial

incompetence than my personal speculations. Specifically, Jon Bentz has

published his observations regarding the causes of managerial failure at

Sears, and Michael Lombardo and his associates at the Center for Creative

Leadership have published a perceptive study of managerial derailment in

another large organization. Their conclusion is that incompetence is a

function of the absence of certain qualities and the presence of certain

others. After taking certain liberties with their basic findings, I would

like to propose five (5) generic problem sources. Two relate to

insufficiencies, three relate to the presence of something that shoulu be

absent. I will only mention the first two because I want to spend more

time on the last three.

The first generic cause of managerial incompetence is an inability to

learn from experience. This is an important problem and, as such, we know

little about it. The second generic care is an inability to think

strategically, to plan ahead, to prioritize, or to use resources

efficiently. Again, we know little about this in a systematic or formal

way.

The foregoing insufficiencies concern cognitive variables. The final

three sources of managerial incompetence are rooted in the dynamics of



personality. I have in mind here three types of people, all of whom have

the personality characteristics that typify managers and who, therefore,

are readily chosen for managerial positions--because they interview well.

The model for the first poisonous character is Kim Philby, who joined

British Intelligence in the late 1930's, who had a brilliant career in that

organization, who was by the mid-19501s head of the Russian desk and in

charge of relations with the CIA, who lived in Washington and had access to

the most sensitive part of Anglo-American intelligence as it applied to the

Soviet Union, and who was also a Russian spy. He was brilliant, charming,

accomplished, effective, and a traitor. What sort of person is this?

First, he had all the requisite characteristics of a manager--he was

bright, self-confident, persuasive, etc. He was, in fact, an unusually

talented manager. He also had a complex philosophical rationale for his

treachery--it concerned the war against fascism that so preoccupied

intellectuals in the 1930s. He also had, in crude terms, a personality

disorder, which I would describe as paranoid/passive aggressive: this

includes a complex and screwy world view, deep seated feelings of

resentment, a generalized desire for revenge, and great caution about

avoiding overt confrontation. What data do I have to support this

assertion? My colleague Warren Jones has been working for about 2 years on

an inventory of personality disorders, a psychometrically adequate

alternative to Millon's test. The inventory contains scales for Paranoid

and Passive-Aggressive tendencies, but these are categories that were

designed by a committee rather tha- psychometric entities. Between those

two scales is a coherent scale that Jones calls Resentment. He did a study

of interpersonal betrayal, asking people if they had ever been betrayed,

and if they had ever betrayed another. This produced some astonishing
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admissions and confessions. The point, however, is that scores on the

Resentment scale (which is common to the scales for Paranoid and Passive

Aggressive) strongly predicted events of actual betrayal. This is the

first type of flawed managers--charming, talented, ingratiating, quietly

gathering negative information about you and your associates and feeding

this information to people who don't wish you well.

The second and third type of flawed managers are psychological Siamese

twins: both are charming, overtly self-confident, and managerial in

appearance, both have, beneath the overt poise and social self-confidence,

a hollow core, a reservoir of private insecurity. They differ largely in

terms of how they deal with the insecurity. My colleague Robert Raskin

calls this the two path model of self-esteem regulation.

The first of these--the second type of flawed manager--is called a

High Likeability Floater. These people manage self-esteem by conforming

very carefully to the demands of their social environment. Lyndon

Johnson's notion that you have to go along to get along is their motto.

These people are exceedingly pleasant, congenial, cordial, and attractive.

They make wonderful colleagues and charming dinner companions. They are

supportive and understanding, they facilitate meetings, and they never

complain, argue, or criticize. Because they are so well liked, and because

they are such loyeists, they rise steadily in organizations. But they

accomplish little along the way because they have no agenda, they stand fcr

nothing, they have no point of view, and they rarely take stands on

important issues. George Bush may be an example of this--loyal, kindly,

affable, a genuinely nice man but who knows what he stands for?

Sooner or later it becomes obvious that these people won't confront

non-productive subordinates, that they won't push for an agenda, that they



are charming floaters whose subordinates are characterized by high morale

and low productivity. Despite their nonperformance, they are exceptionally

difficult to fire because they have no enemies; they do have lots of

friends, however, who will be angry if you fire poor old George. The

presumption will be that you did it for political reasons. The

consequences of this is that the arteries of large organizations are

clogged by congenial, cautious, conforming mid-level managers.

The final category of managerial incompetence is the Narcissist.

Narcissism is a clinical syndrome that includes exhibitionism, feelings of

entitlement (which means that one deserves special privileges and one need

not follow the rules that apply to ordinary mortals), egocentrism and

indifference to the feelings of others (because they are pawns, extensions

of one's own sense of agency). Lyndon Johnson seems to have been an

example of this type, a person who compensates for his or her hollow core

by being assertively self-confident. Our research shows a steady and

surprisingly large relationship between measures of narcissism and

conventional measures of leadership and managerial potential.

Robert Raskin has developed the best known modern measure of

narcissism, the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI). Research with

the NPI illuminates the scary features of this syndrome. Consider these

four points. First, the following are typical NPI items. In reading them,

ask yourself what kind of person would endorse them in the keyed direction:

"I have a natural talent for influencing people" (1), "I am a born leader"

(T), "I expect a great deal from other people" (T), "I can read people like

a book" (T). Second, the Dominance scale of the California Psychological

Inventory (CPI) is one of the best, if not the best measure of leadership
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and managerial potential ever developed. The scale is conceptualized in

prosocial terms. Nonetheless, in several samples, the correlation between

CPI Dominance and Raskin's NPI is above .70. Third, Raskin and Novacek

(1988) report that the following MMPI items have the highest correlations

in the MMPI item pool with the NPI: "I am entirely self-confident", "I am

an important person", and "In a group I would not be embarrassed to be

called upon to start a discussion or give an opinion about something I know

well". Fourth, persons with high scores on the NPI are described by others

who know them well as follows: highly energetic, extraverted,

self-confident, competitive, achievement oriented, aggressive,

exhibitionistic, manipulative, egotistical, and self-seeking. The point is

that conventional indicators of managerial potential are heavily confounded

by Narcissism, and that point needs to be acknowledged and dealt with.

Five features of the narcissists' cognitive style are noteworthy.

First, it is very hard to give them suggestions or recommendations; to

accept the suggestions of a subordinate, in particular, is a sign of
mb

weakness. In addition, they are so self-confident that they don't believe

others have anything worthwhile to contribute in any case. Second,

narcissist tend to take more credit for success than is their due. Third,

they are 'biased to avoid taking responsibility for their failures--those

they will blame on their subordinates. Fourth, narcissists typically make

judgements with great conviction ("often in error but never in doubt"). As

a result, they tend to dominate group discussions and to exercise more

influence than they should ir group meetings. Finally, narcissists are

exhibitionistic and self-promotin; trey tend regularly to self-nominate

and therefore quickly move into any power vacuum.
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Narcissists are motivated primarily by a need for recognition and

less motivated by a need for achievement. They are particularly good at

ingratiating themselves with their superiors; at the same time they exploit

their subordinates who are, after all, merely tools to be used by the

narcissist in his or her pursuit of recognition.

In --.1ealing with their subordinates, the crucial feature of narcissism

is exploitation. Overtly the narcissist may be gracious and civil--to the

point, even, of distraction--but the civility is part of the act and has

nothing to do with the recipient. On the other hand, the narcissist may be

rude and abrasive--especially if he or she is from the northeast. Either

way, civil or abusive, the subordinate is an object to be manipulated in

the nart.istst pursuit of recognition.

Let me conclude by restating four key points. First, the behaviorist

model of management is wrong; there is a set of distinctive characteristics

that typify managers regardless of thci type of organization. Second, these

characteristics are necessary but insufficient precursors of managerial

competence. Third, within the group of confident, charming, assertive, and

perstasive people who fill the ranks of management are three subtypes, each

of whom has a lot of upward mobility, potential to do some damage, and

potential ultimately to derail. Finally, these people typically do well in

interviews, assessment centers, and other beauty contests that are used to

find high level managers. The lesson for assessment specialists is to

begin thinking about screening for subtle (not overt) flaws of

personality and character located behind the facade of confidence and

charm.
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Presidential Address:
Employment Testinal_A Pu41 ig Sector Viewpoint*

by Joel P. Wiesen, Ph.D.

At our last conference, WRIPAC sponsored a presentation by Dean
Gifford who was then Chair of the National Commission on Testing and
Public Policy. That presentation created considerable discussion at
the conference. :PMAAC decided to offer to assist the Commission in
its information gathering. This fit with the Commission's plan to
solicit papers as part of a three year study of the role of testing.
We offered to provide two papers and the Commiss.= accepted our
offer. Both of these papers will be issued shortly as IPMAAC
Monographs. One paper, entitled "Recent Innovations In Public
Sector Assessment", was prepared by Charles Sproule. My
presentation today is based on the other paper, entitled "Employment
Testing: A Public Sector Viewpoint", which I coauthored with our
immediate Past President, Nancy Abrams, and our President-elect,
Sally Mc Attee.

Legal. Political and Social Factors

Unique legal mandates and public expectations have led the
public sector to develop personnel assessment, selection and
promotion methods and systems which are unknown in the private
sector or greatly modified from private sector practices.

Specific federal, state/ and local laws and strong public
expectations combine to require extreme levels of openness, fairness
and accountability in all aspects of testing and the resulting
personnel actions. The effects of these mandates are pervasive,
beginning with public announcement of position openings, continuing
with competitive testing of all applicants and limits on discretion
in appointment and promotion decisions, and ending with appeals of
any or all of these steps. These laws and expectations greatly
circumscribe public personnel selection practices.

Public announcement of job openings often leads to large
numbers of job applicants, placing practical restrictions on the
type of examination which may be employed. Further, the number of
applicants is not known when the examination is planned, and there
may be little room to tailor the assessment process to the number or
quality of applicants, except based on past experience.

Another common feature of civil service hiring is the
requirement that all applicants be allowed to compete fairly for job
openings. Practicality is not a consideration. Thousands of
applicants may be tested for a mere handful of jot openings. Again,
since the form and content of the examination is typically announced
in advance, this can result in very costly and time consuming tests
with little additional value in terms of delivering government
services.

Together with the mandate for merit-based selection, our
practices of public announcement of examinations and open
competition on examinations explain the widespread reliance of
government jurisdictions on the machine-scored, written,
multiple-choice test for civil service examinations.

Merit selection is the cornerstone of all civil service
systems. Typically the civil service legislation requires that
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persons who are appointed be shown to be capable of performing the
primary and dominant duties of the position, and assessment is
restricted to those areas which can be measured reliably and fairly.

Omitted from the testing process are those areas which cannot
be reliably and fairly tested, including various personality
variables slip: as honesty, willingness to take risk, motivation, and
willingness to assume authority. Personality factcrs are typically
not considered amenable to reliable and valid testing, nor thought
to show demonstrable and robust relationships with job performance.
Personal attitudes and preferences are typically and similarly
omitted for two reasons. First, measures of these areas are so open
to faking and subjective evaluation that they are thought not to be
capable of fair and reliable measurement. Second, these areas may
not fit under the legal mandate to test the KSA's required to
perform the job.

The standard for appeals varies among jurisdictions, but the
orientation of the civil service appeals body is usually very down
to earth. Esoteric tests and testing theory are usually foreign to
these groups. The most respected personality tests are viewed with
suspicion.

The typical civil service appeal process makes for very
conservative testing practice. Test methods which rely on very
subjective judgment, or with very modest levels of validity
evidence, or tests unusual to the jurisdiction are usually shunned
in favor of testing methods which will be easier to defend before
the civil service appeals body.

Comparison of Selection in the Public and Private Apctors

Personnel procedures in the public sector are often compared to
those of the private sector. But let's be clear that we operate
with different goals. A civil service agency has a responsibility
to the public which goes beyond that seen in the private sector.
This responsibility goes beyond calm labor-management relations to
fair and open, as well as effective, personnel selection and
promotion.

Unlike the private sector, both the public at large and the
applicants for public sector jobs expect and demand a selection
process which is straightforward, logical, fair and open. Have you
ever heard of an unsuccessful private sector applicant demanding a
hearing before the company president to see if sound, fair hiring
practices were followed? The public sector is legally mandated to
adhere to the highest standards in selection and promotion; the
private sector does so whenever possible and practical.

A second difference concerns locus of power. There is no one
person who heads the governm3nt; rather there is a planned division
of power. At the state level, the legislature mandates and funds
the civil service hiring program. The governor then carries out
this mandate as he/she sees fit, often embellishing on or ignoring
portions of the mandate. The courts have responsibility for the
final review of the testing and hiring actions of the governor (and
his or her appointees and the employees in the executive branch).

Due to this division of power, it is quite difficult to effect
change in the public sector. Even if a jurisdiction wishes merely
to pilot test a new approach to personnel selection, it is probably
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necessary both to suspend some departmental rules and regulations on
civil service hiring and to get specific permission from the
legislature. Substantive change in civil service law probably
entails a full-blown political process, involving public hearing and
legislative hearing and action. And in the process of lawmaking,
logic and scientific merit are not the only relevant factors; many
diverse political and social interests must be recognized. This
often makes change very slow* no matter how sensible and practical
the change appears to the civil service agency.

Constraints On The Use Of Testing Methods In The Public Sector

Because of the unique perspectives of the public sector, there
are special constraints on the feasibility of various types of tests
and the use of those tests. Applicants are usually able to question
or appeal the testing process and employers must be able to explain
why a particular type of test was used and how it was scored.
Public sector employers are concerned that applicants accept the
testing process. In addition, applicants expect to be treated
fairly and equitably and expect that their rights to privacy will be
respected by public employers.

Areas of Greatest Need for Psychometric Research

There are two topics which stand out from all others as being
in crying need for reevaluation and progress. These are measuring
the affective domain, and selecting supervisory and management
personnel.

Measurement of the Affectlye Domajin

As mentioned before, tests used in the public sector for
personnel selection and promotion generally are cognitive in nature.
They test the knowledges, skills and abilities needed to perform
various jobs. Rarely do tests attempt to measure the affective
domain which is concerned with personality or emotions. The
affective domain might even encompass a person's social or political
orientation. There is a great need for research on innovative
measurement techniques which both assess the affective domain and
meet the special concerns of testing in the public sector.

If we assume that the findings of validity generalization
studies are correct* then cognitive tests provide us with valuable
information about a candidate's likelihood of success on a job.
These studies also indicate that cognitive tests show only part of
the picture; a major portion of the factors which lead to job
success are not measured by cognitive tests.

In discussions with managers and supervisors concerning what
makes for a successful employee and what factors differentiate the
most successful from others, the factors cited include both
cognitive and personality. Personality traits such as reliability,
dependability/ conscientiousness, ability to get along with others/
ability to work as part of a team, incerest in the work,
self-motivation and willingness to work extra hours when necessary
are often cited by managers when discussing job success in a wide
variety of jobs. We must find ways to measure these areas in a
fair, reliable, valid and practical fashion.
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There is another reason why tests measuring the affective
domain are desirable. Cognitive tests tend to have an adverse
impact against some minority group members. Tests measuring the
affective domain/ to the ext.ant that there is sound research on
this, seem to have little adverse impact.

Measurement of the affective domain in the public sector is
particularl7 difficult because employers must justify use and
scoring of tests. Tests measuring the affective domain appear to
applicants to be scored subjectively, without a clear right or wrong
answer, and easily faked. For non-cognitive tests to be usable in
the pa:Inc sector, these concerns need to be addressed. Creative
new measurement ideas are needed to fill an important void. If
developed and thoroughly researched, measures of the affective
domain could address some of the most significant areas of concern
for public personnel assessment, namely an increase in validity and
a reduction in adverse impact on minority group members. This
research is a difficult but necessary undertaking.

pplecting Supervisory and Management Personnel

Many jurisdictions use civil service examinations to help
decide whom to promote to supervisory and management positions.
This is particularly true for promotion in the police and fire
services. The tests used for this purpose range from written tests
of supervisory and subject natter knowledges, to oral examinations,
to evaluations of training and experience, to practical exercises
and assessment centers of various composition. Despite over 50
years of research and development in personnel selection methods,
there is a mere handful'of criterion-related validity studies of
tests to select supervisory and management personnel in the public
sector.

The public sector needs a method of selecting and promoting
supervisory and managerial employees that is practical,
commonsensical, fair, reliable and demonstrably valid, based on
criterion-related as well as content validi4 studies. Current
methods assess diverse areas using &verse tests. Job knowledge
tests are sometimes criticized as not cering all aspects of the
job (i.e., ignoring the application of knowledges !!hich are measured
in the abstract). Traditional training and experience avaluations
are criticized for giving undue credit to education, or not being
able to differentiate between levels or cvality cf past job
performance. Personnel performanco. evaluation systems are often
short-lived and riddled with faults. Acsessment centers are an art
rather than a science. Methods abouAd, critericn-related validity
studies do not.

Let us look briefly at the dilemma vc. selection of supervisory
and managerial personnel.

Unique factors in selection for supervisory and managen!al_jobs

There are at least two reasons why promotion or sPlect4nn for
supervisory and manager'al jobs is different from selection f.nr
other jobs. First is the change in the natvre of the skills Leaded
and the related difficulty in not promoting the "best worker". In a
typical promotional setting, say from a Junior to a Senior Computer
Programmer, the person with the best programming skills is the
logical choice for promotion. But for promotion to a supervisory
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position, it may be that a person other than the best programmer
should be chosen. This may not sit well with the Junior Programmers
and is one source of difficulty. Second, and more important, is the
difficulty we have in describing and measuring the skills which are
needed in the supervisory or managerial job.

There is little consensus on the KSAP's which are required to
perform supervisory and managerial jobs. This is surely due, in
large part, to the multiple ways such jobs can be successfully
approached indicating that there may be more than one set of 'OAP's
which qualifies one to perform such jobs. It is also partly due to
the role leadership plays in these types of jobs and the lack of
agreement in the scholarly literature on theories and methods of
leadership. For example, one viewpoint suggests, with some
empirical support, that policies rules, employee motivation and
professionalism, and other organizational and individual attributes
may serve as substitutes for leadership. Further, even if there
were agreement as to the determinants of success as a leader in one
type of organization, such agreement might not hold for other types
of organizations. For example, it may well be that civilian police
departments are qualitatively different from the military. For
example, unlike the military, the entry-level police officer has the
greatest latitude in carrying out orders. And both police
organizations and the military may be qualitatively different from
an organization like AT&T. It is intuitively likely that ESAP's
which underlie success as a leader in AT&T, in a sales organization,
in a manufacturing organization, and in a police department do not
overlap completely.

The leadership literature is constantly advancing. The Ohio
State studies identified two major, independent factors of
leadership, consideration and structure; one focused on people as
human beings, and the other on job tasks. Recently it has been
suggested that the Ohio State research may only be valid for
supervisors in manufacturing environments and that the studies were
limited in the types of leader behaviors considered. Focus of much
research now has shifted to transformational aspects of leadership
considering how and under what circumstances a leader changes,
rather than satisfies, the motivational characteristics of the
employees.

There are a number of well supported theories which deal with
aspects of leadership, such as reinforcement theory, equity theory,
goal setting and decision making. However, the integration of these
theories into one verifiable, comprehensive theory has not yet been
accomplished. So the proper approach for a leader to use in any
situation is a matter without firm empirical guidance.

Further, there is little agreement on what variables of the
leader and the situation affect each other, despite considerable
agreement that there is some interaction. This matter is further
complicated by the absence of a standard technology for describing
differences between supervisory or management job levels and
assignments, the differences between organizational structures and
organizational leadership styles, and the implications of these
differences for personnel selection.

There are few reports of criterion-related validity stuuies for
the selection of public sector supervisors or managers in the
general (journal or textbook) literature. I know of three
criterion- related validation studies which have been published as
technical reports. One such study was conduced by the U.S. O.P.M.
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which reported the development of a generic test for the ranking of
applicants for trades and labor supervisory jobs. The test covers
31 areas such as:
1. Interest and ability in applying up-to-date job practices
2. Learning and reasoning
3. Flexibility
4. Knowledge of the job as required for a supervisor
5. Checking on work progress
6. Getting information from employees and acting (xi it
7. Helping employees with personal problems

McCann Associates completed two studies a while ago providing
criterion-related validation evidence for two multiple-choice, job
knowledge promotional tests for the police and fire services.

Approaches to selecting supervisors and managers

There is a plethora of approaches to selecting people for
supervisory and management jobs. one text summarizes validity
evidence for measures such as: cognitive ability tests (e.g., verbal
reasoning and mathematical ability), objective (written) personality
and interest measures, projective techniques, biodata, peer
assessment and business games, among other methods. I will consider
briefly one of the more popular assessment approaches, the
assessment center.

Despite considerable logical appeal and anecdotal evidence, and
a few major criterion-related validation studies, there are several
reasons why the assessment center method is not yet a solution to
the dilemma of selecting supervisors and managers.

First, the assessment center method includes measurement
techniques which are too diverse to be validated or otherwise
treated as one selection instrument (or perhaps not even as one
method). The variation in assessment centers is at least as great
as the variation in multiple-choice tests. For example, the classic
AT&T assessment center lasted three and one-half days, included at
least nine types of measures (paper and pencil tests, in-basket
tests, projective personality tests, clinical interviews with
psychologists, group problems, leaderless group discussion, a
personal history questionnaire, an autobiographical essay and a self
description essay), and rated some two dozen areas (e.g.,
organization and planning, decision making, creativity, human
relations skills, personal impact, behavioral flexibility, tolerance
of uncertainty, resistance to stress, scholastic aptitude, range of
interest). In comparison, an assessment center for promotion to
police sergeant or lieutenant may last a few hours and consist of an
o-al presentation, a leaderless group discission and an in-basket
exercise.

Second, there is very considerable variation in what dimensions
or areas are targeted for measurement by a given assessment center.
These may range in number from half dozen to a dozen (or even two
dozen) areas. The areas measured from assessment center to
assessment center also vary widely in name and definition. The
areas measured do not seem to be defensible as pure psychological
constructs. This is particularly troublesome if we must meet the
standards for construct validation which appear in the Uniform
Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures.

Third, to the extent that personality measures of various
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types, and projective personality tests in particulex, are included
in an assessment center, the practical nature of the civil service
examination mandated for some jurisdictions is compromised.
Further, the acceptance by applicants may be problematic. (Imagine
answering an appeal by telling an applicant that on the Thematic
Apperception Test he/she told a story about failurs which was not
given as much credit as another person's story about stmcess.) /

Fourth, it is not clear what assessment centers measure.
Originally they attempted to measure the requisite ESAP's. However,
over the past few years it has been noted that the ratings of
different areas within a given assessment exercise are more highly
correlated than the several measures of one KSAF derived from
different exercises. Thus, the assessment center ratings may be
exercise specific rather than reflective of underlying KSAF's.

Fifth, some researchers nave suggested that assessment centers
do not measure the ability to perform on the job so much as capture
the organization's policy for promotion. A further criticism is
that in capturing an unfair promotion policy the assessment center
may be unfair in its ratings.

Sixth, there is a considerable debate as to whether a final
overall consensus is better than a statistical combination of scores
from individual exercises. I understand that the recently revised
guidelines for assessment centers now reflects, in part, the growing
body of literature which shows that statistical prediction is equal
to or better than judgmental prediction.

At worst, assessment center methodology is expensive and
bewildering in its complexities, and the results are suspect. At
best, assessment center methodology is the most fair and valid
approach to supervisory and management selection. Unfortunately,
with the current level of scientific knowledge and with the current
technology, we can not say where the assessment center method falls
between these two extremes.

Need for a technology of selection of managers

The public sector has an immediate need for an agreed-upon
technology of selection of supervisory and management personnel.
The method must meet the usual psychometric/social/legal
requirements of reliability, validity, utility, legality/fairness,
and ease of use. Of course, it must reflect public policy as
determined by the lawmaking bodies of the country, such as lowest
possible adverse impact, defensibility under the guAgglines and
related state and Federal EEO laws, rules and regulations. It must
be capable of secure use, offering no applicant an unfair advantage,
either in reality or in perception. It must also be intuitively
considered valid by applicants and other interested parties (e.g.,
news media), and be capable of objective scoring. Finally it must
meet the requirement of many civil service jurisdictions that the
test be practical in character and deal, insofar as possible, with
the actual duties of the position.

The existing literature in this area does not meet this ideal
for two reasons: First, leadership and supervision are not fully
understood constructs, or sets of constructs, and, second, the field
has not yet agreed upon common definitions for the germane areas to
measure, nor which tests or types of tests to use to best measure
them.
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Despite this lack of scientific clarity, personnel assessment
professionals in merit systems are continually being asked and even
required to develop sound and defensible procedures for promoting or
selecting people for supervisory positions and to do so without
unnecessary expense.

I would like to see an integration of the literature which
results in a virtual tectInology, or authoritative guidebook, to
practice which deals with such topics as:
- the definition of areas to assess, and the degree of and the need

(if any) for factorial purity of such areas.
- the relative weight to be given job knowledge, general cognitive

ability, supervisory/leadership skills, interpersonal skills and
personality variables.

- whether and how the weights given to the various components should
vary with the nature of the job.

- which job requirements can or cannot be reasonably expected to be
learned on the job (e.g., job knowledge, general cognitive
ability, supervisory/leadership skills, interpersonal skills,
personality variables).

- the relative merits of situation-specific test questions as
compared to general or pure tests of cognitive ability or problc-
solving.

- the relative merits of tests of knowledge and understanding of
principles and practices of supervision and leadership versus
other approaches to measuring these areas, such as written or
video presentation of situational questions, or simulation
exercises.

- the degree to which people can be expected to learn supervisory
Ind management skills on the job.

- the appropriate deference to be given to the management style of
the organization. (For example, should a selection process for an
autocratic organization be different from that for a participative
organization?)

- the degree to which the nature of the organization-affects the
KSAP's which are predictive of success on the job. Should the
differences between sales, service, manufacturing, and public
safety organizations affect the selection of supervisors and
managers for these organizations?

- the extent to which .grading criteria determined by groups of
subject matter experts (SME's) are consistent over time,
consistent across groups of SME's, and objectively correct?

There is a strong need for a synthesis of the scientific
literature concerning selection of supervisory and management
personnel and the development of a formal, published technology for
using that body of scientific knowledge as it now exists. Other
disciplines with fast changing bodies of knowledge develop
technologies for practice. (For example, the Center For Disease
Control recommends specific practices for handling infectious
biological materials. These in turn are adopted by hospitals across
the country.) Whatever the level of scientific knowledge, public
sector personnel selection needs to conduct personnel selection
today; we need to apply the existing body of knowledge. Nothing
less than a technology of testing is needed, based on sound
psychometric and psychological theory and research. Unfortunately,
funding for such research and development is lacking.

Call for Systematic Funding of Research and Development



In 1970, Congress passed the Intergovernmental Personnel Act
(IPA). Under IPA funding, the research components of many State and
local personnel testing aaencies were begun or grew significantly.
With the elimination of IPA funding, these functions have been
severely cut back.

With support from IPA, consortia of State and local personnel
testin agencies were founded: NEPPC, MAPAC, SERPAC, GLAC, MINSKIE,
RESPAC, and WRIPAC. In 1989, only three of the consortia, WRIPAC,
MAPAC and GLAC continue to exist.

We urged the Commission to consider calling for a restoration
of funding for the Intergovernmental Personnel Act to provide the
resour.:es needed t, continue advancement in personnel testing in the
public sector.

Conclusion

At one point public jobs were bought and sold in pubs and in
the halls of legislatures and Congress. Now most government
jurisdictions use formal merit systems to select and promote their
employees. These merit systems are the epitome of a bureaucracy:
run in accordance with numerous and relatively inflexible rules, but
treating all concerned openly, equally and fairly, if slowly.
Unfortunately, the same rules which promote equal treatment have
also become entrenched and difficult to change. At the same time as
there is extremely limited funding to promote change, there is a
very complex professional and legal literature concerning employee
assessment and selection.

To allow these government merit systems to improve involves
avercoming four common difficulties:

- poor and uncertain funding for research
- inadequate base of knowledge and technology, particularly

regarding testing the affective domain, and designing tests
to predict supervisory and managerial job performance

- inadequate training of assessment staff
- laws which constrain change

All of these can be remedied. The first three were improving
rapidly until the Congress eliminated the IPA program. We call for
a new IPA to continue that work. To begin to address the last area
of difficulty, model legislation should be developed by an
influential body to demonstrate a reasoned and legitimate degree of
flexibility in a merit selection program. Then this model
legislation should be advocated by Federal and state agencies.

If Congress passes a new IPA program, progress in personnel
selection at the state and local level will be dramatic. Much of
the foundation for such change is in place. A new IPA program would
provide the mechanism for refining and disseminating these
improvements.

Most of the Presidential Address which does not appear in this
summary may be found in a forthcoming IPMAAC Monograph of the same
title, which will be mailed to all 1PMAAC members.
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KsA Based Minimum Qualifications

Alan N. machtinger
manager of Applicant Services/Selection

Delaware State Personnel Office

INTRODXTION

Like most jurisdictions and businesses, the State of Delaware attaches minimum
qualifications to specifications describing each job title (i.e., class of
work). These minimum qualifications describe minimum entry requirements for
education, training, experience, licensure, verified clerical proficiency and,
in/rare instances, height, weight or age.

Following an extensive review, the State Personnel Office and State agencies
recognized a number of inherent and significant problems with traditional
minimum qualifications. These problems include a lack of validity and
reliability, a tendency to exaggerate minimum requirements to enhance pay
grades, the likelihood of unfairly excluding women and minorties and
difficulties in defending and explaining job requirements.

As a result, the Office transferred responsibility for minimum qualifications
development from the Classification Unit to the Selection Unit. This transfer
reinforced the importance of minimum qualifications as an employment test. In
addition, minimum qualification decisions would be totally separated (both
organizationally and temporally) from paygrade decisions. The Selection Unit
was given the mandate to (1) develop a minimum qualifications process which
would be valid, reliable, non-discriminatory, defensible and explainable and
(2) develop such minimum qualifications for all State merit classes within a
two to three year period.

KSA Based Minimum Qualifications

The Selection Unit approached minimum qualification from a classical test
development perspective. As a test, minimum qualifications must be both job
related (i.e. related to job content and successful performance on the job)
and non-discriminatory. By job related, we must be reasonably certain that
those individuals who satisfy the minimum qualifications will be able to
perform at least at a minimally acceptable level on the job. Conversely, we
must be equally certain that those individuals who do not satisfy the minimum
qualifications are highly unlikely to be minimally acceptable job performers.

Like any employment test, minimum qualifications mut be based upon a job
analysis. This procedure requires a focused job analysis to identify KSA's
which satisfy the following conditions:

1. Minimum Qualifications KSA's must be important to job Eerformance.
Only those KSA's which are absolutely essential for successful
performance should be included.

2. minimum Qualifications KsA's must be reTired at entry on the job.
KSA's which may be learned or acquired in a reasonable time frame
should not be included.
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KSA Based Minimum Qualifications
April 27, 1989
Page Two

3. Minimum Qualifications KSA's must be discernible frcmpplications
and resumes. For example, utile interperional skills may be
iwortant to job klerformance and needed at entry, there is no way a
rater can draw inferences regarding those skills from appaication
information.

In order to satisfy the Minimum Qualifications, appaicants must satisfy all of
the Minimum Qualifications KSA's. Absence of one ICSk is justification for
rejection since each KSA is important for job performance and needed at entry.

Each Minimum Qualification should be accompanied try a rating guide which
provides additional instructions for agency staff preparing announcements,
evaluating applicabions and conducting selection intervieus. Rating Guides
may include explanation of individual KSA's, definitions of terms, examples of
experiences, trainins or education that satisfy or do not satisfy particular
KSA's, descriptions of examination batteries or structured career ladders,
suggestions for announcement language or allowable selective requirements, etc.

Analysts develop KSA based minimum qualifications in the same general manner
as they would any other job analysis i.e. reviews of available job material,
meetings with subject matter experts, etc. However, in order to develop
minimum qualifications quickly and expeditiously, the, analyst goes directly to
KSA's (no task list) and lists only those KSA's which are needed at entry,
essential to job performance and discernible from applications and resumes.

The Selection Unit developed a manual, Knowledge, Skill and Ability Based
Minimum Qualifications: A Guide for Developers, to help analysts, agency
personnel professionals and subject matter experts understand the system. The
manual includes a description of the system itself, examples of KSA based
minimum qualificaticms and rating guides, documentation requirements and
discussions of development issues, such as circumstances under which degree
and licensure requirements and discussions of development issues, such as
circumstances under which degree and licensure requirement are persmissible,
incidented or insufficiently related training or experience and documentation
requirements.

At the time of this writing, (April 27, 1989), the State of Delaware had
completed more than 700 KSA Based minimum qualifications out of a total pool
of 1,200 job classes. The system has enjoyed remarkable acceptable from State
agencies and applicants. The most frequent complaint has been that we've had
to continue announcing some vacancies using traditional minimum qualifications
during the transition period.
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Research Strategies for the Development of
Physical Ability Standards

Os= Spur lin Ph.D., T.L. Doolittle Ph.D., Barton Daniel M.S.

ERGOMETRICS and Applied Personnel Research Inc.

Abstract

Our research with more than 75 organizations over a ten year wiod has
demonstrated strong emptiricul su t for physical ability testing. We find high
correlations with various cri including injuries, absenteeism, and

Vnce. Discussion includes: ergonomic analysts of physical demands, test
idnatil models, and advantages of standardized exercise tests over work

samples. We also present a summary of a number of sludges on the effectiveness
of screening. We conclude that content-related tests linked to ergonomic
principals are the best available option.

0 Physical Ability and Performance

Strength and stamina are factors that are
important components of task performance.
However, it should be realized that other factors
also contribute. Learning the appropriate
technique, timing and coordination, flexibility,
perception of visual cues, and many other things
play a part in successful performance of the
tasks. Thus strength and stamina can be shown
to be absolutely necessary, but for highly skilled
or complex tasks they may not be sufficient.
Although we have observed that for most entry
level occupations, minimum strength and stamina
is much more critical than other physical abilities
such as coordination or flexibility.

The approach we are discussing is designed to
ergonomically isolate the underlying strength and
stamina components of critical job tasks. It
might be termed a work sample approach which
only samples the work (in a physiological sense)
and not the skill.

0 Appropriate Evidence of Validity

Physical job demands, such as caloric
expenditure or lifting requirements, can be
measured more prec6ely than most aptitudes or
abilities assessed in pre-employment. Therefore,
strength and stamina data from job analysis are
appropriate criteria for setting standards. In fact,
these job analysis criteria are a superior basis for
determining tests and minimum standards than
more traditional empirical validation. Cut-off
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scores can be set relative to measurable criteria
of critical task performance, rather than on the
basis of applicant or incumbent norms, which is a
more common but less desirable procedure.

The appropriate research strategy is multi-
disciplinary. While physical ability test batteries
have been developed and validated employing
empirical or work sample strategies, a superior
approach utilizes expertise in ergonomics and
work physiok)gy to defme the parameters of safe
and effective physical performance.

The research methodology is designed to
accomplish two major tasks:

To demonstrate that strength and stamina are
required for successful job performance,
and,

To determine of the acceptable levels of
strength and stamina for safe entry into the
occupation.

The first task is validation. The second is setting
a cut-off. There can be overlap. If the level of
stiength or stamina required is so tow that almost
everyone would be expected to perform
acceptably, then the test can have little utility or
validity. However, there are few industrial or
laboring jobs that require no strength or stamina.

Construct-Content

Some researchers have adopted the point of view
that validation of physical ability tests needs to
proceed on the basis of "construct validation".



Essentially construct validity is used when the
characteristic being measured is broad or
theatrical and not subject to strict defmition, i.e.
intelligence or neurodcism. Constnict validation
requites the accumulation of data indicating that
the test is related to a variety of other measures in
a way that would support the theoretical premise.

Much of the debate over whether construct
validation strategy is necessary for physical
ability measures appears to stem from concern
over minimum aateptable levels (the cutoffs).
The impact of such variables as:

learning of speciftc techniques,

alternative procedures used by men and
women,

on-the-job conditioning.

The above are cited as examples of reasons
strength tests may not be representative of actual
working requirenvnts.

However, we would point out that these variables
can be taken into account during job analysis and

'ly only affect the amount of strength or
..:a,nina required and seldom have enough impact
tA. eliminate these requirements. It is the cutoff
score and not the basic necessity of strength and
stamina which is being questioned.

We perceive that the concerns which have lead to
a debate on appropriate methodology can be
addressed by taldng an ergonomic approach to
studying critical wsks. The necessary strength
and stamina cvmponents can be effectively
isolated from learned job behaviors or skills.
Thus, the relation of test content to job content
can be directly specified.

Guidelines

Some of our experience in designing physical
ability tests might be summarized into these
guidelines :

1. The first guideline is that the specific muscle
groups employed on the job needed to be the
ones tested.

2. The second guideline is that tests should be
objective and reliable indices. Candidates
should be able to achieve their maximum
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score without significant training or
coaching.

3. The third guideline is that strength
requirements should not exceed the limits
typically recommended in ergonomics
literature. This research recommends 65-75
percent of an individual's maximum strength
capacity for occasional efforts and 15-20
percent for repetitious work.

4. The fourth guideline is that it is possible to
accurately estimate maximum dynamic
strength from repetitions requiring a sub-
maximal (and safer), effort.

5. The fifth guideline relates metabolic demand
to maximum aerobic power, where it is well
recognized that individuals cannot be
expected to perform short term efforts at
greater than 75-85 percent of maximum or
day long efforts at greater than 33-40 percent
of capacity, (Astrand and Rodahl, 1986).

6. The sixth guideline is to use standardized
exercise tests instead of work sample tests.
Some test developers view work sample tests
as inherently more valid than standardized
exercise tests. We see that standardized tests
can be related to key tasks just as accurately.
Exercise tests have other striking
advantages, including increased reliability,
safety, and generalizability.

0 Ergometrics Follow-up Studies

The following results are illustrative of the
reported success of pre-employment physical
ability screening. We recognize the
methodological problems with interpreting this
type on data. These are not experimentally
controlled comparisons.

Wood Products Industry
Results were gathered for 2 years of entry level
hires into laboring positions within lumber mills

(principally sawmills and plywood
manufacturing). There were approximately 400-

500 hires in four states. Plants that had
implemented pre-employment physical ability

screening on strength and stamina compared the
2 year averages with the year prior to

implementation of a physical performance pre-
screen. The results are shown in Table 1.



Table 1

Criteria
Tested Untested
Grow Grocv

Turnover
after 6 months
after 12 months
after 24 months

Accident Rate (Lost time accidents per year)
After 0-6 months 6.6% 33.6%
After six moiths no difference

0% 29%
0% 40.2%

13.5% 50.0%

Throughout the system, supervisors comnwnt
that those individuals tested am better fit
employees and have fewer accidents.

Paper Mill

Strength and stamina measures were used at a
large paper mill for hiring sumnwr relief
workers. Test implementation took place in mid
1985. Comparison of incidents of injury and
absenteeism were made with the prior two years
summer hires. The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

OK*

Untested
Group
1984
N45

Untested
Grew
1985
N42

Tested
Grow

1935
N:42

Incident rate
Lost time irijurkis

Absenteeism

Days per Year

82% 34%

3.8 1.1

0%

1.9

The 1985 group which was untested were rehires
from 1984, who were brought back on the basis
of supervisory recommendations. The 1985
group would be considered to be superior
employees on the basis of supervisory ratings.
Thus, the data in Table 2 indicates a very
dramatic decrease in the incidence of lost time
injuries in the labeled group.

0 Criterion-Related Studies

Manufacturing Plant
We performed a concurrent validity study
involving 100 workers in heavy lifting jobs
(routine lifting of 40+ pounds) in material
handling and construction jobs (Spurlin, Doolittle
1987). This was a large electronics
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manufacturing facility. In aldition to
documenting the content-mlated validity of
lifting and aerobic fitness, we obtained medical
records on each employee over the previous five
years. (There was an in-house medical facility
which dealt with all reported injuries). Of
principal interest was the total days lost per year
for injuries.

For the total sample there was a correlation of -
.30 with days lost and lifting strength, and a
correlation of -.20 with aerobic capacity. In
graphic terms we observed that almost all longer
term injuries took place in the grow that was
below average in terms of strength and stamina.

Wood Products Mills

A second st....dy involved entry-level jobs in the
wood products industry (Spurlin, Doolittle 1984).
Most jobs were material handling of light to
moderate pieces of wood on pnxluction lines.
The study involved 104 employees in two plants.
Tests included a repetitive pulling test and an
aerobic fitness test. Criteria included injuries
dicing past 2 years and we also developed a
comprehensive supervisory evaluation instrument
covering dz.:. full range of observable job
behaviors.

For the total sample, correlation of strength
(pulling) with the overall supervisory evaluation
was .31. Correlation with injuries was -.23.
These conelations were statistically significant
and in the expected direction.

In this setting we also looked at Pre-Post effects
of implementing physical ability testing, similar
to those case studies mentioned above. Prior to
physical ability testing them was a 25% of new
hires were lost due to turnovers. The incident
rate for lost time injuries was also about 25% (1
of 4 had a recorded injury per year). This rate
was higher for new hires, although separate
statistics were not available.

A follow-up of 110 employees on the job for six
months or more showed:

There were no lost time injuries of any type,
and,

There had been about 10% attition.

This type of finding underscores the validity of
these tests in very practical terms.



Lineworkers

A third study involved electrical lineworkers
(Doolittle, Spur lin, 1988). After thoroughly
establishing the relevance of a battery of strength
and stamina measures for this very physically
demanding occupation, we perfornwd a
concurrent validation study with 48 lineworkess.
Criteria included confidential supervisory
performance evaluations and los: time due to
injuries during prior five years.

The multiple cozelation of the physical fitness
battery with overall performance was .59.
Aerobic capacity correlated .19 with this
criterion, while the six individual suungth tests
used correlated significantly between .26 and .41.
Lost days due to injury was predicted with a
multiple correlation of .46. Aerobic capacity had
a significant correlation of -.19, and the six
strength tests had a range of coefficients between
-.10 and -.29 (three of which were statistically
significant).

In the lineworker study we observed that injuries
(with greater than one lost day), were almost all
associated with employees in the lower half of
the strength distribution.

Note that significant fmdings such as the above
and those reported by other researchers are even
more indicative when one considers the research
limitations resulting from:

Restriction in range of study group utilizing
current workforce.

Restriction in range of injury criteria (5-10%
of workforce account for 90% of accidents).

Inadequacies of organizational records.

Variability in job demands and exposures.

Ci Conclusion

Our experience with developing physical ability
tests over the past ten years has led us to a
conclusion (or bias), regarding appropriate
methodology.

Having had the opportunity in a number of
settings to conduct criterion-related studies, we
inescapably must conclude that it is always the
ergonomic job analysis which provides the most
compelling and useful rationale for developing
tests and setting standards. The presence of

empirical validity with supervisory ratings or
injury data, while gratifying, just does not stack
up with empirical evidence of weights lifted,
energy cost and other objective data.
Psychologists, testing specialists, and others
charged with the development of physical ability
ny.asurements should not overlook the growing
body of relevant literatuit and expertise in the
field of ergonomics.
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The Impact of Physical Standards Projects
on Internal Race and Sex Relations

Cada Swander and Oscar Spurlin, Ph.D.
Seattle, Washington

P-41 standards that are too low place emplqees, particularly women, at graft
risk of injury (often nently disablin). Prejudice touord protected zroups
increases when sta are too low. This presentation Implores implications of
Apical standards tweed on numerous studies of race and sex relations, physiail
demands, and on-the-job injuries.

Physical standards pojecti are usually well
intentitmed efforts to address sex, race,
safety, and legal ccesidentions. Ensuing
politics can be counterpmductive to
workplace in and impede good
research. prokcts must be
approached and conducted with great
sensitivity for those who am currently on the
job.

Physical Capacity and On-the-Job Injury

Workers in the lowest physical abilities
groups are a much greater risk of on-the-job

DAYS LOST
PER YEAR

injuries. n, loyees at a 10,000 worker
AT&T man kt 4P4411 g facility were tested
for aerobk capacity and lifting strength.
These test results were compared with five
years of injury data from the facility. The
results showed that employees who
averaged more than five days injury time
loss per year were all in the lower half of
the physical abilities tange. Figure 1 shows
the relation of VO2MAX (maximum oxygen
uptake, a measure of aerobic capacity) to
time loss for injury. Figure 2 shows the
relation of lifting strength to injury time
loss.

RELATION OF VO2MAX TO INJURY LOST TIME
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Figure 1. This figure graphically shows the relationship between aerobic capacity and injury
lost time (r=-.20, significant at .05 level).
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RELATION OF LIFI1NG STRENGTH TO INJURY LOST TIME

12
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Figure 2. This figure graphically shows the relationship between lifting strength and injury lost
tinx (r=-30, significant at .01 level).

Male and Female Capacities to Meet
Physical Job Demands

Lowering of standards, or hiring without
physically testin? applicants, increases risk
of on-the-job imiuties to men and women,
but particularly to women. Figure 3 on the
next page shows the distribution of tested
physical capacities, as expressed in METS,
(a measure of aerobic capacity), of large
samples of male and female job applicants
for physically demanding occupations. Alse
included in the table are MET requiretmnts
to safely perform various physically
demanding jobs. These MET requirements
are based on ergonomic job analysis.

This information clearly demonstrates that
biting without physical assessnxnt of
applicants results in increases in on-the-job
injuries, particularly for women. It is
important to note that individuals hired into
jobs that are beyond their physical capacity
are not predicted to *work themselves into

shape", a common lay belief. The
prediction is that they will be injured.

Due to population norm differences, women
hired without physical assessment into
physically demanding jobs have extremely
high injury rates (in some cases, as high as
100%). Many of these injtnies are
permanently disabling.

Integration, Harassment, and
Discrimination

In large studies of racial and sexual
harassment and discrimination in various
public organizations, we have consistently
seen hiring practices identified as a cause of
strife on the job. Generally, it will be the
first item mentioned in group discussions of
sources of human relations problems on the
job. In one study, 289 critical incidents
relating to racial or sexual harassment or
discrimination were collected;
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Female and Male Capacities to Meet Energy Demands of Jobs

Females Males

ant

AO.

1

AMID

1444114 f-114f 4-4
7.5 8.2 8.9 9.5 10.2 10.9 11.6 12.2 12.9 13.6 14.3 14.9 15.6 162 17 17.6 18.3 19 19.7

Aerobic Capacity Distributions in METS
Based on 528 female and 874 male job applicants

Figure 3. This table shows relative aerobic capacities of male and female job applicants for
physically demanding jobs. MET demands of various occupations are showing on the mph.
Manufacturing occupations generally require approximately 9 MEM; Laborers, 9-10 METS;
Sawmill greenchain 10-12 METS; Lineworker 11.5 MET'S; Firefighter 12.9 METS. The area
under the curve to the right of the occupation represents the proportion of the male and female
applicant population that can be expected to safely perform the jobs.

41 incidtnts (14% of total incidents) dealt
directly with specific criticisms of hiring
and promotional practices. In another study,
involving a survey of 231 employees -of a
public agency, there wen° significant
differences by race and sex in attitudes
about the fairness of hiring and promotional
practices, with all groups (male, female,
minority, non-minority) expressing
suspicion of prejudice toward their group.

When protected group members are hired
who do not meet physical requirements,
general prejudice toward the protected
groups noticeably increases, as reported by
protected group members interviewed. This
prejudice is difficult to reverse. Even after
years of selection by appropriate standards,
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employees int( rviewed and surveyed
indicate that they feel women and minorities
are hired by lower standards and are
therefore responsible for lower work quality,
productivity, and job safety. The stigma of
initial indiscriminate hiring, and consequent
failures, labels qualified protected group
members well into the future.

Effects of Research

In physically demanding occupations,
human safety and co-worker acceptance of
nan-traditional workforce depend on the
selection of qualified individuals. Projects
designed to measure and set appropriate
standards must be conducted with great



sensitivity toward job incumbents. The
following issues must be considered and
addressed.

Physical standards projects focus
organizational attention on emotional
topics. Factional rifts can deepen.
Those involved in conducting the
research must accept responsibility to
educate and control negative rumors.
Objectivity must be stressed.

Employees fear they may not meet new
standards. They fear results will not be
confidential. Confidentiality of testing
process and test results must be assured.
This means that locations selected for
physical testing of current employees
must be contained, with no possibility
of onloolors observing the process.

Both males and females fear that
standards will be lowered and that new
employees will not be safe work
partners. Wotrr,n fear they will be
blamed; our research indicates that this
fear is well founded. Again, those
involved in research must view that a
major element of their work is to inform
employees of the objectivity of
methodology. Recommended standanis
must be well supported by strict,
technical documentation of work
demands. It should not be left to the
protected group members to have to try
to explain the project to others.

The main gor.I for women working in
non-traditional jobs is to be assimilated.

. Any project that singles out women on
the job, even if it is for the benefit of
women in general, creates difficulty for
the women who are currently on the
job. Researchers must be sensitive to
women's concerns, preferably meeting
with them confidentially as a group.
Most concerns can be addressed, if they
are brought to light early in a project.
The women can tell the researcher what
precautions must be taken and what
education must occur.

Research Concerns

Wonxn, men, minorities and non-minorities
may have compelling reams to avoid
participating. Inflation of job demands is a
political reality, sometimes open, sormtimes
covert. The researcher should

show respect for all factions and
attempt to gain their cooperation based
on safety considerations,

attempt to get information from more
than one source,

solicit inforrnation from women on any
method variations they may use to
modify the work procedure or use
different muscle groups.

Ergonomic Considerations

When physical demands become too great
(13 METS or greater), employers are forced
to make job changes because they are unable
to fill positions. Most physically demanding
jobs are designed around the capvcities of
the adult male workforce.

The implication is that employers can and
do modify jobs to fit the existing workforce.
Some jobs can never be fully modified
because external conditions are
uncontrollable. Firefighting is a good
example. Most heavy jobs could be
modified to admit a more diverse workforce.
These modifications can be costly and may
take years to accomplish, but the result will
be greater ability to make use of the
shrinking labor pool, greater worker safety,
and increased productivity.

Recommendations to lower physical job
demands and ergonomically improve
working conditions should be an ongoing
effort of industry. However, this goal
should not be used as a reason to desist in
physical testing. Physical testing addresses
the current working conditions, improving
working safety, and preventing injuries.
Even when jobs are lightened, there will still
be those who are better able to perform the
job than others. At that time standards
should be changed to reflect new conditions.



Summary

Employees performing jobs beyond
their physical capacities are at great risk
of injury.

Due to physical size differences, if
workers are hired without benefit of
ph0.W abilities testing, women will
suffer far greater number of injuries on
the job than men.

When only physically qualified
individuals are hired, all groups have
similar, low injury rates.

When 1111 group members are
hiredwi axe not capable of perfaming
the job, seemingly inevetsible negative
attimdes regarding those potected
groups develop among employee
groups.

Projects to set physical standards can be
controversial and can cause trouble for
incumbent protected group members.

Researchers must accept responsibility
to axitrol rumors by educating the
wcwicforce with regard to merits and
methodology of physical standards
projects.

Employers should not be forced to hire
people who are physk ally incapable of
safely performing jobs.

Employers should work toward making
more jobs more accessible to a greater
percentage of the population.

Data referenced here comes from studies
conducted by Carla Swander, Oscar
Spurlin, Ph.D., T L. Doolittle, Ph. D., and
Barton N. Daniel, MS., all based in Seattle,
Washington.



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN JOB ANALYSIS RESEARCH
ADDRESS PRESENTED AT THE IPMAAC CONFERENCE

June, 1989

EDWARD L. LEVINE
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

I. FOCI OF THIS SESSION
A. Coverage of my past experience and research on job analysis.
B. Overview of selected hot issues in the job analysis domain.
C. Discussion of a small set of eminently researchable topics in

this area.
D. Participants are encouraged to raise questions and make

comments.

II. INTRODUCTION
A. Interests in, and familiarity of participants with, job

analysis.
B. What is job analysis? (Two definitions of the terms job and job

analysis.)
C. How I came to spend a major portion of my professional career in

this area.
(1) Origins of research at the State of Arizona's Personnel

Department
(1) Major aspects and outcomes of that research (Emphasis on

"macro" as opposed to "microscopic" research; follow up
studies; book on job analysis; new methods (C-JAM+B-JAM)

III. JOB ANALYSIS IS IN ITS ASCENDANCY
A. New books and chapters (e.g., Handbook of Job Analysis;

forthcoming chapter by colleagues Spector, Coovert and Brannick
to appear in International Review of Applied Psychology in
1989).

B. New Job Analysis Methods.
(1) Job Element Inventory ("People's PAQ"; devised by Cornelius

and Hakel)
(2) Threshold Traits Analysis (Lopez and colleagues; tasks,

demands and 33 traits)
(3) C-JAM (Levine, Ash and colleagues)

(a) Job related language; meets legal requirements; simple
math demands; serves more than one purpose

(b) tasks like FJA
(c) KSAO's (knowledges skills, abilities and other

personal characteristics) like Job Elements
(d) scales are drawn from literature and piloting
(e) products are rated inventory of tasks, KSAO's and

actions to take in using results

`1.4.4.0



C. New Research.
(1) Research is overwhelmingly oriented toward practice, as

opposed to theory
(2) Two basic themes in practice research

(a) R&D efforts to build new methods
(b) macro and microscopic studies comparing methods on

outcomes like interrater reliability, cost, quality of
information

(c) an exauple of a unique research project that went
beyond methods and looked at job analysis systems
(Handout 1)

(3) We need more research that is theory oriented
(4) An example of theory driven research (Handout 2)

IV. SELECTED HOT ISSUES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
A. Computerization of Job Analysis (Coovert is working on expert

systems).
B. Job Analysis of Team Tasks

(1) Question of what descriptors to use
(2) Question of compatibility among members makes specification

of ESAO's difficult.
C. Validity Generalization and Job Analysis

(1) Continuum of thought from point-for-point correspondence to
broad categorization on a variable like complexity

(2) I am for analysis of the more compzehensive type.
D. Job Analysis and Change.

(1) Is now-should be issue
(2) Add questions to standard methods regarding change.
(3) Be wary of changing nature of machines-persons interfaces

(e.g., machines mentoring people).

V. OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

g.-



HANDOUT 1

DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF "FLAGSHIP" JOB ANALYSIS SYSTEMS*

I. The Problem(s)

A. How do successful job'analysis systems function?

B. What methods are employed by such programs?

C. How are the job analysis systems evaluated?

II. The Method

A. Nine geographically dispersed organizations were carefully selected based on
their exemplary job analysis functions (banking, insurance, retailing, etc.).

B. Interviews with key personnel formed the primary method of data collection.
Records/reports were also reviewed. Visits lasted one to three days.

C. Topics covered included organization context, nature of the function (e.g.,
history, methods used), and outcomes.

III. Results

A. Functions are centralized often in a coffipensation unit.

B. Most sophisticated functions have two features -- highly structured, task
based questionnaires and an elaborate software system to analyze questionnaire
data.

C. Compensation/Job Evaluation, Job Description, Training and Staffing are

purposes most often served.

D. Tasks and worker traits are typically descriptors of choice.

E. Staff of job analysis functions are highly educated.

F. Job analysis functions are successful because they have broad base of
management support (not just top management), heavy investment of resources,
and highly trained personnel (i.e., Ph.D.'s in industrial/organizational
psychology).

Cost of programs we studied ranged from $150,000 to $4,000,000/year with a
median of $280,000.

; 4
IV. Implications

A. More work is needed on standards for job analysis and ways to evaluate job

analysis outcomes.

B. A fully integrated personnel system based on a comprehensive job analysis data
base is not feasible now. However, a multipurpose approach, designed to serve
several applications, is feasible.

C. Be prepared to spend heavily to develop a successful system.

*This study was conducted under a contract from A.T.&T. by E. L. Levine, Frank Sistrunk,

Kathryn McNutt and Sidney Gael. It is currently An_oress in the Journal of Business

and Psychology. 226188



HANDOUT 2

WHAT ARE TASK IMPORTANCE RATINGS COMPOSED OF?*

I. Research by Juan Sanchez and I had.two foci:

A. Understanding rater judgments of importance (number of cues; self insight;
configurality).

S. How should we measure task importance (holistic versus various decomposed
indicators).

II. Method

A. Four jobs drawn from two city governments (Police Officer - 5 raters; Community
Service Officer - 22 raters; Librarians - 6 raters; Engineering Technicians -
27 raters).

B. Task inventories where each task rated on time spent, difficulty, difficulty
of learning, criticality, responsibility, overall task importance.

C. Individual regression equations computed; self reported weights attached to
tasks; cumulative regression equations; indicators of task importance compared
on interrater reliability and aggregated importance judgments.

III. Results

A. Individual regressions with scales regressed on task importance showed
moderate variance accounted for; few terms used; some use of configural cues;
little self insight; expertise not related to configure] cue use; neither
universal nor job specific policies.

B. What aggregate task importance measures appear to reflect is first and
foremost task criticality and secondly difficulty of learning. Relative time
spent and other cues do not contribute.

C. Two best measures to capture aggregate task importance are: (I) composite of
criticality and difficulty of learning; (2) task difficulty X criticality
time spent. Overall ratings of task importance and relative time spent not as
good in terms of interrater agreement and aggregate task importance criteria.

IV. Implications

A. Use as many raters as possible.

B. Use criticality ratings difficulty of learning to measure task importance.

C. Replicate and extend these results, e.g., find out who best raters are.

D. Unexpected findings; individual task satisfaction and task importance ratings
are correlated at .40 (Police Officers) and .48 (Librarians). At aggregate
level task satisfaction entered regression equation ahead of difficulty
learning.

*Currently in press in the Journal of Applied Psychology.



PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE COMPOSITION OF HYPOTHETICAL SITUATIONS FOR

ORAL BOARD EXAMINATIONS

In attempting to assess qualifications such as oral communication skills,
tact and diplomacy, and judgment, an oral examination is often the selection

procedure of choice. This is, in part, because the nature of the elicited
response mirrors in some respects the response that would be provided in a job

settiog. However, it is also due to the reb3tive economy and efficiency of
the oral exam tecAnique when contrasted with more elaborate (and admin-
istratively demanding) approaches, such as job simulations and "full-blown"
assessment centers. In jurisdictions where the staff resources are limited
and/or the number of candidates eligible for examination is relatively large,
the oral examination process is often a necessary, but quite acceptable,
compromise in selection technology.

The composition of oral exam questions often involves the direct
participation of both examination analysts and subject matter experts (SMEs).
While the examination analyst may possess expertise in item writing and
considerable knowledge of the job in question, his/her joti knowledge may well
be insufficient v3 formulate valid test questions without significant input of
SMEs. Whether or not SMEs participate in question compositon, I believe there
are a number of principles underlying suchi a process to which one should

adhere.

These principles were formulated based upon my experience with the
composition of a number of exams for various county government departments
over a period of years. They are not the result of formal research or an
extensive review of techniques used by other jurisdictions. While there has
been some minor evolution in these principles over the years based upon
experience and feedback from SMEs, they remain essentially as originally
drafted.

1. The situation presented should be realistic and job-related, that is, one
that someone employed in the position might well face in the normal
performance of his/her duties.

Explanation: Situations that are far-fetched probably do not fairly and
accurately assess the abilities under study. Such questions are also likely
to be perceived by candidates as being unfair and lead to challenges to the
exam.

2. The question should be specific enough in detail such that every candidate
has the same general understanding of the situation described. The wording
of the question should include a clear indication of what moment in time the
candidate is at when he/she begins his/her response.

Explanation: Failure to do the above will lead to candidates forming
varying major perceptions and assumptions about the situation, some of which
may not be readily apparent from the responses provided to the rating panel.
This would render uniform application of the ratiag criteria difficult, if not
impossible.



Ptinciples

Page 2

3. Present all information in the same chronological order as the applicant
wtuld likely perceive it in real life. Also, avoid providing any description
of the situation after the applicant has been "placed" at the moment in time
at which he/she is expected to respond.

Explanation: Provision of any further verbage other than, "What would you
do and ipky?", detracts from the "real ttme" effect one is attempting to
provide for the candidate. Provision of the infonnation out of proper
chronological order necessitates that the applicant revise his/her mental
picture of the situation during the course of question presentation.

4. The question should yield a variety of possible acceptable responses or
approaches to the problem presented. The question should be complex enough
such that any one of several variations on a theme of a response would be
acceptable.

Explanation: Questions which yield only one or two possible acceptable
responses generally do not adequately measure jdolgment, understanding of human
behavior, tact and diplomacy, etc. AddWonally, questions which yield only a
very few specific right answers are easy to convey to and be "researched" by
succeeding candidates.

5. The question should not be structured such that provision of an acceptable
or better response is coiiiiIngent upon (or significantly aided by) knowledge
that is not quite common to all applicants who meet the minimum requinements.
With police promotional exams, for example, knowledge of procedures that would
likely be acquired only via assignment in a specialized unit should not be
essential for an acceptable response. For an exam geared to an entire rank,
e.g., Police Sergeant, the focus should be on situations a Patrol Sergeant
might face, since every candidate probably has had training and experience in
the patrol function.

Explanation: An oral exam is not a knowledge test. It is designed to
assess those abilities not well examined in a written format. Also, neither
an oral nor written exam should assess knowledge that is quickly and easily
acquired through experience on the job for which the applicants are
ccmpeting.

6. Avoid ascribing behavior to the candidate that he/she would not certainly
display in that situation. Present all the events as transpiring before the
cendidate without describing any response on his/her part.

Explanation: Otherwise, some applicants will deny that they would
perform such ascribed behavior during their response, thereby changing the
nature of the situation presented. Other applicants will not deny the
behavior but will feel awkward in responding to the question because they view
the behavior as being out of character for them. Either event would make it
difficult to fairly apply the rating criteria.

I
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Principles

Page 3

7. The question should not be so lengthy that memorization of ali elements
presented becomes a major task or otherwise interferes with the applicant
comprehending and responding to the question.

ExpLanation: The oral exam is not designed to assess the candidate's
memory.

8. The question should include only words and terms with which all candidates
who meet the minimum requirements would be expected to be familiar.

Explanation: Failure to recognize or understand one or more words could
needlessly confuse and frustrate a candidate who might otherwise provide an
outstanding response.

While adherence to all the above principles will not guarantee a valid
and universally accepted oral exam question, it should go a long way towards
achieving that goal.

Clarence Weathers
Personnel Examination Manager
Jefferson County Government
Office of Personnel Management



SUMMARY

-Basket Exam For Middle Mannement Jobs

Paper Presented by Mary Lindsay and Carole S. Wilcox
State of Michigan

Recently the Michigan Department of Civil Service was faced with a dilemma,

a classic good news, bad news situation. The good news was that the in-
.

basket/oral appraisal examination used for professional middle-level management

positions in business and administrative occupations was a sound instrument.

It was accepted and highly regarded by employing agencies. The bad news was

that at six applicants per day, it would take three years to examine the

backlog of interested, eligible applicants.

The resolution of this dilemma was the development of an inbasket-type

examination with two essential characteristics: first, a test which could be

administered to large numbers of applicants (up to 5,000 at a time) and second,

which eould be objectively and rapidly scored in order to create employment

lists in a short period of time. An original objective had been to create a

machine-seoreable in-basket. This idea was dropped when it was decided that an

effective, machine-scored instrument was not feasible.

A contract was entered into with a Michigan State University professor. This

consultant, a measurement expert who has experience with in-basket examin-

ations, conducted a thorough job analysis of middle-level management positions

in three professional occupational categories (business and administrative,

human services and engineering and scientific). The conclusion reached after

the job analysis study was that regardless of specific job categories, about

1,000 middle-level managerial classifications had sufficiently similar

- 1.



knowledges, skills, and abilities that they could be tested using the same

instrument. This allowed the replacement of six examinations using three

different examination methods (oral appraisal, paper and pencil multiple

choice tests, and education and experience ratings) with one: an in-basket

which can be scored without interviewing the applicant. The instrument was

pretested. Score reliability data were gathered. Subject matter experts were

employed in the review and refinement of the test content and in creation of

the final scoring key.

The test has been administered three times; once fcr each service group.

Scoring is completed for two groups and currently underhmy for the third.

Fifteen carefully trained professional staff persons have spent approximately

1,200 person hours (combined) in the scoring process; approximately 900 person

hours more will le required to score the third group. The final step of each

round of scoring is the standardizing of scores from the several raters. About

5,200 applicants have now taken the examination. The statistics from the first

administration have been positive in terms of reliability, discrimination, and

degree of difficulty. It is expected the results of the second and third

administrations will follow suit.



Abstract

The Testing of Writing Ability:
An Experimental Approach, the Results and Conclusions

Eleanor R. Doyle
N.Y.S. Department of Civil Service

Albany, N.Y. 12239

Background of Study

Objective testing of writing ability is the general rule in NYS
Civil Service examinations. An exception has been those for the Public
Information Specialist series, jobs for which writing is the chief task
and the material written is widely disseminated and critical to the
success.of agency projects. Several hundred candidates compete for few
appointments, at most 10-15. Questions of the cost-effectiveness of
making multiple ratings of multiple exercises for so many candidates for
such a small payoff, and nagging concern about the precision of ratings
when used to rank candidates led to our using the 1987 examination for a
study to determine if an objective test would be sufficient to identify
those with superior Teliting skills.

The objective test consisted of a 40-question Test of Written
English (TWE) and a 40-question Public Information (PI) section covering
publicity and public relations techniques. Four rubrics were included in
the TWE:-English grammar :. usage and punctuation, Editing and proofreading,
Information presentation, and Paragraph organization. Two writing samples
were required: a 300-word news release and a 150-word public service
announcement. Candidates were required to pass both parts; therefore, the
writing samples of candidates failing the multiple-choice test would not
be rated.

Results and Conclusiuns

Just over half the candidates failed the multiple-choice portion,
with the Test of Written English playing the major role. Most surprising
was that the two rubrics testing the most basic English language skills --
English grammar, usage and punctuatim and Editing and proofreading --
were the most difficult on the test, more difficult than the other two TWE
rubrics, which we consider to be testing writing skill on a higher level.
Apparently, one cannot assume that candidates meeting the minimum
qualifications of considerable journalistic experience and/or training
necessarily possess a good command of basic English. The TWE both weeded
out those wea:: in basic English skills and halved the number of writing
samples to be rated.

Correlation of writing sample scores with TWE scores, after
correction for restriction of rangelwas only .22. The correlation between
writing sample scores and the PI section was slightly higher. The highest
correlation achieved, that between total multiple-choice score and writing



sample score, was .43 after correction, significant, but far too low to
consider using the multiple-choice test alone to assess writing ability.
Obviously, the two tests were not measuring exactly the same domain.

The relatively low correlations did not surprise those of us who
participated in the rating. The TWE concentrated on standard linguistic
rules and practices, and those who passed the multiple-choice test were at
least minimally competent in this area. While we did see occasional
mistakes in sentence construction, spelling, punctuation, or grammar, the
most telling and frequent flaws in the poorer writing samples were more
likely to be lack of judgment and little sense of the requirements of the
two types of media material, of what information to include and which
elements to emphasize, or of how to appeal to the desired audience and
keep them interested throughout. Those who failed the writing sample
seemed to lack the ability to objectively read over what they had written
from the point of view of the audience and recognize what was detrimental
to the quality or purpose of the piece. Our conclusion is that for future
Public Information Specialist examinations, we.should continue to use both
the Test of Written English to test basic language skill and weed out
those lacking the fundamentals, and writing sample exercises to assess
judgment and other higher order writing skills which are so critical to
successful performance in these jobs.

The rating of the writing samples vas still costly and
time-consuming, and although we took great pains to assure inter-rater
reliability, our reservations about the precision of ratings when used to
determine ranked Civil Service lists remain. We will be using writing
samples in the future, but are considering a new approach. The multiple-
choice test would be zone-scored. Candidates passing that test would be
called back to create a *portfolio" of various writing exercises, which We
would pat rate. Instead, for each zone cutrently under consideration, we
would provide certified copies of the portfolios of all candidates in that
zone to the appointing officers to aid in their decision-making and to
allow them to choose from among the appointable candidates the ones whose
writing skills are best suited to the duties of the particular positions
to be filled. We have had some feedback that agency officials would
welcome this opportunity.

Copies of the complete paper, which also includes brief reviews of two
major College Entrance Examination Board studies on the testing of writing
ability, are available upon request.

IL)



ASSESSIM THE WRITING OF TEACHER CANDIDATES: CONNECTICUT'S METHOD OF HOLISTIC
ASSESSMENT

By contrast to the notion that direct assessment of writing

ability is the exclusive domain of stodgy, eccentric English

teachers, holistically-scored direct assessment is becoming

increasingly widespread. Direct writing assessments are

currently administered by the Educational Testing Service for

examinees ranging from high school ctudents to teacher

candidates. In addition, they are components of the General

Education Development (GED) examination as well as the Medical

College Achievement Test (MCAT) and a growing number of statewide

assessments including the writing subtest of Connecticut

Competency Examination for Prowiective Teachers (CONNCEPT).

Like the scoring method utilized for other direct writing

assessments, holistically scoring the CONNCEPT is purposely a

recursive, comprehensive process necessary to enhance the

reliability of the assessment (an area which the literature

indicates has been of some concern, but can be adequately

addressed). The process begins from the point of topic

development and includes the following:

1. Topic or prompt development based on test specifications

2. Topic review by subject matter experts

3. Topic field testing

4. Scoring of field tested writing samples by subject matter

experts called range finders and the selection of potential

training papers used for training potential holistic scorers

5. Selection and scoring of additional writing samples from

actual administrations for training of holistic scorers

6. Administration of holistic scorer training, which includes



practice scoring of pre-scored writing samples, review and

discussion of required writing samples as well as calibration

assessments and dismissal of uncalibrated scorers

7. Scoring and periodic recalibration

The foundation of holistic scoring is the evaluation of a piece

of writing based on the effective communication of a whole

message. Essential to the success of direct writing assessment

is the establishment of clear and consistent standards for

judging the writing ability of the candidates being examined.

CONNCEPT examinees are provided the following standards:

1. State and stay on topic.

2. Address all specified parts of the writing assignment.

3. Present ideas in an organized fashion.

4. Include sufficient detail and elaboration to statements.

5. Choose effective words.

6. Employ correct grammar and usage.

7. Use correct mechanics (spelling, capitalization, punctuation,

paragraph form, etc.).

The score scale utilized for holistic scoring varies, with

CONNCEPT relying on a score scale of 1 - 4, with the following

rubrics:

1 = Has very little or no control of the characteristics that the

writing of a Connecticut teache- should demonstrate.

2 = Has some control of all of the characteristics that the

writing of a Connecticut teacher should demonstrate.

Has generally strong control of all of the characteristics

that the writing of a Connecticut teacher should demonstrate.



4 7- Has virtually complete control of all of the characteristics

that the writing of a Connecticut teacher should demonstrate.

The number of readers for each writing sample varies as well,

with the CONNCEPT requiring three independent readings for each

paper. The process of assigning final scores for the CONNCEPT

writing subtest contributes significantly to scoring consistency

and low rating discrepancy:

1. If scores assigned are within one point of each other, they

are not discrepant, and therefore, the first two scores are

summed to produce a final score of 2 - 8.

2. If there is more than a one-point difference between any pair

of the three scores assigned, the paper is read by the Chief

Reader, a scorer with extensive holistic scoring experience

who also functions as a range finder and as the trainer of

potential holistic scorers.

3. Failing papers (papers with a total score of 4 or less), are

"analytically scored," that is, they are read by an

independent reader for primary areas of writing deficiency,

based on the writing standards described previously. These

areas of deficiency are included on individual score reports.

These readers have the additional responsibility of

identifying those papers they believe to be passing papers

and turning them over to the Chief Reader for final scoring.

The process noted has resulted in high inter-rater agreement,

with the percent agreement within 1 score point ranging from .92

to .97. In addition, consistently increasing pass rates over the

first four years of the CONNCEPT indicate that this method of



assessment may have contributed to an increased number of

CONNCEPT candidates with improved writing ability. Finally,

reporting areas of writing deficiency has not only assisted

remediation efforts, it has provided some insights into those

areas of writing deficiency of teacher candidates as evaluated by

incumbent teachers--the analytic scorers.

Norma Sinclair
Connecticut State Department of Education



The Bush Administration and the 101st Congress: What We Can Exmct in Aesssment
and Selection Issues

This year marks the twenty-fifth anniversacy of Title VII,

the most important and far-reaching employment dlszLiminat_on law

ever passed. In the midst of a growing civil rights movement in

the sixties, Title VII was created as recognition that minorities

(and, as Congress would later decide, women) were being kept out

of the American workplace. The statute, as it was passed and

amended, requires employers to base all employment decisions on

merit alone, not race, color, sex, religion, or national origin.

By definition then, employee assessment and selection is the

heart of Title VII. Antidiscrimination laws are about personnel

decisions.

Since the dawn of the Bush Administration there has been a

remarkable surge of legal developments which will inevitably

affect an employer's assessment and selection procedures. The

Supreme Court has made important pronouncements about employer

decision-making and affirmative action. Various bills are

pending in Congress which, if passed, will impose new obligations

and create new prohibitions on employers trying to select and

assess candidates. The new developments may further pollute the

already murky legal waters of employee selection.

This paper will attempt to clarify some of the issues by

delving into the background of the Supreme Court's treatment of

cases involving selection and assessment procedures, exploring

the impact of recent developments, and looking towar,i *he future

of personnel assessment.



A. The Watson Decision

Last summer, the Court finally resolved a conflict in the

Circuits by holding that Title VII plaintiffs may challenge

subjective employment practices under the disparate impact model.

Watson v. Fort Worth Bank and Trust, 108 S.Ct.2777 (1988). After

expanding the use of the impact theory, however, a majority of

the Court made it tougher for an employee to establish a prima

facie case of adverse impact. Some of the Justices would also

ease the employer's burden of showing a business necessity to

rebut the plaintiff's case. Some of the Justices asserted that

validation has never been required, even for standardized or

objective tests, and noted that (n employer is not required to

comply with the validation requirements of the EEOC's Uniform

Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedure to show a business

necessity.

II. Affirmative Action

Affirmative action poses complex questions for employers

wishing to voluntarily increase minority and female

representation (or those who are required to do so as federal

contractors), but who do not wish to violate prohibitions against

race-based or sex-based hiring found in Title VII and the

Constitution.

In January of 1989, a new Court decided City of Richmond v.

Croson, 57 U.S.L.W. 4132 (1989). The Court, through Justice



O'Connor, made a showing of identified past discrimination a

prerequisite to upholding a racial preference. The Court held

that a Richmond program which reserved 30 percent of its

construction contracts for minority owned or cderated businesses

was a form of reverse discrimination in violation of the equal

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Applying strict

scrutiny, the court found that the city failed to demonstrate

a compelling governmental interest justifying the Plan and that

the Plan was not narrowly tailored to remedy the effects of prior

discrimination.

III. Legislation: Trends In The 101st Congress

Many items on Congress' current agenda also have potential

impact on assessment and selection issues. Pending legislation,

including the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Family and

Medical Leave Act, and Workforce 2000 must be analyzed in light

of Watson's and Croson's lega disparate impact analysis to

subjective decision making; the merging of the heretofore

distinct allocation of burdens in the disparate treatment and

disparate impact frameworks; the ambiguous status of necessary

validation; and the uncertain scope of affirmative action.

IV. Conclusion

The movement of the courts appears to be toward more

stringent proof requirements for plaintiffs seeking to show

discrimination, and more stringent proof requirements for
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employers seeking to remedy discrimination. The legislature, on

the other hand, is endeavoring to create new causes of action for

employees and to require more aggressive affirmative action by

employers.

Assessment and selection personnel should continue to employ

validation procedures to ward off impact suits, although the

formalistic approach of the EEOCIs Guidelines may not be

necessary. Affirmative action which does not involve preferences

or quotas is an effective method of fighting underutilization

without inviting reverse discrimination challenges. Employers

considering selection preferences should carefully consider

Croson's lessons and be sure past discrimination can be borne out

with accurate, significant and relevant statistics.

Richard T. Sampson
Semmes, Bowen & Bowen



How to Screen 50,000 Applicants for 350 Jobs: A Selection
System for the Start-up of a Beverage

Manufacturing Plant

Background

A maior corporation in the food and beverage industry was starting-up the first
new plant in twelve years. From the early Planning stages of the plant. there
was an awareness that interest in employment at the facility would be extremely
high. This interest was attributed to several causes: 1) high wage rates and
excellent benefits, 2) excellent company reputation. 3) high unemployment in
tha state. and 4) a good work environment.

given the anticipated high volume of applicants, a great deal of planning and
discussion was given to how best handle the large number of applicants and
appropriately screen them. An effective screening process became even more
important given the culture that the management team was trying to instill in
the new facility. A selection system was developed 4ith the following
objectives: 1) select technically competent employees. 2) select emp1oyee5.
with the personal values which were consistent with the values developed for
the organization. 3) minimize EEO\AA liability. anr! 4) conduct the process in
such a way to minimize any negative applicamAconsumer reaction.

Description of the System

Contact with the.State Employment Commission was made early in the planning
process for the startup. The state had expressed a strong interest to assist
in the screening of the applicants.- The state and county agencies had
developed a model partnership program to enable them to provide effi:ient
services of this type to local employers. This partnership enabled them to
provide large resources to the project on a cost-effective basis.

The first step in the selection system was to accept and process application
materials from interested parties. A special project office was established to
handle all the employment activities by the state\county for the comoany.
Company representatives worked closely with state\countv employees to insure
that the company's needs were met. The importance of treating each applicant
as a valued consumer was instilled, and the county employees became valuable
ambassadors for the company. A special database was created that included only
those applicants who designated interest in this Particular company.

The special project was opened fifteen (15) months prior tc the scheduled
startup of the facility. Applicants completed the registration materials and
returned them to the special project office. Over the course of the next nine
(9) months over 50.000 applicants picked up registration materlals. At that
Point the enrollment process was terminated.

Once the applicant returned the materials. he\she was scheouled to take the
General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB). The GATB has been usea extensively by
the State Employment Services since the 1940's and has been the sublect of
extensive research and validation efforts (Bemis. 1968: Pearlman. et al. 1980).



It is a battery of tests that measures a wide range of aptitudes. These
aptitudes fall into three (3) main categories...cognitive. perceptive. and
psychomotor. The scores in these three actitude areas are then combined to
generate a composite score that indicates the person's probable success in each
of five (51 different job families.

The way the GATB scores are determined is particularly relevant. The raw
scores are converted into percentiles scores showing an individual's standing
within a particular national norm group. For minorities the scores reflect
their standing within their particular minority group. The norming of scores
in this fashion therefore, essentially eliminates any adverse impact for
minorities or bias against minorities that may be present in a test.

The applicant pool consisted of 19.592 applicants who had returned materials.
44.124 went further, and.completed the second steo,..teing the GATB test. The
role of the state at this point Was to refer candidates to the company for the
first round of interviews. For each. particular job, the applicants with the
highest score in the relevant job family was referred to the company. This
approach of using "top-down" referral.has been recommended in the Principles
fpr the Validation and Use of_Personnel Selection Procedures (Society. 1987).

By using the GATB scores.as the referral criterion, the best suited candidates
are thereby referred, and the majority of the other applicants are relected.
In this situation the GATB eliminated 87% of the applicants. Since they were
eliminated using a bias-free procedure. any potential liability resulting from
unfair selection practices was thereby reduced by 87%.

The referred candidates.were then interviewed at the soecial oroiect office by
representatives of the company. Each applicant was interviewed by a team of
two people using a structured interview developed specifically for the target
jobs. A second round of interviewing was conducted for successful applicants.
All interviewers were trained in interviewing technioues. and tne legal
ramifications of interviewing.

Successful candidates were next scheduled for a 25 hour course at a local
vocational institute. The course had a dual ourpose...to provide training to
applicants, but also to evaluate them further. The course was designed to
provide, education in the following areas: safety., duality consciousness.
industrial math. communications, problem-solving. teamwork. and group dynamics.
The key dualities that were being evaluated in the course were the applicant's
interpersonal skills and ability to function effectively in team environment.
This was the reason for the heavy weighting of the interpersonal skills
components in the course design. These comocnents were "taught" primarily
through the use of experiential group exercises. Not only is this an effective
instructional mode for interpersonal skills, but also produced a great amount
of observable behavior by the applicants which could be evaluated.

The course was conducted-over a period of several days. Alternative schedules
were designed so as to accommodate those applicants who were currently working.
Supervisors from the hiring departments attended each class session to observe
and evaluate the applicants.
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After completion of the course, all observers then met with the department
management and a representative from the Human Resources Department. The
candidates were reviewed, and employment decisions made at this point. If an
applicant was reiected. the Human Resources representative was involved in the
decision to insure that the rejection was appropriate.

During this time the applicants were also scheduled for a pre-employment
physical. This included a screening for illegal substances. Reference cnecks
were completed at this point as well.

Discussion

The selection of employees is critical for any position. The fact that this
situation was a new plant startup made this process even more critical. The
above process proved extremely effective for selection of high quality, highly
committed employees. It should be understood that the process was not readily
accepted by all of the managers. In the planning stages. there many lively
discussions regarding the merits of the various components.

The GATB was generally accepted as a legitimate component. But 'as time went
on. the GATB screened out some individuals with whom some of the hiring
managers had some direct contact. These individuals seemed to have many of the
-highly committed worker" Qualities that were desired. However. ')ey did not
exceed the cutoff for the GATB test. There was some concern that by using the
GATB that we were "throwing the baby out with the bathwater". After further
discussion, it was recognized that the GATB was not perfect for our purposes.
in that. yes. maybe it was eliminating some applicants who were highly
committed. But, on the other hand, it was well recognized that the GATB was
identifying those applicants with the greatest aptitudes for performing the
work. Even more importantly, no one could identify a better method of
cbjectively screening out 87% of the applicants and eliminating that portion of
the EEO liability.

The pre-employment training course was a second ars- of considerable
discussion. Some of the managers felt that the course imposed too much of a
burden on the applicants. The content of the course was deemed appropriate.
but there was an opinion that it did not add enough to the selection process
considering the potential adverse reaction from applicants. However, as time
went on, and candidates were eliminated based on observation in the class, it
became apparent that the class was an effective tool for doing final screening.
Some of the behaviors that appeared which applicants were eliminated for
included falling asleep in class, being excessively late. and not contributing
in the group exercises. These were all behaviors that the managers had seen as
counterproductive in the"- previous positions, and not congruent with the
management philosophy that was developing.

In summary, the selection system developed for this plant startup operated very
effectively. Although, it is too early to have objective data in the form of
turnover, discipline, or operating efficiency increases, there are other
positive indicators. The plant startedup on-time, and achieved full operating
capacity on a very aggressive-schedule. The plant has the lowest absenteeism
rate in the system. It also has the lowest grievance rate...in the first ten
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110) mcntns of operation. only 4 grievances were filed and all pf were settled
prior to arbitration. Visitors to tne plant :including corporate officers.
management from other facilities, and outside contractors) have oommented on
the quality of the workforce and the cooperation they nave received from the
employees.

UndouWedly. there a number of factors that are attributable to the sucoess of
this particular facility. But it must be understood that one of the key
building blocks in this success story is the selection of the rignt people.
Tte careful selection of the people with the right values to be able to operate
effectively in this environment surely had a critical impact. One simply has
to ask nimself...is it worth the risk pot to go to these lengths to select the
right people?...when each person is worth a minimum of $1.25 million?
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Tile/X.940i nimmaopmemt and ImEdementation of a Computerized Applicant
Tracking System

The Recruitment & Selection section of the Palm Beach County
Department of Employee Relations & Personnel needed an automated
applicant tracking system. A total Hunan Resource Management
Information System (HRIS) total system was needed in the department
but in FY 1986/87, a budget had not been approved to design/
develop and implement a total system. This paper is a case study
on the design, development and implementation of a computerized
applicant tracking system for the recruitment and selection
functions in the personnel department.

Operating under annual MBO's results-oriented management was
implicit and achievement of effective performance in the various
Recruitment & Selection programs; production cf credible
information documenting the key dimensions of program performance
and results; and communication of program perfermance and results
to policy levels in the organization was being more carefully
monitored (Wholey,1983).

Further, Palm Beach County is the third fastest growing county
in the United States. Each year approximately 2.50 new positions
have been added to the personnel compliment and an average of 600-
700 vacant positions have been advertised. Each year 2-3000 more
applications were received and processing this large number of
applications using an antiquated Lanier word processing machine
became more inefficient. This was occurring simultaneous to hiring
and building a team of personnel professionals in the areas of
recruitment, application screening, testing, and assessment.

Additionally, the manual system prevented staff from obtaining
accurate and up to date information (Kaufman, 1973). An increase
in the volume of applicant data generation resulted in a decrease
in prompt customer service. One of the more significant criticisms
made about the Recruitment & Selection section was; 1) lengthy time
involved in referring applicants. Mien data was collected to
respond to inquiries regarding turn around time frames, status of
vacancies, reasons an applicant was not referred or selected, it
took hours to collect and prepare the information verbally or in
report form.
Additional and more global problems also existed similar to those
identified in Darany's (1984) article, "Computer Applications to
Personnel (Releasing the Genie - Harnessing the.Dragon)."

As a result of the aforementioned, the task of computerizing
the section became the major MBO for FY 1986/87. Five categories
of information were reviewed; the internal operation, external
Events (political issues, site visits etc.), ideas, trends on
HRISs, and pressures (Mintzberg, 1973).

The manager of the section served as an implementor and
project manager to initiate much of the controlled change that
would occur in the organization. A written action plan that listed
all the key tasks was established. The plan included; 1) target
dates; 2) breaking the project into manageable chunks; 3)
identifying the sequence of steps that were involved; 4)
establishing the major milestones; and 5) securing participation
from staff (Meyer, 1986).

Survey research was conducted. In total, nine agencies
contacted throughout the United States were able to provide
pertinent information. Four canned packages were also reviewed and
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demonstrated, but were eliminated because they were designed as
total systems incorporating areas within the department the
Recruitment & Selection section was not directly involved with.

It was determined that an external consultant would be hired
to write the program from scratch. The earliest decision made was
not to rely on in-house MIS technical staff because staff within
this department was limited. Usable dBase III+ software was
already installed on the personal computer within the section and
could be used to develop the applicant tracking system.
Additionally, the time required to develop the software in-house
would take a minimum of two years which would further delay
automation.

The deciding factors used to select an external consultant
were; 1) the consultant was from within the state and would be
Available for on site visits; 2) work could be completed in the
time requested; 3) training would be provided; and 4)
adOtions/modifications would be done at a fee affordable to Palm
Beach County.and within the required time period (Darany,1984).

During the initial data.collection process several mistakes
were made; 1) "being all-things to all people" -occurred; 2) data
that would 'have been nice to have were eliminated because of.the
additional work that, would be required of one data processing
clerk; 3) promises of force and time reductions did not occur
immediately; 4) training required for clerical and professional
.staff was more than was originally expected; 5) the old system was
used longer than was .originally anticipated; 6) forms for data
input had not been perfected and; 7) Initially two data entry
clerks were not budgeted. Another error that occurred was
underestimating budget requirements for the initial system and not
realizing that _modifications would be. required so soon. As a
result, implementation of .the system was delayed until additional
equipmentAnd supplies were ordered in FY 87/88.

The first version of the new system called C.A.P.T.R.A.C.K.S.
(computerized applicant tracking system) was actually completed in
December 1987 but wasn't fully operational until February 1988.
The system is now undergoing its third version.

The system is comprised of 2 Compaq Desk Pro 386
microcomputers, 2 surge protectors, 2 Nee PS Pinwriter printers,2 IOMEGA Bernoulli removable disc dual 20/20 meg drives with
bootable option cards, 6 bernoulli 20.megabyte removable diskettes,
1 Scan-tron 1300 OMR Data Entry Terminal and 250 Auto Sheet Feeder,2 printer connectors (parallel and serial) with 1.2 meg floppy
drives, and 1 data transfer switchbox (see Figure 1 for system
configuration).

The original design of the system included two separate butrelated menu-driven sections each operating on separate
microcomputer equipment.

The "Applicant Processing" section (original and present
system) contains biographical information on each applicant allows;
1) input, maintenance and display of information from employment
applications; 2) input, maintenance and display of job spec codes,
job titles, and pay levels; 3) creation of exam files (assembled
or unassembled); 4) posting of exam results from one exam file; 5)display of exam results information from previous testings; 6)
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purging of old application information and; 7) backup of database
and memory variable files.

The second section "Exam Processing" allows; 1) input,
maintenance and display of applicant information for each exam in
process or information from previous exams; 2) printing of notices
to report for written testing; 3) input of exam component
information and test/rating score information (Including automatic
reading of test scores from a file generated by the item analysis
program); 4) automatic computation of final scores and; 5) printing
of exam result notices, sorry letters, interviewnotices,
appointment letters and transcript letters.

Overall, the system accomplished the initial objectives
required; 1) storage and retrieval of employment application
information (eliminating the need to input the information more
than once); 2) storage and retrieval of exam results information;
3) automatic generation of Test Session Notices, Exam Results
Notices, Referral Lists, EEO Analysis and other notices/letters;
4) indefinite storage of the results of each examination; 5)
maintenance and printing of Referral Lists; and 6) Backup of
Database and Memory variable files.

The changes made to the system during the first year of
operation and changes that will or have already been made, include
but are not limited to the following; 1) design, development and
installation of an automated requisition tracking reporting system;
2) writing/programming routines to speed up data entry; 3) revision
of Mailer section to reflect changes/additions; 4) consolidation
of Applicant and Exam sections to make data atey easier/faster and
to allow for operation of entire system at all times by two
persons.

The potential exists for greater improvements/additions. The
system has enabled internal procedures to be streamlined. Feedback
to the various management levels has also improved. Other early
improvements were; 1) reduction in the turnaround time for
referrals frcl a high of 7-10 days to an average of 1-3 days; 2)
sharing EEO information with affirmative action staff eliminating
their need to collect EEO data and; 3) reduction in time to access
an applicant record for walk in or telephone inquiries.

Overall, the feedback loop process between staff ocurred on
a regular basis as they learned more about how the system worked
and what it could do. This resulted in immediate communication and
regular feedback to management about problems or areas that could
be improved. The future of the system is exciting. As the county
grows so will the system. It will continue to undergo numerous
revisions/updates and it will be expanded to include more
sophisticated reports. Overall, the system has been a "life saver"
for professional staff within the section.

Linsey Craig
Palm Beach County
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OPGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON
THE SETTING OF CUTTING SCORES

SUWARY

The issues surrounding the setting of cutting scores are both complex and
technical. What is frequently not recognized is that these complex issues
also include a variety of nonquantifiable organizational and individual
considerations. This paper dealt with a variety of perspectives on the
setting of cutting scores and offered reflections on some of the issues
that arise in that endeavor.

Despite the existence of data supporting a variety of alternatives, most
selection decisions involving testing are made in terms of reference to a
specific, single-point critical score. Given the day-to-day imperatives of
organizational life, this circumstance is perhaps inevitable; cutting
scores are administratively easy to use, easily controlled, and highly

objective. However, even on nationally developed and administered
professional examinations, the range of cutting scores can be very great
depending on the state in which one resides. Cutting scores on the same or

similar tests vary across the public and private sectors, across

organizations, even across jobs and units within organizations. Why such

variance? Is not there a score on which we could all agree as the

definition of competency on the same test no matter where or when
administered? How can something as precise as a cutting score be so

incredibly imprecise?

The same questions are frequently raised by other users of tests--users who
often depend upon human resource professionals to perform the necessary
magic to provide them the "best" or "correct" critical score. And they are
dismayed when those professionals are unable to do so. The reasons for
this inability lie in the fact that the process of establishing an accurate
and correct cutting score is both multi-variate and indeterminant;
multi-variate in that a wide array of variables must be considered
simultaneously in evaluating the adequacy of alternative cutting scores and
indeterminant in that the variables which must be considered interact in
such a way that it is not possible to maximize all values simultaneously.
Ultimately, the process requires the evaluation of a variety of tradeoffs
in making decisions about cutting scores. That is, one cannot have
evenything and every decision has costs.

The question, "what is the correct or accurate cutting score" is, in fact,
an improper and unanswerable question. The question is more properly
stated as "what is the appropriate cutting score to accomplish a particular
organization's specific goals under a defined set of conditions?"

For the purposes of this paper, the initial discussion focused on some of
the technical and statistical issues associated with the establishment of
cutting scores. Many of these issues are well known to human resource
professionals. However, the issues are quite complex, and it is

appropriate to begin by defining the terminology and placing the subsequent
discussions in the proper technical context. Further, some of the issues
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involving the establishment of cutting scores in the realm of content
validated testing are of particular concern and difficulty. There are also
a variety of statistical issues to be considered including evaluating the
underlying assumptions on which the statistical approaches are predicated.
The topics discussed include both norm- and criterion-referenced cutting
scores, empirical methods and indicators, utility, and adverse impact.

Second, the discussion turned to organizational perspectives regarding
setting cutting scores. These issues deal with policies and philosophies,
as well as the accomplishment of organizational decision making in the
establishment of cutting scores. The discussion examined the topics of
organizational goals, level of ability of current employees, labor markets,
affirmative action policies, and job level and type. These issues deal
with the fundamental practical concerns faced daily by organizational
decision makers in establishing cutting scores.

A third topic addressed employee perspectives about cutting scores,
including issues having to do with questions raised by employees, the
acceptance of test procedures by test takers, issues surrounding
promotional testing versus pre-employment selection, and the role and
viewpoint of bargaining units with respect to cutting scores.

In summary, the presentation concluded with a model for establishing and
evaluating cutting scores in an organizational setting. This discussion
included an examination of the complexities associated with addressing the
indeterminancy of the cutting score problem in the realities of
organizational life. The realities include administrative expertise,
employment needs, history of selection decisions, criticality of targeted
positions, organizational culture, and expectations.

S. Morton McPhail
Jeanneret & Associates
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